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1
Introduction

Within physics, the breaking of symmetry always leads to fundamentally new and

interesting phenomena. This is no different in magnetism, where the recent ex-

perimental discovery of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) in inversion

asymmetric magnetic structures has led to new and exciting physics. The DMI is

an anti-symmetric exchange interaction that promotes the stabilization of chiral

non-collinear spin-configurations and has been demonstrated to lead to stabiliza-

tion of exotic spin textures such as the magnetic skyrmion. In this chapter, we

give a brief overview of the recent progress in the field of skyrmions and DMI.

Hereafter, we discuss how the work presented in this Thesis will help to answer

some of the open questions in the field.

1.1 Skyrmions

Chiral magnetism has gained a lot of interest within the last few years, spurred

on by the experimental discovery of magnetic skyrmions.1–16 Magnetic skyrmions

are localized magnetic quasiparticles with chiral whirling spin textures in a mag-

netic material.12–15 In Fig. 1.1a we show schematically the spin-texture of a Néel

skyrmion, where the spins rotate from the up direction near the edge towards a

down direction in the centre in a clockwise (CW) fashion. For a given system,

this sense of rotation is always the same, but can also be in a counterclockwise

(CCW) direction. This fixed direction of rotation encompasses the chiral nature

of the skyrmion. Chiral magnetism, however, is more general and any spin texture

where the sense of rotation of the magnetization is fixed, such as magnetic domain

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

walls,9,17 are also of interest.

Although the existence of magnetic skyrmions had been predicted already for

years,11,18–21 it is only recently that they have been observed. Skyrmions were

originally detected around 2009 in non-centrosymmetric magnetic crystals,1,2 sta-

bilized by a Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya Interaction (DMI) present because of the lack

of inversion-symmetry in combination with spin-orbit coupling (Fig. 1.1b).22,23

Later, a similar type of DMI was stabilized at symmetry-breaking interfaces be-

tween a heavy metal and ferromagnet.11,24,25 This led to the stabilization of ex-

tremely small skyrmions in ultrathin ferromagnets (Fig. 1.1c).3,4,15 In 2016, it was

additionally shown that by exploiting multiple repeats of ultra-thin magnetic het-

erostructures skyrmions could be stabilized at room-temperature (Fig. 1.1d).5–7

The chiral nature of skyrmions, stabilized by the DMI, allows them to be moved

and excited by electrical currents. In this situation, electrical currents in combi-

nation with spin-orbit interactions generate torques (spin-orbit torques) through

the injection of a spin-current that couples very efficiently to the skyrmions.5,27–32

Additionally, the spin texture of skyrmions is such that it is difficult to trans-

form them into a different magnetic state, giving them topological protection.

This in turn makes them extremely stable because of the large energy-barrier

for nucleation/annihilation.14,33 Combine this with the fact that skyrmions can

be extremely small, and we have a magnetic quasi-particle that can be utilized

for many applications. For instance, they are interesting for new memory and

logic devices, hardware implementations of neuromorphic and reservoir comput-

ing, reshufflers for stochastic computing, reconfigurable magnonic crystals and

microwave devices.12,13,15 We will present two such examples here.

An often cited application for skyrmions is the skyrmion racetrack memory, which

seeks to combine the advantages of random-access memory (speed) and conven-

tional magnetic hard-disk drives (non-volatility). The principle of skyrmion race-

track memory is depicted in Fig. 1.2a. Skyrmion racetrack operates very similar

to a shift register, where the skyrmions are shifted around the track across a read

and write-head. This shifting is achieved through current pulses; velocities as high

as 100 m s−1 can be achieved with the aforementioned spin-orbit torques or via spin
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

100 nm 20 nm 500 nm

1 nm

Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic spin-texture of a Néel skyrmion. (b) Left: Bloch-type
skyrmion lattice in Fe0.5Co0.5Si at T = 25 K. Right: magnification of skyrmion shown in
left image. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 2. Copyright 2010 Springer Nature. (c)
Atomic-sized Néel skyrmion lattice in a Fe monolayer on Ir(111) at T = 11 K. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 3. Copyright 2011 Springer Nature. (d) Room-temperature
Néel skyrmions in a [Ir(1)/Fe(0.4)/Co(0.6)/Pt(1)]×20 (thicknesses in parentheses in
nm) multilayer repeat system. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 26. Copyright 2017
Springer Nature.

current injection through the spin-transfer torque.28–31 Detection can be achieved

through a number of different proposed effects, such as the topological Hall effect,

any type of tunnel-magneto-resistance effect or the conventional anomalous Hall

effect.3,12–15,36–39 Writing the skyrmions can also be accomplished in several differ-

ent ways; most of them relying on a local injection of spin current at the writing

site.12–15,40–44

Skyrmions can also be utilized in potential (on-chip) microwave devices.12,13,15 As

an example, we show how skyrmions can be used as passive microwave detectors

and energy harvesting applications in Fig. 1.2b.35 Here, simulations show that an

RF current can drive the breathing mode (inset) of a skyrmion. This periodic ex-

pansion and contraction of the breathing mode combined with magneto-resistance
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(a) (b)

pe
rio

d

Breathing mode

Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic illustration of a skyrmion racetrack memory. The presence
of a skyrmion indicates a logical 1 and the absence a 0. A current pulse drives the
skyrmions across the track with a read and write-head. Adapted from Ref. 34. (b)
Oscillation amplitude as a function of drive frequency f for the breathing mode of a
skyrmion driven by spin-transfer torque. The inset shows behavior of the breathing
mode, where the skyrmion radius oscillates with time. Adapted from Ref. 35.

effects results in a net DC mixing voltage across the device proportional to the

RF input power. The inverse is also possible: driving a skyrmion resonance using

a DC current to produce an RF signal.45,46 When comparing these devices to the

more conventional structures with magnetic vortices the critical current for oper-

ation is reduced, and as skyrmions are more stable, the device is less susceptible

to external perturbations. Last, the possibility to stabilize several skyrmions in

one device provides an even richer application window.13,45,46

In this Thesis, we will not directly investigate skyrmions and their applications.

Instead, we will focus on the interfacial DMI (iDMI) and induced chirality in ultra-

thin magnetic films with the goal to optimize it for skyrmions and their eventual

applications. Often the iDMI values achievable are not enough to stabilize room-

temperature skyrmions by themselves. We are therefore specifically interested in

quantifying the iDMI such that we can optimize and tune it for skyrmion stabiliza-

tion. Additionally, we are interested in additional factors that could contribute

to the magnetic chirality. For example, the dipolar interactions that are often

introduced to help stabilize room-temperature skyrmions are predicted to have a
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significant effect on the magnetic chirality. As a basis to understand the research

performed in this Thesis, in the next section we will first introduce magnetic

domain walls because we actively exploited them to investigate the magnetic chi-

rality. In Section 1.3 we discuss the iDMI in more detail such that the presented

work on iDMI quantification using spin waves can be appreciated. Section 1.4

outlines how the work presented in this Thesis brings us one step closer to answer

some of the open questions and challenges in the field of DMI and skyrmions.

1.2 Domain walls

A magnetic domain wall is the transition region between two areas (domains)

of a magnet which have opposite directions of their magnetization (Fig. 1.3a).

In this Thesis we consider (ultra-)thin films with thicknesses on the order of a

few nm, where the magnetization in the domains always aligns along the film

normal providing an out-of-plane magnetization. In these systems the domain

walls are approximately 10 nm wide, and an example of such a wall is shown

in Fig. 1.3b, where we indicate a transition region from an up domain (left) to

a down domain (right) with the magnetization rotating about the normal of the

wall. This type of domain wall is called a Bloch wall and is just one of the options

for the rotation of the magnetization inside the wall. In Fig. 1.3c to e we indicate

the other options, where we have another Bloch wall, and both a clockwise (CW)

and counterclockwise (CCW) Néel wall, where the magnetization inside the wall

orients along the domain wall normal.

For applications, Néel walls are the most interesting because they can be moved

very efficiently using electrical currents. Spin-orbit torques generated via, for ex-

ample, the spin-hall effect (SHE) interact favourably with Néel walls, leading to

domain wall speeds as high as 750 m s−1.47,48 However, as it turns out, in most

systems both Bloch walls are the stable solutions as a result of the internal dipo-

lar fields of the domain walls. In order to stabilize either of the Néel walls we

require the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI).17 As already alluded to in

the previous section, this is the same interaction that allows for the stabilization

of magnetic skyrmions.12–15,29

To understand how the DMI can stabilize skyrmions, we write the energy density
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Bloch CW Néel 

Bloch CCW Néel

(b)

(e)

(d)

(c)

~10 nm

few
nm

Film 
normal

Domain wall(a)

Figure 1.3: (a) There are four fundamental domain wall types between an up domain
(left) and down domain (right) in thin film materials with out-of-plane magnetization.
(b-c) Two different types of Bloch walls, (d) a clockwise (CW) Néel wall, (e) and a
counterclockwise (CCW) Néel wall.

for Néel walls as16,17

σ = σ0 − π|D|, (1.1)

with σ0 the domain wall energy without the DMI D. We will describe the DMI in

more detail in the next section, but for now it suffices to know that it reduces the

energy for Néel walls because it favours the spin rotation present in these walls.

From Fig. 1.1a we see that the spin rotations in the skyrmion are essentially equal

to those inside the CW Néel wall (Fig. 1.3c). Because of the DMI, the energy

of the skyrmion will thus also be reduced. If this reduction is large enough, this

will lead to meta-stable skyrmions and upon a further increase of D (σ < 0),

skyrmions will be spontaneously stabilized.∗ 16,49 The link between a domain wall

and a skyrmion is more general. For example, the spin-orbit torques that move

chiral Néel walls can also move skyrmions efficiently.28–31,47,48 Moreover, effects

that affect the chiral nature of domain walls, such as the DMI, generally also apply

to skyrmions.12–15,29,50–55 It is for this reason that we investigate the more well-

known magnetic domain walls in this Thesis. The details of the correspondence

between our results on domain walls and skyrmions, however, will not be discussed

further and are beyond of the scope of this Thesis.

∗An additional magnetic field is usually required for the latter, as at zero field spin spirals
(continuous domain walls) are typically the ground state.12,13,15
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r1 r2

S2S1

d12

d12

(a)

(b)

r1 r2

S2S1

(c)

Pt

Ir

Co

Figure 1.4: Microscopic picture of the DMI. Interaction between two spins Si via
a mediating atom above (a) and below (b) the two spins resulting in a DMI vector
D12 (green) pointing in opposite directions. The orientation of the spins is such that
it corresponds to the minimum energy state dictated by Eq. (1.2). (c) Illustration of
additive iDMI in a Pt/Co/Ir system. The iDMI at the Pt/Co and Co/Ir interface are
both such that they favour a CCW spin configuration.

1.3 Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction

As the DMI is an essential ingredient in skyrmion stabilization as well as the sta-

bilization of chiral spin textures such as the Néel wall, it is imperative we discuss it

in more detail. The Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) is an antisymmetric

indirect exchange interaction between two spins Si with the following Hamilto-

nian22,23,56

HDMI = D12 · (S1 × S2), (1.2)

with D12 the DMI vector. As a result of the vector product, we find that the DMI

promotes spin-rotation† around D12. Moreover, upon interchanging spin 1 and 2,

the sign of the vector product changes; this leads to the chiral nature of the DMI.

Only 1 sense of rotation reduces the DMI energy, whilst the other increases the

DMI energy. In this Thesis we are interested in interfacial DMI (iDMI) only, and

symmetry dictates that D12 is always oriented such that it stabilizes either CW

or CCW Néel domain walls and skyrmions.23,25

†This is contrast to the conventional exchange interaction, whose energy is minimized upon
(anti-)parallel alignment of the spins.
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There can be several origins for the DMI, such as the super-exchange interaction

between magnetic atoms originally proposed by Moriya,22 or a Rashba field.57

Here we focus on the Fert-Levy type demonstrated in Fig. 1.4a.56 For this type,

the exchange interaction is mediated by conduction electrons via a third atom

(Fig. 1.4a), resulting in a D12 ∝ r1×r2. If we place this third atom below, rather

than above, the two spins, the DMI is now pointed in the opposite direction

(Fig. 1.4b). This means that if there is inversion symmetry; by for example,

combining Fig. 1.4a and b the individual DMI contributions cancel.

This is essential for DMI; no matter the specific origin, inversion symmetry always

needs to be broken for a finite DMI.23 Because the DMI couples the electron spin

to the lattice, strong spin-orbit coupling is also required.22,56,57 In this Thesis, we

investigate systems with interfacial DMI (iDMI) where the DMI originates from

symmetry breaking interfaces between a ferromagnet and a heavy metal.‡ 13,15,24,25

As an example, a typical system we investigate in this Thesis that meets these

requirements and has a large iDMI is the Pt/Co/Ir system (Fig. 1.4c). Here, the

global symmetry is broken because of the two different interfaces, and both Pt

and Ir are heavy metals with large spin-orbit coupling.6,26,58–61 As we show in

Fig. 1.4c, at the Pt/Co bottom interface, the DMI between the individual atoms

(see Fig. 1.4a and b) all favour a CCW spin rotation. The iDMI at the top

Ir/Co interface is such that the DMI between the individual Co and Ir atoms also

favours a CCW spin rotation, and adds up to the iDMI at the Pt/Co interface to

increase the total iDMI. Intrinsically, the iDMI at the Pt/Co and Ir/Co interface is

pointed in opposite directions.60 However, following the arguments of Fig. 1.4a and

b the iDMI changes sign when reversing the stacking order. This is what happens

in Fig. 1.4c, where the stacking order of the Co/Ir is reversed with respect to

the Pt/Co interface, leading to an iDMI pointing in the same direction for both

interfaces. The increase of the total iDMI by using interfaces with different signs

of the iDMI is referred to as additive iDMI.§ 6,26,63

‡DMI can also exist, in for example, bulk systems with a non-centrosymmetric crystal struc-
ture.14

§Recently, there have been several experimental reports that suggest that in some cases, the
sign of the iDMI at the Pt/Co and Ir/Co interface might actually be the same.62 As long as the
iDMI at the Ir/Co interface is unequal to that of the Pt/Co interface, the contributions will not
cancel and a total iDMI will still be present.
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To avoid confusion, we discuss the notation for the (interfacial) DMI that is used in

the remainder of this Thesis. We will call the interfacial interaction itself iDMI Ds

with units of J m−1. This can be related to all the atomic DMI vectors D12 at the

microscopic scale by adding up all the contributions from the individual spin-spin

interactions.64,65 It is very similar to the connection between the atomic exchange

integral J and the exchange interaction A; the former (J) is the discrete atomic

interaction and the latter (A) is the continuum approximation of this interaction.

This also applies for the iDMI: Ds is the continuum version of the atomic DMI D12.

The iDMI conveyed to the volume of the layer we will call DMI D = Ds/t (units

J m−2), with t the total magnetic layer thickness. In Chapter 10 we additionally

introduce a new volume DMI term Deff that includes all contributions that act like

a DMI, also with units J m−2. Last, in literature two different sign conventions for

the iDMI exist: we use the convention in which CCW chirality is preferred when

Ds > 0.

1.4 This Thesis

The work presented in this Thesis spans two different subject areas and is therefore

divided into two Parts. In the first Part, the relationship between spin waves, the

fundamental wave-like excitations in a ferromagnet, and the iDMI is investigated.

The second Part revolves around the determination of the domain-wall chirality,

and what influences this chirality in systems relevant for skyrmion stabilization.

In this section, we will first discuss some open questions and issues in the field.

We then continue by describing how the individual Parts are related to these open

questions and detail the contents of this Thesis. This Thesis concludes with a

summary and brief outlook in Chapter 11.

Even when using concepts such as additive DMI discussed in the last section, the

total DMI is usually not large enough to get the domain-wall energy density σ < 0

at room-temperature. For this reason, the magnetic volume is usually increased

to reduce the skyrmion energy and increase the thermal stability.5–7,26 Although

this leads to stable room-temperature skyrmions, it can also negatively impact the

magnetic chirality.50–55,66,67

It is therefore crucial that we find ways to enhance the iDMI. Regrettably, this
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is difficult because a fundamental understanding of the iDMI is still lacking. For

example, we do not know exactly how it depends on the quality of the interface

induced by, for example, growth parameters.62,68 Moreover, it has been predicted

that insulators with low spin-orbit coupling also provide a large iDMI, but this

has not been unambiguously confirmed yet.63 The tuning of the iDMI through

electric fields or currents is also under investigation, as it potentially provides

a way to dynamically alter the functionality of a device.63,69–73 Lastly, with the

recently reported stabilization of skyrmions in 2D van-der-Waals materials,74–76

as well as the iDMI reported at the Co/Graphene interface,77,78 a whole new set of

material systems has become available. Therefore, to further our understanding of

the iDMI a robust, reliable, and flexible technique is required that can investigate

the iDMI in a wide-range of material systems. This is the topic of Part I, where

spin waves are investigated as a tool to quantify the iDMI.

As mentioned before, with the current obtainable iDMI values the magnetic vol-

ume is usually increased to achieve room-temperature skyrmion stabilization.5,6,26

In this case, multiple repeats of ultrathin magnetic layers sandwiched between two

heavy metals are stacked on top of each other. In these systems new questions

regarding the magnetic chirality arise. For example, as was already alluded to

in the 1970s, dipolar interactions can play a crucial role in these systems.79,80 As

a function of layer thicknesses, it was predicted that the domain walls would go

from a CCW Néel profile at the bottom, to Bloch walls in the middle, and ending

with CW Néel walls at the top. We show that this is indeed the case and that it

competes with the iDMI affecting both the delicate energy balance that stabilizes

magnetic skyrmions, as well as their interaction with spin-orbit torques.12–15,29,50–55

It is thus of major interest to determine all contributing factors to the magnetic

chirality in these multi-layered systems. This is the focus of Part II; investigating

contributions to the magnetic chirality beyond the iDMI.

Part I: Utilizing spin waves for iDMI quantification

The aim of Part I is the utilization of propagating spin waves to measure the iDMI.

Specifically, Part I deals with propagating spin wave spectroscopy (PSWS): an

electrical method of detecting propagating spin waves where we try to exploit the
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chiral nature of spin waves to quantify the iDMI. It starts with Chapter 2 where a

general introduction into spin waves, their relationship to iDMI and an explanation

of the experimental methods relevant for this Part is given. In Chapter 3 results

are presented that demonstrate how to optimize and design a PSWS experiment

when iDMI quantification is the main goal. Hereafter, Chapter 4 describes how a

careful analysis can indeed be used to quantify the iDMI in Pt/Co/Ir, Pt/Co/Pt,

and Ir/Co/Pt stacks. The last chapter, Chapter 5, details a hybrid detection

method, where we use optical spin-wave detection beyond the diffraction limit to

improve upon the all-electrical PSWS method.

Part II: Scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis for

chiral spin textures

The aim of Part II is to understand the mechanisms that govern the chirality in

multilayered systems. This is done using scanning electron microscopy with po-

larization analysis (SEMPA) measurements to measure the domain wall chirality.

Chapter 6 starts with an introduction, outlining the many possible interactions

within a multilayer system that can potentially affect the chirality. We also ex-

plain the working principles of SEMPA. We continue in Chapter 7, where we

demonstrate how SEMPA can be used to directly image domain walls and their

chirality in multilayered chiral systems relevant for skyrmion stabilization. The

next chapter, Chapter 8, shows in a systematic way how iDMI and dipolar con-

tributions compete in these systems for the determination of the chirality. After

this, in Chapter 9, we demonstrate for the first time that an intrinsically achi-

ral interlayer exchange interaction can also affect the magnetic chirality. We end

this Part with Chapter 10, where we show that the dipolar interactions can be

exploited to increase the skyrmion stability by introducing an iDMI that varies

across the thickness of the stack.





Part I

Utilizing spin waves for DMI

quantification





2
Fundamentals of spin waves in thin films

In this chapter we introduce spin-wave based methods to quantify the interfacial

Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI). The link between spin waves and iDMI

is explored in detail, where we demonstrate that the frequency difference between

oppositely propagating spin waves can be used to quantify the iDMI. Hereafter,

all-electrical Propagating Spin Wave Spectroscopy (PSWS) is introduced, where

the device-fabrication and design is thoroughly explained. We detail the operating

principle and how it can be used to measure the iDMI-induced frequency non-

reciprocity. In Chapter 5 we introduce a hybrid optical spin-wave detection method

to improve upon PSWS. We therefore describe the principles of the magneto-optical

Kerr effect, and the experimental setup with which we measure spin waves in the

last section.

2.1 DMI and spin waves

Techniques that are able to quantify the iDMI can very generally be divided into

two major categories. There are spin-wave based methods, which will be discussed

in great detail later in this section, and spin-texture based techniques.∗ The latter

techniques are all in some way based on the effective DMI field HDMI in a domain

wall that forces the spins to point along a Néel direction:17,81

HDMI =
D

µ0MS∆
, (2.1)

∗For multi layered systems a third technique is often employed, where the domain wall energy
is measured and converted to a D value via Eq. (1.1).5,6

15
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with MS the magnetization and ∆ the domain wall width. As already discussed

in Section 1.2, the internal magnetization profile of a domain wall dictates much of

its behaviour. So, by probing the behaviour of domain walls under the influence of

applied in-plane magnetic fields, which competes with HDMI to realign the in-plane

magnetization direction inside the domain wall, HDMI can be extracted. There are

many examples in literature that utilize this competition, such as spin-orbit torque

based techniques,9,82 asymmetric (magnetic) bubble expansion,81 or asymmetric

domain nucleation.† 60

All of these approaches, however, have a major drawback. Calculating D from

HDMI requires exact knowledge of the domain wall width ∆, which depends on the

exchange interaction A. Unfortunately, this parameter is notoriously difficult to

quantify in thin-film systems.84 Second, it has been suggested that these methods

probe the iDMI at defect sites where the spin-textures can be pinned.85 For these

reasons, spin-wave based methods are being employed more frequently.86–89 They

do not require knowledge of the exchange interaction,90,91 and measure sample-

averaged properties because of the longer length scales that are being probed. We

therefore chose to utilize spin waves to quantify the iDMI, and in the next section

we explain in detail the fundamentals of spin waves and how their behaviour

is affected by the iDMI. At this point we mention that although we will focus

on the connection of spin waves to the iDMI, spin waves are also utilized to

quantify other magnetic interactions, such as for example, the magnetic anisotropy,

or the spin-polarization.92–96 Additionally, spin waves are often investigated in

connection to novel computing technologies because of their chargeless information

transport.97,98
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Figure 2.1: Side (a) and top-view (b) of a spin wave with wavelength λ, where the
magnetization (purple) precesses (grey) around an effective field Heff (black) governed
by Eq. (2.2) with a varying phase along the spin-wave wavelength.

2.1.1 Spin waves

Magnetization dynamics are governed by the Landau–Lifshitz (LL) equation‡ 99,100

dM

dt
= −γM ×Heff , (2.2)

with M the magnetization vector, γ the gyromagnetic ratio and Heff = − 1
µ0

∂F
∂M

the effective magnetic field, defined as the partial derivative of the free energy

density F with respect to the magnetization. This effective field includes contri-

butions such as the external applied magnetic field, as well as contributions from,

for example, the dipolar fields and magnetic anisotropies. The LL equation de-

scribes the precession of M around Heff . In this context, spin waves naturally

appear when the phase of this precession varies as a function of position, which is

what we demonstrate in Fig. 2.1a. The magnetization (purple) precesses around

the effective field Heff (black) where the phase of the precession periodically varies

along the horizontal direction with a wavelength λ. Figure 2.1b shows the more

common way to represent this spin wave; a top-view, where the arrows now de-

†When the iDMI is small one can also directly image the domain wall texture without a
magnetic field.62,83

‡We ignore the damping term usually present in the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equa-
tion, which then simplifies to the presented LL equation. Although damping is important for
applications, it is not relevant for this Thesis.
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Figure 2.2: A CCW (a) and CW (b) spin wave with wave vector k at two different
times in their precession with period T . With the magnetic field H applied in this
direction, the CCW propagates towards the left and the CW spin wave towards the
right. Adapted from Refs. 101,102.

note only the components of the magnetization that vary with time (dynamical

components).

The time evolution described in Eq. (2.2) has profound consequences for the prop-

agation direction of these spin waves, which we illustrate in Fig. 2.2, where in (a)

we depict the dynamic components of a counter clockwise (CCW) spin wave at

two different phases of its precession. When the spins rotate in this CCW fashion,

the precession is such that the phase velocity of this spin wave is negative and it

travels towards the left. In Fig. 2.2b we show a clockwise (CW) spin wave, where

the magnetization rotates in the opposite direction. For the CW spin wave, the

precession now leads to a spin wave travelling towards the right.

When combining the rotation direction of the spin wave with the chirality favoured

by the iDMI [Fig. 1.4 and Eq. (1.2)], we find that CW and CCW spin waves are

not affected by the iDMI in a similar manner. For an iDMI that favours a CW

rotation, the energy of the CW spin wave is lower than that of the CCW spin

wave. The opposite is true for an iDMI that favours a CCW rotation. This energy

difference leads to a frequency difference between the CW and CCW spin wave.

And because CW and CCW spin waves move in opposite directions, it thus leads to

a frequency difference between oppositely propagating spin waves. The frequency
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Figure 2.3: Results of Brillouin Light Scattering measurements. (a) Measured fre-
quency difference ∆f between the resonance frequency fr of oppositely-propagating
spin waves as a function of wave vector k for Pt/Co(1.2)/AlOx. This shift shows the
expected linear dependence of Eq. (2.3). (b) Measured frequency difference ∆f between
oppositely-propagating spin waves as a function of thickness t for Pt/CoFeB(t)/AlOx.
This shift shows the expected 1/t dependence down to ∼ 1.5 nm. The deviation below
this thickness is ascribed to a degradation of interfacial quality. Data of (a) and (b)
from Ref. 88.

difference ∆f between oppositely propagating spin waves is given by:90,91

∆f = −2γDk

πMS

, (2.3)

which scales linearly with the wavevector k and DMI strength D. It is at this point

important to mention that the spin waves depicted in Fig. 2.2 are of the Damon-

Eshbach (DE) geometry, where k is perpendicular to M and both k and M are

aligned perpendicular to the film normal (see Fig. 1.3). They are often referred to

as magnetostatic surface spin waves. Different geometries for spin waves do exist,

such as the backward volume waves, with both k and M parallel and aligned

perpendicular to the film normal, and the forward volume waves, with M oriented

along the film normal and k perpendicular to the film normal.103 When an iDMI

is present, the only mode that is affected by the iDMI is the DE-mode. However,

for the non-centrosymmetric crystal structures which have a different type of DMI

this is no longer true.91,104
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2.1.2 Measuring the non-reciprocity

With the link between spin waves and iDMI clear, we focus on the experimen-

tal verification of this relationship. The frequency difference between oppositely

travelling spin waves is most commonly measured using Brillouin Light Scattering

(BLS).87–89 We present typical results from Ref. 88 in Fig. 2.3, which displays

the measured frequency difference ∆f for a prototypical Pt/Co system. Here, ∆f

is plotted as a function of wavevector k, which demonstrates the expected linear

dependence as a result of the iDMI. In this case, the slope is proportional to D

following Eq. (2.3). Because the iDMI is an interfacial interaction, ∆f should

scale as 1/t which is indeed what has been observed as is shown Fig. 2.3b.

BLS is a powerful technique, but is limited in the frequency resolution (few tens of

MHz105) that can be achieved. Following Eq. (2.3) it is therefore difficult to mea-

sure systems with a small DMI, and therefore mostly thin film systems (< 2 nm)

with a large DMI are investigated using BLS.87–89 Moreover, because optical access

is required, investigating effects of, for example, gating, on the iDMI is experimen-

tally difficult.69,86,106 Few alternatives exist that have measured iDMI based on the

spin waves. There is spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS);

yet, very little reports exist of this technique being applied to measure the iDMI

because of its extreme (sample) requirements.107 Last, there is propagating spin

wave spectroscopy (PSWS), the basis of Part I of this Thesis. It has a superior

frequency resolution (< 1 MHz108,109), and its electrical nature greatly simplifies

experiments where gaining optical access for BLS experiments is an issue.

The added frequency resolution of PSWS means that the iDMI can be probed in

systems where its contribution to ∆f is smaller. In these systems, however, other

contributions to the spin-wave frequency non-reciprocity can start to play a role.

For example, the localization CW and CCW spin waves at opposite interfaces, each

with a potentially different surface anisotropy, can also lead to a shift.108,110 This

localization becomes more prevalent at larger thicknesses, and this contribution

therefore starts to be important in films with a thickness above 5 nm. As this is

exactly the regime which we will investigate, these contributions must be, and will

be, carefully considered in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic operation of propagating spin wave spectroscopy. A current
js is driven through a microwave antenna on the left. Its Oersted fields then excite the
spin waves. The CCW spin wave propagates towards the right, where the precessing
magnetization of the spin wave induces a current ji in the second antenna.

2.2 Propagating spin wave spectroscopy

In Fig. 2.4 the operating principle of propagating spin wave spectroscopy (PSWS)

is depicted. A microwave (GHz) current is driven through a microwave antenna

shown on the left. The generated Oersted fields then couple to both the CW and

CCW spin waves. In this case, the CCW spin waves propagate towards the right,

and the CW towards the left. A second antenna placed to the right of the first

antenna detects the propagating CCW spin waves through magnetic induction.

The induced current in this detection antenna is a measure for the propagation

of the CCW spin waves. By reversing the excitation and detection antenna, or

reversing the magnetic field, we can switch between the propagation/detection

of either the CW or CCW spin waves. As the frequency of the spin waves is

dependent on the propagating direction through the iDMI, this technique can be

utilized to quantify the iDMI.

PSWS is not a new technique; in the 1970s it was originally applied on Yttrium

Iron Garnet (YIG) insulating films.111,112 This was possible because of the long

spin-wave decay length in YIG. It took until the early 2000s, however, with the

advent of microfabrication techniques, for the technique to be applied to metallic

ferromagnets.113,114 The field gained another boost when the spin-wave Doppler

effect was measured in 2008 using highly meandered antennas, which is a technique

which we also apply in this Thesis.92,115 In 2016 PSWS was for the first, and only,

time applied to measure the iDMI in a thin film system,86 and since then it has

also been used to investigate systems with a bulk DMI.104,116 Yet, especially in the
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Figure 2.5: SEM micrograph of a fabricated PSWS device. In the inset we show the
two microwave antennas on top of a magnetic strip. The blue outlined regions depict the
contact wave-guides which are necessary to electrically contact the antennas. Adapted
from Ref. 102.

case of iDMI, the technique has not yet been properly validated. The influences

of anisotropy induced non-reciprocities have not yet been properly included and

shown to yield accurate results.86,108 We do this in Chapter 4 and demonstrate

that not carefully including anisotropy effects can lead to iDMI values that are

both too large and of the wrong sign.

Our experimental implementation of PSWS is shown in Fig. 2.5. Two spin-wave

antennas (outlined in purple) are placed directly on top of the magnetic strip

to excite the spin waves. Because of the direct dependence of the shift on k

[Eq. (2.3)], we require a well-defined wave-vector k. To achieve this, the antennas
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are meandered such that they preferentially excite spin waves with only one wave

vector k (this is described in more detail in Chapter 3). Using the outer end of the

contact pads (blue outlined regions), we electrically contact the antennas to the

Vector Network Analyser (VNA), with which we measure the electrically induced

current in the antennas upon spin-wave detection. Exact details on how a VNA

operates, what it measures and how this can be used to extract the inductances

are beyond the scope of this Thesis. We refer the reader to Refs. 102,117 for

further details.

The magnetic strip is fabricated using sputtering and an electron-beam lithography

(EBL) lift-off process. We insulate the microwave antenna from the conducting

strip using either 40 nm of Al2O3 deposited using atomic layer deposition or 40 nm

of SiOx deposited using reactive sputtering from a SiO2 target. The antennas are

fabricated using an EBL lift-off process in combination with an e-beam evaporated

Ti(10)/Au(100) layer. It is not easy to fabricate high resolution, high k antennas in

a reproducible manner; in Ref. 102 the exact optimization procedure and process

parameters are therefore described in more detail.

Last, we note the details of the contact pads (blue region in Fig. 2.5). These are

co-planar waveguides (CPW), with two ground-lines on either end and a signal line

down the middle, which taper down into the actual spin-wave antenna. To avoid

reflections of the RF current due to impedance mismatches, this structure was

carefully optimized to be as close as possible to characteristic impedance (50 Ω)

of the rest of the microwave circuity. The characteristic impedance of a lossless

CPW is governed by the dimensions of the signal line (wsg), ground line (wg) and

signal-ground line spacing (wn), which can be calculated from:118,119

Zc =
1

ε0c
√

8εr + 1

K(
√

1− u2)

K(u)
, (2.4)

with ε0 the vacuum permittivity, εr the relative permittivity of the substrate, c the

speed of light, K(u) the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, u = a
b

√
c2−b2
c2−a2 ,

with a = wg

2
, b = wn + a, and c = wg + b. The dimensions of each section

of constant wn,s,g (see Fig. 2.5) were experimentally optimized to be as close as

possible to 50 Ω.§

§Equation (2.4) works well for larger structures, but the no loss assumption no longer holds
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With the fundamentals of PSWS discussed, we can comment on the practical

(dis)advantages of PSWS, especially as it relates to iDMI quantification. Because

of the micro structured devices and all-electrical nature, it is comparatively easy

to investigate the effects of, for example, electrical gating and current-driven ef-

fects.92,106 Moreover, it has been shown that wavelengths down to 100 nm can be

measured convincingly using PSWS.¶ 120 Combined with the extreme frequency

resolution it makes it very attractive for fundamental studies into the iDMI.

Yet, despite these advantages, there are also a few drawbacks to PSWS. First,

the inductive signal in the microwave antenna scales with the magnetic volume.

This makes it difficult to investigate very thin layers or very narrow strips. More-

over, microwave measurements are very sensitive but also extremely susceptible

to measurement artefacts. For example, as we show in Chapter 3, direct antenna-

antenna coupling can obfuscate spin-wave transmission measurements. Second,

from a practical point of view, electrical measurements make it difficult to do

spatial dependency studies, as new devices need to be fabricated for each new

antenna-antenna spacing.

2.3 Optical detection

In Chapter 5 we therefore propose a hybrid method, where we combine electrical

excitation of the spin waves with optical detection of the spin waves utilizing

the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). This will remedy some of the issues

detailed in the previous section. Optical measurements are very sensitive, are

relatively artefact free and extremely flexible. In this section we explain MOKE

in more detail. We also discuss the experimental setup, where MOKE is utilized

in combination with electrical excitation to measure spin waves. All other details

regarding the hybrid method can be found in the corresponding chapter and will

not be discussed here.

when the wave guide dimensions decrease. We chose to therefore do experimental optimization
only, which is described in more detail in Ref. 102.
¶This was achieved using a broadband strip-line antenna. With the meandered antennas, we

managed to get down to wavelengths of 400 nm.
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Figure 2.6: Principle of the magneto-optical Kerr effect in the polar configuration,
where the incoming light and magnetization M are aligned along the surface normal.
Linearly polarized light impinges on a magnetic sample. Upon reflection, the polar-
ization has rotated and gained some ellipticity. The magnitude of both effects is pro-
portional to the magnetization and originates from different indices of refraction for
left-handed (LCP) and right-handed circularly polarized (RCP) light. Adapted from
Ref. 121.

2.3.1 Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect

The principle of MOKE is depicted in Fig. 2.6, where there is a change in both

the polarization and ellipticity of the incident light upon reflection of a magnetic

sample. In an experiment, we thus probe either the rotation or ellipticity of

the reflected light to measure the magnetization. The effects on the polarization

originate from different indices of refraction for left-and right-handed circularly

polarized light.122 As the incoming light is linearly polarized, this will lead to

the changes in the polarization that are proportional to the magnetization of the

sample. Although different geometries exist, we are only concerned with the polar-

MOKE configuration, where the measured magnetization and incoming light are

directed along the surface normal as it fits the measurement geometry of Chap-

ter 5.123
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2.3.2 Experimental setup

To measure the MOKE signal from a spin wave, we utilized the experimental

setup that is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. The setup can be divided into three main

components. We have the optical measurement of the spin waves using MOKE,

electrical RF excitation of the spin waves using the signal generator, and the

phase locking of the laser pulses to the electrical excitation. In the following, we

will discuss each of them individually to understand the setup and the performed

measurements.

For the optical detection of the spin waves, we need a pulsed laser. As the magne-

tization of the spin wave oscillates in time, a time-averaging of the MOKE signal

from the spin wave will result in a vanishing signal. We therefore use a Ti:Sapphire

pulsed laser (5 mW) with an approximate pulse length of 150 fs, wavelength of

780 nm, and rep rate of 80 MHz that samples the spin wave at a predefined phase

(this will be discussed in more detail later). The laser spot is focused down to

a diffraction-limited spot of about 10 µm using a lens with an NA of 0.38.‖ To

be sensitive to only the out-of-plane component of the magnetization, we need

to come in at perpendicular incidence. For that reason, a beam splitter is used.

The first half-wave plate (λ/2) and polarizer are used to tune both the power of

the linearly polarized output of the laser, as well as set the polarization of the

probing laser pulse on the sample. A change in polarization due to MOKE is

measured using a Wollaston prism in combination with a balanced photodetec-

tor. The prism separates the incoming light into two polarized light beams with

orthogonal polarization, and the photodetector produced a signal that is propor-

tional to the difference in intensity between these two beams. Another half-wave

plate is used to balance the photo-detector by rotating the polarization of the light

such that the intensity of the two polarized beams is equal and the output of the

photodetector is negligible without the presence of spin waves. Any small change

in the polarization in the light due to a MOKE signal will then lead to a difference

between the outputs of the Wollaston prism, and to a signal on the detector that

is proportional to change in polarization of the light. Thus, the measured signal

‖We do not completely fill the objective. When doing so, the spot size will be reduced even
further.
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of the experimental setup. A pulsed laser is focused onto the
sample in which we excite spin waves using a RF signal generator. This signal from
the RF signal generator is phase-locked to the laser, such that the incoming laser pulse
is always probing the same phase of the oscillating out-of-plane component Mz of the
spin wave (see bottom left). We also modulate the power of the RF output using a
pin-diode. The reflected laser signal is separated using a beam-splitter and focused onto
a balanced photodector, where we detect the change in the polarization of the light.
The magneto-optical (MO) signal is then read out using a lock-in detector locked to the
modulation frequency of the pin-diode.

on the photodetector is proportional to the amount of spin waves that are present.

To excite the spin waves, we used an RF signal generator (Anritsu MG3692C)

with an output power of 15 dBm. The RF generator is connected to the spin-wave

antenna using microwave probes. We modulated the output of this generator using

an RF pin diode (100 kHz) to increase signal-to-noise ratio as this allowed us to

lock onto this modulation frequency with the lock-in when measuring the signal

from the balanced photodetector.

An important element of the setup, which we have so far neglected, and which we

illustrate at the bottom left in Fig. 2.7 is the phase-locking of the incoming laser-

pulse to the RF excitation. Pulsed lasers are needed to avoid a vanishing time-

averaged signal and for that same reason, we need to ensure that every incoming
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laser-pulse probes the exact same phase of the spin wave. If this is not the case,

the time-averaged signal we measure also vanishes. The details on the phase

stabilization between the laser and RF signal generator are not shown in the

figure. It was achieved by monitoring the relative phase between the two on a

6 GHz oscilloscope and adjusting the phase of the laser accordingly. This was also

used to vary the relative phase between the excitation current and probing laser

pulse such that we could probe at different times within a spin wave. To be able

to measure high-frequency RF signals on the scope, we used a −30 dB directional

coupler in combination with a by-8 frequency divider to redirect a small fraction

of the RF signal into the scope with a detectable frequency.

The measurement set-up described here allows us to measure any type of electri-

cally excited spin wave, as long as wavelength of this spin wave is larger than the

spot size of the probing laser pulse. If this is not the case, the spatially oscillating

magnetization of the spin wave will produce a vanishing Kerr rotation. This is

exactly the issue we want to address in Chapter 5, where a grating is fabricated on

top of our device to allow us to measure spin waves with a wavelength of 700 nm

using a diffraction-limited 10µm laser spot.

2.4 Contents of Part I

In the first chapter of Part I of this Thesis, Chapter 3, we present several different

factors that need to be considered when optimizing a device for PSWS when the

eventual goal is to quantify the iDMI. This is done through the demonstration of

several measurement artefacts, and we show how most of them can be resolved

by moving to small (∼ 2 µm) magnetic strip widths. We also propose and verify

an alternative antenna design (different from the one presented in Fig. 2.5) that

should make it considerably easier to quantify the iDMI in thinner magnetic layers.

Chapter 4 concerns itself with the extraction of the iDMI from PSWS measure-

ments using this alternative antenna design. We find that the iDMI can indeed

be extracted from the frequency non-reciprocity if anisotropy-induced effects are

carefully included. A new, as of yet unreported, but dominant contribution from

bulk magneto-crystalline effects is reported in thicker (> 10 nm) films, which

is corroborated using high-resolution transmission-electron-microscopy images in
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conjunction with nuclear-magnetic-resonance measurements.

The last chapter, Chapter 5, revolves around a hybrid optical detection method.

We combine electrical spin-wave excitation with an optical detection method to

increase the sensitivity of PSWS. Optical methods based on MOKE have one

major disadvantage: there is lower bound on the wavelength of spin waves that

can be detected given by the diffraction limit. In this chapter we propose a grating

technique to go beyond this limit. We demonstrate detection of spin waves with

a wavelength of 700 nm using a diffraction limited laser spot of 10µm and the

grating.





3
Optimizing propagating spin wave

spectroscopy

The frequency difference between two oppositely propagating spin waves can be used

to probe several interesting magnetic properties, such as the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya interaction (iDMI). Propagating spin wave spectroscopy is a technique that

is very sensitive to this frequency difference. Here we show several elements that

are important to optimize devices for such a measurement. We demonstrate that

for wide magnetic strips there is a need for de-embedding. Additionally, for these

wide strips there is a large parasitic antenna-antenna coupling that obfuscates any

spin wave transmission signal, which is remedied by moving to smaller strips. The

conventional antenna design excites spin waves with two different wave vectors. As

the magnetic layers become thinner, the resulting resonances move closer together

and become very difficult to disentangle. In the last part we therefore propose

and verify an alternative antenna design that excites spin waves with only one

wave vector. We suggest to use this antenna design to quantify the iDMI in thin

magnetic layers.∗

3.1 Introduction

Spin waves can be used to probe fundamental magnetic interactions in a ferro-

magnet. For example, the uniform spin wave mode is routinely used to determine

∗This chapter has been published as an editor’s suggestion in Applied Physics Letters: J.
Lucassen et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 115, 012403 (2019).124

31
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the magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnetic resonance based techniques.95,96 More

recent advances have demonstrated that spin waves can further be used to probe

spin polarized transport92–94 and they are also frequently used to quantify the

interfacial Dzyaloshinkii-Moriya interaction (iDMI).86–89 The use of spin waves

to quantify the iDMI is especially interesting, because the field of skyrmionics

revolves around this iDMI.13 Spin waves are one of the few ways of quantifying

this interaction.9,60,81,86–89 Quantifying the iDMI using spin waves utilizes the fre-

quency difference for oppositely propagating spin waves as a direct result of the

iDMI.90,91 The most commonly used method to measure this frequency difference

is Brillouin light scattering.87–89

Here we focus on the related, though less developed, technique of propagating spin

wave spectroscopy (PSWS)92 that can also measure the iDMI induced frequency

difference.86,104 In PSWS, a micron sized coplanar waveguide is used to electrically

generate spin waves with a specific wavevector in a magnetic strip via Oersted

fields. These spin waves propagate towards a second antenna, where the spin

waves are detected inductively. Although in principle PSWS is very sensitive to

frequency differences, the fabrication of the devices is involved, and important

details that are critical to correct operation remain underreported.

In this chapter we demonstrate that the width of the magnetic strip critically deter-

mines the functionality of the device, with narrow strips being optimal. First, we

show that correcting for the finite length of the microwave contacts (de-embedding)

becomes important as the strip width increases. Second, for narrow strips, the

spectra show additional resonances that belong to spin wave quantization modes

along the strip width. Third, upon increasing the strip width we additionally

find that the antenna-antenna coupling also increases, which detrimentally af-

fects the spin wave transmission measurements. Last, we show an alternative

antenna design which does not excite a second spin wave resonance. This should

aid the determination of iDMI in magnetic films, as it allows the measurements

to be performed for decreased strip thicknesses where the DMI is higher. More-

over, magnonic applications that require the presence of more monochromatic spin

waves can also benefit from this design.
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3.2 Methods

We fabricated devices such as the one displayed in Fig. 3.1a. The operating prin-

ciple of such a device is described in detail elsewhere.115 In short, as we indicate

in red in the figure, we drive a microwave current j through one of the antennas.

The spatial periodicity of the Oersted fields that couple to the spin waves is deter-

mined by the geometry of the antenna. Because there are two main periodicities,

indicated by km and ks in the figure, we also excite spin waves with these wave

vectors. Spin waves then traverse the strip to the other antenna, where induction

allows the spin waves to be detected. The magnetic strip underneath the antenna

is fabricated using sputtering and an EBL lift-off process. The sputtered stack

is //Ta(4)/Pt(4)/Co(15)/Ir(4)/Pt(4) (thicknesses in parentheses in nm) and was

sputter deposited using Ar at 1× 10−2 mbar on a Si substrate with a native oxide

in a system with a base pressure of 2× 10−9 mbar. On top of the magnetic strip,

we deposited 40 nm of Al2O3 using atomic layer deposition (ALD). Finally, the an-

tennas were created using e-beam evaporation of Ti(10)/Au(100) in a second EBL

lift-off process. The following geometrical parameters were used for the antenna

design: ground line width lp = 2π
5km

, signal line width 2lp, ground-ground spacing
3
2
lp, and signal-ground spacing lp.115 We performed the spin wave resonance mea-

surements using a VNA (Anritsu MS4644B) which we contacted to the antennas

using microwave probes. The VNA was calibrated using a microwave probe cal-

ibration substrate. Measurements were performed in field sweep mode with the

magnetic field H applied transverse to the strip, working in the Damon-Eshbach

geometry at a power of 0 dBm. Afterwards, the measured S parameters were con-

verted to inductions using well-known microwave relationships.117 Devices were

fabricated for various strip widths WS (2µm to 20µm where the antenna width

includes an additional 0.5µm on each side) and antennas that were designed to

excite different wave vectors (km = 5 to 9 µm−1).

3.3 Results

We start by looking at a typical measurement of the self-induction ∆L11 as shown

in Fig. 3.1c for two different WS. These measurements correspond to the amplitude

of the spin waves that are excited by antenna 1. We note two different peaks,
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Figure 3.1: (a) SEM micrograph of a fabricated device with km = 7 µm−1 for a strip
width WS of 20µm. Also indicated is the direction of the magnetic field H, alternating
current (j) flow directions, main periodicities of the antenna, and antenna number.
Lxy indicates the spin wave flow direction and corresponding mutual induction. (b)
Measured absolute antenna impedances Z11 as a function of the antenna width at 14
GHz, plotted together with the simulated antenna impedances as well as the calculated
theoretical DC resistance of the antenna (see Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). The dashed
horizontal line indicates Z0 = 50 Ω. (c) Raw ∆L11 data at 14 GHz with km = 7 µm−1

for WS = 2 µm (top) and 20µm (bottom). The two peaks, indicated by the dashed
lines, correspond to the main periodicities of the antenna [see (a)]. (d) De-embedded
version of data shown in (c).

indicated by the dashed lines, at two different fields which correspond to the

two (km and ks) wave vectors of spin waves that are excited (later verified by

fitting dispersion relation). Additionally, the curves resemble the (anti-)symmetric

Lorentzian line shapes typical of ferromagnetic resonance for both strip widths.

The phase for WS = 2 µm matches what one would expect for magnetic resonance:

a symmetric imaginary induction and anti-symmetric real induction.96 However,

the phase of the WS = 20 µm device behaves rather differently, where the roles of

the real and imaginary parts are now interchanged.
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In Fig. 3.1d we plot the measurements of the self-induction corrected for the

small change in the phase of the S parameters as a result of the finite distance

between the probes and the actual spin wave antenna. This process is called

de-embedding.117 For WS = 2 µm, there is very little effect of de-embedding.

However, forWS = 20 µm the phase of the spin wave resonances changes drastically

and now matches the WS = 2 µm data. This is a rather surprising result because

the induced phase difference θ as a result of the finite distance is only ∼ 40◦

at 15 GHz. Additionally, de-embedding only seems to be important for wider

strips. To understand this behaviour, we derive the following relationship (with

θ � 1) for a 1-port circuit117

∆L11 → ∆L∗11(1 +
iθZ11

Z0

), (3.1)

where ∆L11 is the proper de-embedded self-induction and ∆L∗11 the measured

self-induction. Z11 is the non-magnetic part of the impedance of the antenna and

Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line (50 Ω). This was derived with the

total antenna taken as a terminating impedance (with impedance Z11 + ∆L11) of

the line. From this it is clear that de-embedding becomes more important as Z11

increases. In Fig. 3.1b |Z11| is plotted as a function of antenna width. It increases

linearly with the antenna width, which explains why there is much larger effect of

de-embedding for larger WS. This linear increase can be understood very simply

in terms of the DC resistance of the antenna which dominates the inductance and

capacitance of the antennas because the conduction lines are very resistive due

their small size (see Section 3.5.2).

Additionally, we see in Fig. 3.1c that the magnitude of the induction is only

about 5 times larger for WS = 20 µm compared to WS = 2 µm. The induction

should scale linearly with the magnetic volume, which is exactly what is found

in Fig. 3.1d: a 10-fold increase in the induction going from the 2µm strip to

the 20µm strip. Once again, this can be understood from Eq. (3.1); there is not

only a phase rotation present, but also a multiplicative term proportional to Z11.

Although moving to smaller WS will help decrease Z11 and thus remove the need

for de-embedding, something similar can be achieved by decreasing the resistance
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Figure 3.2: Data with km = 6 µm−1 at WS = 2 µm. (a) ∆L11 at 15 GHz plotted
together with a fit of the 3 spin wave resonances observed. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the resonance fields Hres obtained from the fit. (b) Fitted resonance fields Hres

as a function of frequency f [see (a)]. In the inset we show schematically the lateral
(along the strip width) spin wave quantization modes that are used to fit the resonance
fields.

of the antenna. For example, one can increase the thickness of the Au.†

Next, we demonstrate that upon decreasing WS, a spin wave quantization reso-

nance appears in the spectra. To see this more clearly, we plot L11 data for a

WS = 2 µm strip in Fig. 3.2a. Once again note that there are two main peaks

present in this figure; the km peak at ∼ 110 mT and the ks peak at ∼ 150 mT, but

there is clearly another resonance visible at ∼ 140 mT. This resonance vanishes as

WS is increased to 20µm. From this we conclude that any additional periodicities

of the antenna geometry that can couple to this spin wave can be excluded, be-

cause then it should be present for both WS = 2 and 20µm devices.115 Instead, we

believe it to be a higher order laterally quantized spin wave mode (inset Fig. 3.2b),

which is one of the few reports of spin wave quantization measured using PSWS.125

A more detailed quantitative analysis can be performed by fitting the dispersion

relation to the resonance fields Hres. We obtain these Hres by fitting the spec-

trum of Fig. 3.2a to a combination of symmetric and anti-symmetric Lorentzian

lineshapes.‡ The resulting Hres are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. For all

†This is no longer useful for thicknesses larger than the skin depth.
‡We use 4 symmetric- and anti-symmetric Lorenzians to fit the curves. We need a fourth

curve to properly fit the background for some measurements. We believe there to be a fourth
spin wave resonance - the quantization of the ks peak - at higher fields, but we are not able to
reliable fit this peak.
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three resonances, Hres is plotted in Fig. 3.2b as a function of the frequency f .

These curves are fitted simultaneously using dispersion relations derived else-

where126,127 which are also plotted in Fig. 3.2b. Here, we use g = 2.17, Ms =

1.44 MA m−1 and ks,m = 2.16, 6 µm−1 (fixed by the antenna geometry). We as-

sume that the quantized spin wave mode is an n = 3 mode (mode profiles are

indicated in the inset of Fig. 3.2b) because the excitation efficiency for the n = 2

mode is negligible.128 The quantization is taken into account by adding a wavevec-

tor k = nπ
WS

perpendicular to the propagation direction in the dispersion relation.129

We use the following fit parameters: an effective strip width weff , layer thickness

t and Meff = Ms −HK, with HK the magnetic anisotropy field. The resulting fit

gives Meff = 1.1 ± 0.1 MA m−1, weff = 1.1 ± 0.8 µm, and t = 11 ± 4 nm. Meff is

reasonable for this system.86 Because we do not take into account the non-uniform

internal dipolar fields,129,130 the underestimation of WS and t is not surprising. In

Section 3.5.3 we present fits for devices with different km values.

We now turn our attention to the spin wave transmission measurements. A typical

measurement for WS = 2 µm is plotted in Fig. 3.3a, where we plot the mutual

induction ∆L12 (∆L21) which corresponds to spin waves travelling from antenna 2

(1) to 1 (2) (see Fig. 3.1a). Once again, we can distinguish two peaks corresponding

to the two different type of spin waves that are excited. Note two very distinct

features that are indicative of a proper electrical spin wave transmission signal:

first, a distinct amplitude asymmetry between oppositely travelling spin waves

(L12 vs L21), which is the result of the chirality of the driving fields that matches

the corresponding spin wave (L12) or opposes it (L21).131 Second, sharp oscillations

of the spin wave transmission signal which are the result of a variation in the spin

wave phase as we sweep through the resonance.115

However, a similar measurement for WS = 20 µm yields Fig. 3.3b. Both the

amplitude asymmetry and the sharp oscillations now no longer seem present. This

is rather surprising, as both features have an origin that does not depend on

WS. Rather, we believe it is related to a direct parasitic coupling between the

two antennas. This means that if a spin wave is excited by antenna 1 there

is a signal induced in antenna 2 independent of an actual physical spin wave
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Figure 3.3: Imag(∆Lxy) data at 14 GHz with km = 7 µm−1 for WS = 2 µm (a)
and 20 µm (b). The two dashed lines in (a) indicate the resonance fields of spin waves
corresponding to the main periodicities of the antenna (see Fig. 3.1a). (c) Absolute value
of the antenna-antenna coupling impedance Z12 as a function of the antenna width. The
line is a guide to the eye, based on a quadratic fit. (d) Zoomed-in version of (a) with
the peak-shift of ∼ 1.7 mT indicated. Here, L21 was artificially blown up to make the
peak shift easier to see.

being transmitted.§ For example, for L12 there is still a small oscillatory signal

superimposed on the large resonant background. This background is the result of

the parasitic coupling and the small superimposed signal is the transmitted spin

wave. The spin wave transmission signal for L21 is smaller, as observed in Fig. 3.3a,

such that the smaller oscillatory signal on top of this induction is no longer visible

in Fig. 3.3b.

The magnitude of the parasitic coupling |Z12| is plotted in Fig. 3.3c, where we

find that the coupling seems to scale quadratically with the antenna width. This

explains why devices with smaller WS do show a proper spin wave transmission

§A simple way to check this would entail removing the magnetic strip between the antennas
only. However, as detailed in Section 3.5.5, this parasitic coupling is also mediated by the
magnetic strip. Therefore, it still remains to be explicitly verified that the parasitic coupling is
independent of spin waves being transmitted.
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signal. Yet, even for small WS this parasitic coupling can become problematic at

higher frequencies where the increasing spin wave attenuation decreases the spin

wave transmission signal.¶ At present, we cannot explain the size and behaviour

of this coupling, but more details can be found in Section 3.5.5. Furthermore,

additional self-induction and spin wave transmission measurements on devices

with different widths WS between 2 and 20 µm can be found in Section 3.5.4.

For the WS = 2 µm device a peak shift can be extracted that could be a measure

for the iDMI. This shift is shown in Fig. 3.3d, where L12 is shifted about +1.7 mT

with respect to L21. The shift is opposite to the direction expected from iDMI

[assuming Ds = 1.8 pJ m−1 (Ref. 60)], which is about−1.7 mT. This shift can have

other contributions beyond the iDMI, such as the anisotropy difference induced

shift.132 Upon moving to thinner layers, this contribution should decrease in size,

and the contribution of the iDMI to the field shift will increase. Therefore, in

Chapter 4, we investigate the shift for a wide range of layer thicknesses to extract

the iDMI.

In the final part of this section, we present an alternative antenna design. This has

the major advantage of exciting only one type of spin wave (km) which is neces-

sary if thinner layers have to be investigated. Upon decreasing the layer thickness

the two traditional spin wave resonances (corresponding to km and ks) start over-

lapping because of the decreasing influence of the magnetostatic interactions (see

Section 3.5.6 for a more detailed investigation). Although the ratio between the

km and ks resonance is quite large for L11, they are of approximately equal size

in the transmission measurement as seen in Fig. 3.3a. If the two peaks move

closer together, disentangling the two resonances becomes increasingly difficult in

a transmission measurement.

The alternative antenna design is shown in Fig. 3.4a. Rather than relying on

a conventional CPW signal and ground line structure, in this alternative design

only the signal line is meandered. There is no need to adhere to conventional

coplanar waveguide structures for these spin wave antennas as the antennas are

much smaller than the electrical wavelength. In the figure we indicate the only

periodicity km present such that spin waves with only one wave vector are excited.

¶Moving the antennas closer together should remedy (at least part of) this issue
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This should negate the problem of overlapping spin wave resonances in the trans-

mission induction spectra. To further illustrate how this works, note that in Ref.

115 it is demonstrated that the spin wave excitation signals are proportional to

the square of the spatial Fourier transform of the current density used to excite

the spin waves. In Fig. 3.4b the Fourier transform of the current density for both

the conventional (Fig. 3.1a) and alternative (Fig. 3.4a) antenna design are plot-

ted. For the conventional design, there are two peaks (ks and km) that correspond

to the two spin wave resonances that are measured. For the alternative design,

however, the secondary peak at ks disappears, meaning that with this alternative

design spin waves with only one wave vector km are excited. Moreover, the km

peak of the alternative design is ∼ 2 times larger than the conventional design as

a result of the higher current density that flows through the alternative design,

suggesting the induction signals should also be larger.

We verify these predictions by measuring the self-induction ∆L11 for the alterna-

tive antenna design; this is plotted in Fig. 3.4c together with a similar measurement

on a device with the conventional antenna design. As can be seen, the secondary

peak at ks has vanished for the alternative antenna design, agreeing with our ini-

tial expectations based on the periodicity of the antenna. The intensity of the

signal is also a factor ∼ 2 larger which agrees with the initial predictions based

on the current density.

A more thorough analysis is obtained by fitting the spectra to obtain the resonance

fields Hres. Such a fit is also displayed in Fig. 3.4c with solid lines.‖ Combining

this with a dispersion relation analysis similar to the one performed in Fig. 3.2b

yields Fig. 3.4d, where we plot only the main resonance field of the spectra. The

resonance fields for the alternative design, shown in blue, lay perfectly on top of

the data of the conventional design.∗∗ In Section 3.5.7 we show a typical spin

wave transmission measurement for this alternative design, and we additionally

‖We use only 1 symmetric and anti-symmetric Lorentzian to fit the spectrum. The higher
order mode for the alternative design is not fitted. It is visible but the fits consistently placed
the peak at a different location.
∗∗We fitted all resonance fields, similar to the analysis in Fig. 3.2b, using g = 2.17, Ms =

1.44 MA m−1 and ks,m = 2.16, 6 µm−1 the fit finds Meff = 1.02 ± 0.01 MA m−1, weff = 1.2 ±
0.1 µm, and t = 10 ± 0.6 nm. These values agree well with the data from Fig. 3.2b. The fit
uncertainties for the quantization and secondary peak are quite high - to avoid getting non-
nonsensical uncertainties we therefore normalize the fit uncertainties by χ2.
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Figure 3.4: (a) SEM micrograph of a fabricated device with km = 5 µm−1 and WS =
2 µm. Also indicated are the alternating current (j) flow directions and main periodicity
of the antenna. (b) Square of the Fourier transform of the current density jk of the
conventional and alternative antenna design. Notice the scaling of the conventional
antenna design. (c) ∆L11 at 14 GHz with km = 5 µm−1 for WS = 2 µm for both
a conventional and alternative antenna design. For the alternative design, the solid
line is the result of a fit. (d) Resonance fields Hres as a function of frequency f at
km = 5 µm−1 and n = 1 for both the conventional and alternative design. The fit
belongs to the complete data set of the conventional design.

demonstrate that the parasitic coupling for this design is about a factor of 2 larger

compared to the conventional design.

3.4 Summary

To summarize, we have demonstrated the benefit of using narrower strips for prop-

agating spin wave spectroscopy (PSWS). We ended the chapter with a demonstra-

tion of an alternative antenna design that allowed us to excite spin waves with

only one wave vector suitable for the investigation of iDMI in thinner films.
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3.5 Supplemental

3.5.1 COMSOLTM simulations

As a way of comparing the measured Z-parameters to expectations, we performed

RF-simulations of the antenna structures using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM.133 The

antenna structures were recreated in COMSOLTM, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5, with

minor modifications to reduce the computational costs. First, the antennas were

modelled without contact lines or contact pads as we were only interested in the

behaviour of the antennas themselves. Instead of the contact lines we extended

the antennas by an additional 5µm to serve as a sufficiently long contact line with

a lumped port element to excite and detect the voltage waves in the antennas.

Moreover, the antenna has been modelled as an infinitely thin conductor; the

thickness tAu = 100 nm of the conductor has been accounted for in the conductance

using the conductivity σ = 30.1 MS m−1 that was determined from full sheet Van

der Pauw measurements.

The magnetic strip is simplified in a similar manner and its conductance is calcu-

lated for a thickness of tstrip = 16 nm and a conductivity of σstrip = 1.6 S m−1 equal

to that of cobalt.134 We verified that the simulation results are insensitive to the

conductivity (and hence also the thickness) of the magnetic strip by sweeping the

conductivity over several orders of magnitude. Additionally, the length of the strip

has been reduced from 100µm to 30µm. Finally, we did not distinguish between

SiO and Al2O3 in the simulations to simplify the meshing; effectively the 40 nm

Al2O3 is replaced by SiO, which has a total thickness of ≈ 0.6 µm. The antennas

are located at the top surface of the SiO and the magnetic strip 40 nm underneath

the top surface.

This model is used to simulate the antennas for a wide variety of parameters:

the wave number k is varied between 5µm−1 and 10µm−1, the strip width WS

from 2µm to 20µm, and the conductivity σstrip of cobalt from 10× 10−15 S m−1

to 10× 108 S m−1.
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Figure 3.5: Top view of the simulated spin-wave antennas as used in the
COMSOLTM simulations. Gray regions have the material properties of gold (conductiv-
ity σ = 30.1 MS m−1 and thickness tAu = 100 nm. Orange regions are perfect (lossless)
electrical conductors that are required for the lumped port elements (in red). Under-
neath these antennas, we placed the magnetic strip.

3.5.2 Additional information on Z11

In Fig. 3.1 the behaviour of Z11 as a function of strip width WS was reported

at 15 GHz for km = 7 µm−1. Here, we demonstrate that this behaviour is frequency

independent, depends in a predictable manner on k and is dominated by the DC

resistance of the Au antenna for all experimentally relevant situations.

The absolute impedance Z11 as a function of the antenna width for different WS

for 5 different antennas (km=5-9 µm−1) at 14 GHz can be found in Fig. 3.6a.

Also included in this figure are the simulated COMSOLTM values as well the

DC resistances. We note that the experimental trends are described well by the

COMSOLTM simulations as well as the DC resistance of the antenna (we obtained

the DC resistance from a full sheet van der Pauw measurement of the resistance).

The impedance seems to be dominated by the DC resistance, which is a logical

consequence of the fact that we have very small antennas (much smaller than the

RF wavelength) where the resistance is much higher than the capacitance and

induction. Further evidence of this is given in Fig. 3.6b where the impedance

is plotted as a function of frequency for one WS. The impedance is frequency

independent and mostly real. As a side note, we point out that at low frequen-

cies (< 1 GHz) the impedance becomes frequency dependent due to a capacitive
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Figure 3.6: (a) Impedance of the antennas as a function of the antenna width at
f = 14 GHz for different km (in µm−1). Points indicate measured values, lines
indicate simulated COMSOLTMdata and dotted lines are calculated DC resistances.
(b) Impedance of the antennas as a function of the frequency for different km for
WS = 20 µm. Points indicate measured values (circles for the real part and trian-
gles for the imaginary part); lines and dotted lines indicate the real and imaginary part
of the simulated COMSOLTMdata respectively.

coupling to the substrate.135

3.5.3 Full dispersion fit

The resonance fields as a function of frequency for devices with different km with

WS = 2 µm are plotted in Fig. 3.7. We have removed several resonance field

data points where the fits of the resonance spectra were obviously incorrect. We

fit all data sets simultaneously to a single parameter set. The result of the fit,

which matches the data except for the quantized mode for km = 9 µm−1, yields

Meff = 1.14± 0.05 MA m−1, weff = 1.2± 0.5 µm, and t = 10± 2 nm. These values

match the values obtained from the single k-fit shown in Fig. 3.2b. We believe the

issue with the quantized mode for km = 9 µm−1 stems from the fitting procedure;

a visual inspection of the curves casts some doubts on the validity of the fits.

3.5.4 Data for different strip widths

In Fig. 3.8 we show additional data at different strip widths. The data we show

contains both reflection (a-d) and transmission (e-h) measurements at 14 GHz for

km = 8 µm−1. For the reflection data, we note that only at the smallest strip
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Figure 3.7: Fitted resonance fields Hres as a function of frequency f for devices with
different km = 5− 9 µm−1 and WS = 2 µm.

width do we have this spin wave quantization resonance visible as a shoulder to

the km peak. At higher strip widths this shoulder is no longer visible. In the

transmission data we find that the specific features of a spin wave transmission

measurement (see Section 3.3), oscillations in the transmission signal and a large

amplitude asymmetry, slowly disappear as we move up in strip width. For the

smallest strips these features are clearly visible, but already at 4µm wide strips

do we find that the oscillations start to disappear for the L21 data.

3.5.5 Parasitic coupling

We showed in Fig. 3.3c the absolute value of the antenna-antenna coupling impedance

Z12. We stress that this coupling scales quadratically with the strip width, and

the induction is expected to scale linearly with the strip width115 (and indeed

confirmed by for example, Fig. 3.1d, or Fig. 3.8), which is the main reason this

parasitic coupling is an issue. Although we have no explanation for the size of this

coupling, we give here some more experimental details as well as some COMSOLTM

simulations that allow us to exclude several elements that might be used to explain

the coupling.
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Figure 3.8: (a-d )∆L11 and (e-h) Imag(∆Lxy) data at 14 GHz with km = 8 µm−1 for
different strip widths (going from left to right, 2, 4, 7 and 20 µm respectively).

In Fig. 3.9a and b we plot the absolute value as well as the angle of the impedance.

Overall, based on the phase we conclude that the coupling is inductive and in-

creases slightly with the frequency [it is also relatively independent of km (not

shown)]. Moreover, as also shown in Fig. 3.3c, the coupling increases with WS.

The inductive nature of the coupling might suggest a direct coupling between the

antennas. To check this we fabricated devices where one antenna was put on top

of the strip and the other right next to the strip. In Fig. 3.9e and f the result of

coupling measurements on these devices are shown. The coupling Z21 is now much

smaller, which suggests that it is not a direct coupling between the antennas, but

rather that the coupling is mediated by the strip underneath the antennas.

To further investigate the origin of the coupling, we perform COMSOLTM sim-

ulations for both a situation with and without strips underneath the antennas.

In Fig. 3.9c,d,g,h the results of these simulations are displayed. The values are

orders of magnitude lower than the experimental values. Additionally, it seems

that the strip actually decreases the coupling in the simulations, in contrast to

the experimental situation. Moreover, the coupling is now capacitive in nature,

rather than the experimental coupling which is inductive. Although we showed

in Section 3.5.2 that the simulations predict the behaviour of Z11 pretty well, the

opposite looks to be true for the coupling. Hence, we have no explanation yet to

explain this discrepancy.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental and simulated Z21 data for km = 7 µm−1 antennas for
different WS (in µm). Experimental magnitude |Z21| (a) and angle arg(Z21) (b) of a
device with two antennas on the strip with the corresponding simulations (c) and (d).
Experimental magnitude |Z21| (e) and angle arg(Z21) (f) of a device with one antenna
placed just on the strip, and one antenna just next to the strip. Magnitude (f) and
angle (g) of Z21 simulations of a device for two antennas without a strip underneath the
antennas.

We know that the coupling is inductive in nature and mediated by the (metal-

lic) magnetic strip. It also seems to scale quadratically with the antenna width.

However, we cannot reproduce this behaviour using COMSOLTM simulations. We

therefore also don’t know how general the reported coupling strength is. Questions

such as: When is this coupling important? therefore remain unanswered.

3.5.6 Overlapping resonances

In this section we will show that the spin wave resonances start overlapping more

and more as the layer thickness decreases when using the conventional antenna

design. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.10, where we plot the difference in resonance

fields ∆Hres between the main resonance and secondary resonance as a function

of layer thickness for a km = 7 µm−1 antenna for the three different possible

spin wave geometries.†† We find that ∆Hres decreases for thinner layers for all

modes, indicating these resonances move closer together and start overlapping for

thinner layers. The small difference for the backward volume (BV) mode can be

††Calculated using the equations derived in Refs. 126,127.
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Figure 3.10: Resonance field difference ∆Hres between the main and secondary peak
as a function of layer thickness t for three 3 different possible spin wave modes; the
backward volume (BV) wave where H is applied in-plane and parallel to k, the forward
volume (FV) wave where H is applied out-of-the-plane and the DE mode as discussed
in this chapter. This was calculated for a km = 7 µm−1 antenna using the conventional
design, calculated such that the resonance field of the main peak was at 50 mT for the
DE mode, 1 8093T for the FV mode (such that M points out-of-plane), and 150 mT for
the BV mode, where we used Ms = Meff = 1.4 MA m−1, g = 2.17, A = 16 pJ m−1 and
assumed an infinitely wide strip.

attributed to the low group velocity for this mode (i.e. very little k dependence

in the dispersion relation). This overall decrease can be understood by realizing

that we are in the dipolar regime where the dispersion relation is dominated by

the dipolar interactions. Because the strength of the dipolar interactions scales

with the layer thickness (total magnetic moment), the influence of the dipolar

interactions decreases for all k such that the spin wave resonances converge towards

the uniform FMR mode at lower thicknesses.

This issue of overlapping resonances is compounded by an increase in the resonance

linewidth due to an increase in the effective damping as a result of spin-pumping.

Hence, this means that the resonance spacing needs to be sufficient in order to sep-

arate the two resonances. However, in this case the situation is significantly more

mode-dependent. There are two contributions to the linewidth; 1. An intrinsic
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Figure 3.11: Experimental magnitude |Z21| (a) and angle arg(Z21) (b) for km =
7 µm−1 antennas with the alternative design for different WS (in µm). (c) Transmission
measurement for the same device and same frequency as shown in Fig. 3.4.

contribution due to the Gilbert damping, and 2. An extrinsic contribution that

results from the fact that we always excite a range of k-vectors around the main

and secondary resonance resulting in a linewidth that is proportional to the group

velocity.115 In the FV and BV case, the group velocity is relatively small and the

linewidth is determined by the damping, which increases with decreasing layer

thickness. However, in the DE mode these two contributions are of approximately

the same order (when t is of the order of 10(s) of nms) and the relative contribu-

tions depend on the exact magnetic parameters. However, as long as the layers

become thin enough, the increase in damping will always lead to an increased

linewidth.

3.5.7 Transmission alternative design

In Fig. 3.11a and b we demonstrate the parasitic coupling for two different strip

widths for the alternative antenna design. Comparing this to Fig. 3.9 we find that

the parasitic coupling is approximately a factor 2 higher for the alternative design

(even at WS = 2 µm).

This also explains Fig. 3.11c, where we plot a spin wave transmission measurement

for the alternative antenna design at WS = 2 µm. Although we do see a spin wave

transmission resonance, we also see behaviour similar to Fig. 3.8f, where the L21

data already contains a significant amount of parasitic coupling. As the parasitic

coupling is about twice as high for the alternative design this is not a surprise,

but can be remedied by changing, for example, the antenna-antenna distance.





4
Extraction of interfacial

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction from

propagating spin waves validated

The interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI) is of great interest in

thin-film magnetism because of its ability to stabilize chiral spin textures. It can be

quantified by investigating the frequency non-reciprocity of oppositely propagating

spin waves. However, as the iDMI is an interface interaction the relative effect

reduces when the films become thicker making quantification more difficult. Here,

we utilize all-electrical Propagating Spin Wave Spectroscopy (PSWS) to disentan-

gle multiple contributions to spin wave frequency non-reciprocity to determine the

iDMI. This is done by investigating non-reciprocities across a wide range of mag-

netic layer thicknesses (from 4 to 26 nm) in Pt/Co/Ir, Pt/Co/Pt, and Ir/Co/Pt

stacks. We find the expected sign change in the iDMI when inverting the stack

order, and a negligible iDMI for the symmetric Pt/Co/Pt. We additionally ex-

tract a difference in surface anisotropies and find a large contribution due to the

formation of different crystalline phases of the Co, which is corroborated using

nuclear magnetic resonance and high-resolution transmission-electron-microscopy

measurements. These insights will open up new avenues to investigate, quantify

and disentangle the fundamental mechanisms governing the iDMI, and pave a way

towards engineered large spin-wave non-reciprocities for magnonic applications.∗†

∗This chapter has been accepted for publication in Physical Review B : J. Lucassen et al.
†We thank V. Vandalon for help with the quantitative TEM analysis.
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propagating spin waves validated

4.1 Introduction

Within magnetism, the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI) has

gained enormous interest in recent years. It is an antisymmetric exchange interac-

tion generated at symmetry-breaking interfaces with high spin-orbit coupling11,16,

which can stabilize non-collinear spin textures such as magnetic skyrmions.8–11,16,29

Because of its importance in the field of non-collinear spin textures, it is vital to

get a fundamental understanding of this interaction. For this, one requires meth-

ods that are able to accurately determine the iDMI9,60,81,82. We focus on spin-wave

based methods which rely on the iDMI-induced frequency difference between op-

positely propagating spin waves, which is most commonly measured using the

Brillouin Light scattering technique.86–91

When it comes to quantifying iDMI, BLS is limited with respect to the frequency

resolution, and is therefore only suited to reliably measure the iDMI in thin film

(∼ 1 - 2 nm) systems with a large iDMI to generate enough non-reciprocity.86–91

Recently, all-electrical Propagating Spin Wave Spectroscopy (PSWS)92 has been

proposed as an alternative for probing this frequency difference.86,104 As this tech-

nique is more sensitive to small frequency differences (few MHz compared to tens

to hundreds of MHz for BLS105,108), the lower bound of iDMI that can be quanti-

fied is significantly improved and allows for the non-reciprocity to be investigated

in thicker films (∼ 20 nm), well beyond the thickness limit of BLS. For these

thicker films, however, additional effects can play a role; for example, spin-wave

localization in combination with a difference in interfacial anisotropy of the top

and bottom interface can also lead to frequency differences between oppositely

propagating spin waves.108,110

In this chapter, we therefore systematically untangle different contributions to

the spin-wave frequency non-reciprocity utilizing PSWS to extract the iDMI. By

investigating the non-reciprocity as a function of Co layer thickness t for Pt/Co/Ir,

Pt/Co/Pt and Ir/Co/Pt systems we isolate the iDMI from other contributions to

the non-reciprocity.108,110 For Pt/Co/Ir and Ir/Co/Pt we expect to find large but

inverted iDMI values, whilst the total iDMI for the symmetric Pt/Co/Pt should be

small because the global symmetry is no longer broken.11,16,60 This is indeed what

we find for thin Co, where we also find the expected 1/t dependence of the non-
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reciprocity due to the interfacial nature of the iDMI. However, for thicker layers

the non-reciprocities are dramatically enhanced by a hitherto unconsidered effect;

a change in the crystal phase of Co above a thickness of ∼ 10 nm. Nevertheless,

also in this regime the iDMI can be reliable extracted, further substantiating the

powerful nature of PSWS to extract the iDMI over a large thickness range.

First, we demonstrate how spin-wave localization can also lead to a frequency non-

reciprocity. This localization is a consequence of an asymmetry in the dynamic

dipolar fields of a spin wave, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.1a. In this figure we

show the dynamic components of the magnetization of a clockwise (CW) spin wave

including the resulting dipolar fields. As indicated with the boxes, these dipolar

fields add up constructively at the bottom of the film, and destructively near the

top of the film. This asymmetry will localize the spin-wave on either the top or

bottom interface, depending on the thickness of the magnetic film.108,110,136 For a

counter clockwise (CCW) spin wave this localization is on the opposite surface.

If the magnetic properties are asymmetric along the film thickness, this results in

different resonance frequencies for the CW and CCW spin wave, which leads to a

frequency non-reciprocity as CW and CCW waves travel in opposite directions. In

this chapter, this asymmetry results from asymmetries in the magnetic anisotropy

across the bulk of the film.

4.2 Methods

A typical device used to measure these spin waves is shown in Fig. 4.1b. Here

two spin-wave antennas are placed on top of a magnetic strip. We drive an RF

current through these antennas (whose spatial periodicity determines the spin-

wave wavevector k), which excites spin waves through its time-dependent Oersted

fields. These spin waves then propagate to the second antenna, where they are

detected via induction (Lxy). By inverting the detection and excitation antenna,

we reverse the propagation direction of the detected spin waves. The magnetic

strips consist of Ta(4)/X(4)/Co(t)/Y(3)/Pt(2), with (X,Y)=(Pt,Ir), (Ir,Pt), and

(Pt,Pt). We additionally varied the k vector from 4 to 10 µm−1 in 1.5 µm−1

increments by varying the antenna geometry, as described in Ref. 124.
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

k -1

H, M

L12

2 μmj
L21M

Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic sideview of a thin magnetic layer where the solid arrows
indicate the dynamic components of the magnetization for a clockwise spin wave. The
dashed lines are the resulting stray fields where the two boxes highlight the additive
and destructive interference of the resulting stray fields at the bottom and top of the
layer, respectively, leading to spin-wave localization. Adapted from Ref. 108. (b) SEM
micrograph of a fabricated device with k = 8.5 µm−1. The magnetic strip is marked
with a false color. We indicate the direction of the applied magnetic field H, current
flow direction j, and the spin-wave flow direction given by the mutual inductions of the
antennas (Lxy) and sign of k. (c) Self-induction ∆L11 as a function of applied magnetic
field H measured at 15 GHz on Pt/Co(15)/Ir with k = 7 µm−1. The dashed line
indicates Hres extracted from the fit (solid lines). (d) Real part of the mutual-induction
∆Lxy (with a rescaled L21) as a function of applied magnetic field H measured at 11 GHz
on Pt/Co(12.3)/Ir with k = 8.5 µm−1. The dashed lines demonstrate a measured peak
shift ∆H of ∼ 2.4 mT.

4.3 Spin-wave excitation

We first investigate the self-induction Lxx of the antennas to extract the magnetic

anisotropy. A typical measurement is shown in Fig. 4.1c, where L11 is plotted as

a function of the magnetic field H. This spectrum shows a typical FMR-like reso-

nance profile indicative of spin-wave excitation. The real and imaginary part are

fitted simultaneously with a linear combination of a symmetric and anti-symmetric

Lorentzian line-shape such that the resonance field Hres can be extracted (dashed

line). Extracting the resonance fields for different frequencies and different t pro-

duces Fig. 4.2a. Here, the resonance fields are fitted using well-known Kittel-like
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Figure 4.2: (a) Fitted resonance fields Hres as a function of frequency f for Pt/Co(t)/Ir
at different Co thicknesses t. (b-d) Anisotropy K as a function of Co thickness t for the
three different stacks together with a fit that includes both a volume and interfacial term
which are plotted separately. The parameters that determine the volume contribution
(Kv,0, Kv,1 and tcr) are labeled in (b). Inset of (b) shows a sideview of the magnetic
stack labelling the different anisotropy components. (e) Converted frequency shifts ∆f∗

as a function of wavevector k for Pt/Co(t)/Ir at different Co thicknesses t, including
a linear fit through the origin. (f-h) Slope β of the wavevector dependence [extracted
from linear fits; see (e)] as a function of layer thickness for the three different stacks.
Also included is a fit that models this shift (combined) and the individual components
(iDMI, surface and volume) of that fit. For the fit parameters of (b-d) see Table 4.1 and
for (f-h) see Table 4.2.

relations, with only the out-of-plane (OOP) anisotropy K as a fit parameter.‡ 126,127

In Fig. 4.2b-d we plot the fitted K as a function of t for the three different stacks.

For all stacks, K decreases for increasing t when t . 10 nm. This is the interfa-

cial anisotropy that reduces in magnitude due to the increasing magnetic volume.

Above this thickness, we find that the anisotropy starts to increase again. This

is attributed to a crystalline phase transition of the Co from face-centred cubic

(fcc) to hexagonal close-packed (hcp) above a critical thickness tcr, already widely

observed in literature.137–142 In Sections 4.7.3 and 4.7.4 we confirm the presence

of different structural phase contributions in films with different thicknesses using

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements and transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) images. As the hcp phase has a much larger magneto-crystalline

‡With Ms=1.44 MA m−1, g = 2.17, k = 7 µm−1 (dictated by the antenna), and weff =
1.2 µm124.
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Table 4.1: Fit parameters of the fits of the anisotropy for the different stacks displayed
in Fig. 4.2b-d. They include the surface anisotropy Ks and the 3 volume anisotropy
terms indicated in Eq. (4.1).

Ks (mJ m−2) Kv,0 (MJ m−3) Kv,1 (MJ m−3) tcr (nm)

Pt/Co/Ir 1.5± 0.3 0.33± 0.05 0.63± 0.07 10.8± 0.6
Pt/Co/Pt 1.80± 0.02 0.130± 0.004 0.31± 0.06 17.0± 0.5
Ir/Co/Pt 1.5± 0.2 0.13± 0.04 0.5± 0.1 11.3± 0.9

anisotropy along the c-axis (OOP direction) this leads to an increase in K along

the OOP direction.138 Both OOP anisotropy contributions can be fitted simulta-

neously as

K =

Ks

t
+Kv,0 t ≤ tcr

Ks

t
+Kv,0 +Kv,1

t−tcr

t
t > tcr

(4.1)

with Ks = Ks,bot + Ks,top the total interfacial anisotropy, Kv,0 the crystalline

anisotropy of the bottom half of the Co film, and Kv,1 the difference in the

anisotropy between the top and bottom half of the film. This additional crys-

talline anisotropy is now included as a volume weighted average through the last

term, where we assume an fcc phase of thickness tcr in the bottom half of the film,

with the remainder of the Co film in the hcp phase (see inset Fig. 4.2b). In Fig. 4.2b

we fit the data to Eq. (4.1) and label the individual fitting parameters. The fits

for the other two stacks are similarly plotted in Fig. 4.2c-d.

The resulting parameters from these fits are given in Table 4.1. For the crystalline

volume anisotropy terms, we find that there is quite some variation between the

stacks. The variation in tcr and Kv for Pt/Co/Ir and Pt/Co/Pt is hard to explain

since both are grown on nominally identical underlayers. We tentatively attribute

this to different growth conditions, as Pt/Co/Ir was grown in a different batch

from Pt/Co/Pt and Ir/Co/Pt. Yet, the values for Kv are in line with literature,

where Kv,1 ≈ 0.5 MJ m−3.138 The values we find for tcr are at least a factor 2 - 3

larger than those reported in literature for Pt/Co and Cu/Co systems. However,

these details depend sensitively on the exact fabrication conditions.137,139–141
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Table 4.2: Fit parameters from the fits of the slopes of the shifts for the different stacks
shown in Fig. 4.2f-h. They include the terms that induce a shift, which is the increase
in volume anisotropy Kv,1 above tcr, the iDMI Ds, and difference in surface anisotropies
∆Ks = Ks,bot − Ks,top. The last two columns use Ks from Table 4.1 and combines it
with ∆Ks to calculate the interfacial anisotropies at the bottom and top interface.

Kv,1 (MJ m−3) Ds (pJ m−1) ∆Ks (mJ m−2) Ks,bot (mJ m−2) Ks,top (mJ m−2)

Pt/Co/Ir 0.30± 0.03 1.0± 0.2 0.2± 0.1 0.9± 0.2 0.7± 0.2
Pt/Co/Pt 0.25± 0.04 0.10± 0.04 0.66± 0.06 1.23± 0.03 0.57± 0.03
Ir/Co/Pt 0.32± 0.04 −1.0± 0.2 0.3± 0.2 0.9± 0.1 0.6± 0.2

4.4 Interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction extraction

With the anisotropy determined, we now shift our focus to the spin-wave transmis-

sion measurements to determine the frequency non-reciprocity. A typical trans-

mission measurement of Lxy as function of magnetic field H is shown in Fig. 4.1d.

It shows a shift in resonance fields (dashed lines) ∆H between the oppositely

propagating spin waves (L21 vs. L12) of about 2.4 mT.§ This field shift is con-

verted to a frequency shift ∆f ∗ that is linear in k and (mostly) independent of

the applied magnetic field when looking at shifts due to iDMI and ∆Ks.
90,108

Similar to how ferromagnetic resonance linewidths are converted,143 we calculate

∆f ∗ = −
(
∂Hres

∂f

)−1

∆H. These shifts are plotted as a function of k for arbitrary

thicknesses in Fig. 4.2e. For all measurements the shifts are linear in k and the

fitted slope β is used as a measure for the spin-wave frequency non-reciprocity.

As a final step in the analysis, in Fig. 4.2f we plot β as a function of layer thickness

for Pt/Co/Ir. β is negative for all thicknesses and decreases as ∼ 1/t up to

t ≈ 10 nm, in agreement with an iDMI contribution that decreases with increasing

thickness. We attribute the increase in β at t = tcr to the increase in crystalline

anisotropy for t > tcr. As the spin waves are localized at one of the two interfaces,

the fact that the top part of the Co has a different crystalline volume anisotropy

should indeed lead to a non-reciprocity, very similar to a non-reciprocity induced

by a difference in surface anisotropies. In Section 4.7.5 we derive an analytical

equation that we fit to β in Fig. 4.2f. This fit contains 3 contributions; i. the iDMI

§The shifts are determined using individual cross-correlations of the real and imaginary part
of L12 with L21. They are then averaged with the negative shifts at negative fields to remove
any biases. A method where we fit the actual peak locations was also used and yielded similar
shifts (see Section 4.7.2). Some additional considerations on shift-extraction are also presented
in Section 4.7.1.
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which decreases as 1/t. ii. a surface contribution due to ∆Ks = Ks,bot − Ks,top

which increases as t2,108 and iii. the bulk volume contribution stemming from a

different crystalline anisotropy above tcr. Using the results from the fit of Fig. 4.2b,

the shifts were fitted with Kv,1, Ds and ∆Ks as free parameters. As demonstrated

in Fig. 4.2f, there is an excellent agreement between the model and the measured

shifts. Moreover, we find that the shift is dominated by the iDMI below tcr and by

the volume term due to the crystal phase transition above tcr. This is in contrast

to literature, where a non-reciprocity at higher thicknesses is usually ascribed

to differences in surface anisotropies.86,108 The slopes β and corresponding fits

for Pt/Co/Pt and Ir/Co/Pt are shown in Fig. 4.2g and h and the resulting fit

parameters of the shifts are displayed in Table 4.2.

With these results, we make three observations. First, there is the expected

behaviour of the total iDMI, which changes sign upon stack reversal between

Pt/Co/Ir and Ir/Co/Pt. Moreover, for the nominally symmetric Pt/Co/Pt stack

the iDMI is heavily reduced, as expected because the global inversion symmetry is

no longer broken.11,16 From literature, the sign of the iDMI at the Pt/Co interface

is well-known, but there is still intense debate about the sign of the iDMI at the

Ir/Co interface.62 Because the iDMI in Pt/Co/Ir stack is enhanced with respect

to Pt/Co/Pt, we know the iDMI at the Ir/Co interface is either much smaller

and/or has the opposite sign with respect to a Pt/Co interface. Additionally, the

negligible total iDMI of the Pt/Co/Pt stack indicates that the iDMI at the Pt/Co

and Co/Pt interface is almost equal. Combining this with an iDMI for Pt/Co/Ir

and Ir/Co/Pt that is smaller than the expected iDMI at the Pt/Co interface of

≈ 1.5 pJ m−1 60 suggests that in our system the sign at the Ir/Co interface is the

same as that of the Pt/Co interface.62

Second, the differences in surface anisotropies are of the same sign such that the

bottom interface always has a higher anisotropy than the top interface. The last

two columns in Table 4.2 calculate the corresponding interfacial terms, where we

find that the Pt/Co and Ir/Co interface have approximately the same interfacial

anisotropy, but that the bottom surface always has a higher anisotropy compared

to the corresponding top interface, confirming earlier conjectures.68,144 If we as-

sume that both the anisotropy and iDMI depend in a similar matter on the in-

terfacial quality, we can extrapolate the ratio between Ks,bot/top to the iDMI for
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Pt/Co/Pt. This gives an iDMI at the bottom Pt/Co interface of about 0.2 pJ m−1.

As this is significantly lower than what is reported (1.5 pJ m−1 60), it suggests that

the iDMI and anisotropy do not depend in a similar matter on the interfacial

quality.

Last, the values for Kv,1 (Table 4.2) can vary by a factor of 2 from the results of the

anisotropy fits (Table 4.1). The TEM and NMR data show a gradual transition

between the fcc and hcp phase as a function of thickness. In contrast, the assumed

anisotropy profile [Eq. (4.1)] describes an instantaneous transition from fcc to hcp

at tcr. This oversimplification in the fits could potentially explain the different

Kv,1 values.

4.5 Discussion

We have shown that PSWS can be used to extract the different contributions to the

frequency non-reciprocity over a wide thickness range. This makes it an extremely

powerful tool for fundamental investigations into the iDMI. For example, there is

great interest in the manipulation of the iDMI via an electric field (EF).69–71 PSWS

should prove very powerful in quantifying the effect of the EF on the iDMI,86

as it is able to separate the EF effect on the iDMI from the EF effect on the

anisotropy. The latter is known to be present and, as we demonstrate, cannot be

ignored when interpreting the frequency non-reciprocity to extract the iDMI.145

The additional effects demonstrated here could also explain some of the puzzling

behaviour in Ref. 86. Here, PSWS was used to measure the iDMI-induced shifts

in thick Pt/Co/MgO films which seem to be of the wrong sign and significantly

larger than reported elsewhere in literature.60,86–89

The large non-reciprocity demonstrated in this chapter, induced by the crystalline

phase change, can also be used in the field of magnonics. Different types of (pro-

posed) devices rely extensively on spin-wave non-reciprocity.146–149 Although iDMI

can enhance this non-reciprocity60,86–89 the thin films required to generate large

non-reciprocities usually have large damping and low spin-wave group velocities.

Rather, this work suggests that using crystalline anisotropies might offer a sig-

nificantly more practical route towards increasing the spin-wave non-reciprocity.

Although the system investigated here relies on a strain-induced crystalline phase
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transition that can be impractical, more feasible routes can be imagined; for in-

stance, using a bilayer of fcc Co and [Co/Ni] repeats150 to act as the low and high

anisotropy materials respectively. This additionally leads to a naturally occur-

ring magnetization gradient across the thickness, further enhancing the frequency

non-reciprocity.151

4.6 Conclusion

Summarizing, we have shown in this chapter that the physics behind spin-wave

frequency non-reciprocity is more complex than originally assumed and includes

a yet unnoticed but important contribution that is the result of a change in struc-

tural phase as function of film thickness. However, by investigating the thickness

dependence of the non-reciprocity we can uniquely isolate the iDMI, the differ-

ence in interfacial anisotropies and a large contribution induced by this crystalline

phase transition.

4.7 Supplemental

4.7.1 Frequency dependence of shifts

In this section we demonstrate that one should be careful when extracting the

peak-shifts from the transmission data for two reasons (which will be addressed

in the following paragraphs):

1. Due to the dipolar fields within the magnetic strip, the magnetization in the

strip can be inhomogeneous if the magnetic field H is not large enough to

saturate the magnetization.

2. There can be a parasitic coupling between the two antennas that can result

in an extracted peak shift of the wrong sign.

The problem of inhomogeneous magnetization shows up when we look at the dis-

persion relation shown in Fig. 4.3b. Here, we find that below ≈ 12 GHz the

dispersion relation no longer describes the measured data properly. We believe

that this is a result of an inhomogeneous magnetization profile due to the internal
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Figure 4.3: (a-b) Data for Pt/Co(17.7)/Ir measured with k = 7 µm−1 antennas where
the dashed line indicates the frequency below which we the behaviour starts deviating
from expectations. (a) Extracted field shifts a function of frequency. (b) Resonance field
Hres as a function of f . Inset shows a blown up version at low frequencies. (c-e) Data
for Pt/Co(9.6)/Ir measured with k = 7 µm−1 antennas. Shifts a function of frequency
(c) and mutual-induction ∆Lxy as a function of applied magnetic field H measured at
9.78 GHz (d) and 12.75 GHz (e) where we rescaled L12 to demonstrate the relative
behaviour.

dipolar fields, as described in Refs. 152,153. At these same frequencies, the ex-

tracted peak shifts are shown in Fig. 4.3a, where we find a constant shift except

for f < 12 GHz, when the dispersion relation starts deviating. This means that

when extracting peak-shifts, we must ensure that the magnetic strip is saturated

by working at high enough fields (and thus frequencies), determined by looking

at when the dispersion relationship fits properly to the measured resonance fields.

The saturation field scales with the thickness of the film152,153 which is also what

we find; as the film thickness decreases we can work at smaller fields/frequencies.

The second problem has to do with a parasitic coupling, described in full detail

in Ref. 124. Because the antenna-antenna spacing and the amount of meanders

is reduced, the issue is not as significant here, but can be present nonetheless.

For example, in Fig. 4.3c the shifts as a function of frequency for Pt/Co(9.6)/Ir

are shown. We find a strong frequency dependent shift that is not related to an

inhomogeneous magnetization profile described earlier. Instead, it is now related
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to this parasitic coupling. In Fig. 4.3d and Fig. 4.3e the mutual inductance spectra

from which the shifts were extracted are shown. We find that at low frequencies

(d) the spectra have exactly the same shape, but are shifted just slightly with

respect to each other. However, at larger frequencies (e) this is no longer the case

and the L12 spectrum is contaminated by a parasitic coupling. This complicates

the shift extraction to the point that we get an artificial sign change. Fortunately,

this behaviour is only an issue when the intrinsic shifts are very small, which is

only at a few selected thicknesses (see Fig. 4.2f-h). Furthermore, it requires that

the spin wave transmission signal be small, which is at low thicknesses where the

group velocity and the attenuation length are reduced, and when the frequency

is relatively high (in the example above 10 GHz). However, by measuring at low

frequencies this issue can be resolved.

In both cases, we have also used the model as described in Section 4.7.5 to find out

if this frequency dependence did not result from any field (or frequency) depen-

dence in the shifts. Using the measured parameters from Pt/Co/Ir we find that

there is some frequency/field dependence of the non-reciprocity; approximately

90 MHz going from 0 to 300 mT at 20 nm (about 20 %), and 0.2 MHz at 10 nm

(about 5 %). However, these variations are nowhere large enough to explain the

anomalous behaviour seen in this section, where we find variations above 100 %.

4.7.2 Shifts by determining the peak position

In this section we present the slope data extracted from the shifts determined by

determining the actual spin wave peak locations in the mutual inductance. We

show that this method of shift extraction produces results similar to the cross-

correlation method used in the main part of this chapter, confirming the correct-

ness of the cross-correlation method.

Similar to Fig. 4.2f-h and Table 4.2, we show in Fig. 4.4 the slopes as a function of

layer thickness and in Table 4.3 the resulting fit-parameters. We find that within

error bars the results of Table 4.3 match the results of Table 4.2, demonstrating

that both methods can be used to reliably extract peak shifts.
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Figure 4.4: (a-c) Slope of the wavevector dependence of the shift extracted from
linear fits as a function of layer thickness for the three different stacks. Also included is
a fit that models this shift (combined) and the individual components (surface, volume
and iDMI) of that fit. Compared to Fig. 4.2, here the peak shifts from the mutual
inductance data were determined not by cross-correlation, but by actually determining
the peak positions. For the fit parameters see Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Fit parameters from the fits of the slopes of the shifts for the different stacks
shown in Fig. 4.4a-c. They include the terms that induce a shift, which is the increase
in volume anisotropy Kv,1 above tcr, the iDMI Ds, and difference in surface anisotropies
∆Ks. The last two columns use the Ks from Table 4.1 and combines it with ∆Ks to
calculate the interfacial anisotropies at the bottom and top interface.

Kv,1 (MJ m−3) Ds (pJ m−1) ∆Ks (mJ m−2) Ks,bot (mJ m−2) Ks,top (mJ m−2)

Pt/Co/Ir 0.26± 0.04 1.0± 0.2 0.2± 0.2 0.9± 0.2 0.7± 0.2
Pt/Co/Pt 0.27± 0.03 0.19± 0.06 0.73± 0.07 1.27± 0.04 0.54± 0.04
Ir/Co/Pt 0.29± 0.04 −1.0± 0.3 0.1± 0.3 0.8± 0.2 0.7± 0.2

4.7.3 NMR data

As outlined in the main part of this work, different anisotropy contributions

were needed to describe and fit the data from Propagating Spin Wave Spec-

troscopy (PSWS) and to extract the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interac-

tion (iDMI), specifically relying on a proposed crystalline phase transition be-

tween fcc and hcp Co as a function of thickness. In this section, we describe

how zero-field nuclear magnetic resonance (59Co NMR) measurements can deter-

mine the relative amounts of different crystallographic Co phases. Specifically, two

Ta(4)/Pt(4)/Co(t)/Ir(3)/Pt(2) films with t = 10, 25 nm were investigated, where

one stack has a thickness below tcr and one above (for details see main part of this

work).
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Zero-field NMR is well-known as an excellent tool to locally probe different crys-

tallographic environments within Co thin films.137,154–157 The local sensitivity of

zero-field NMR arises from the local contributions to the hyperfine field which

in turn strongly depend on the local crystallographic environments of the NMR

active nuclei, hence on their surrounding neighbouring atoms, as well as their

site symmetry and magnetic properties, their degree of order, and other crystal-

lographic defects. For more details the interested reader is referred to several

review articles and references therein.154,158 The 59Co NMR measurements were

performed at a temperature of 5 K in an automated, coherent, phase-sensitive,

and frequency-tuned spin-echo spectrometer (NMR Service, Erfurt, Germany). In

order to increase signal intensity, which scales with the number of probed 59Co

nuclei, the films were cut in two parts; the resulting two slices were sandwiched

with the substrate sides facing each other. All resonance spectra were recorded

over a frequency range of 190-240 MHz with a step size of 0.5 MHz, with a 90◦

- 90◦ pulse of 0.6 µs pulse length and a T1 of 100 ms. The recorded 59Co NMR

spectra were corrected for the enhancement factor (see, e.g. Refs. 137,154,158)

and for the ν2-dependence.

In Section 4.7.3a and b we plot the NMR frequency spectra for the 10 and 25 nm

samples, respectively. Each spectrum consists of 5 resonances originating from

different local environments of the Co nuclei, and each is fitted with a Gaussian

line shape (also shown). The area of each Gaussian line corresponds directly

to the number of nuclei in the respective local environment, thus quantifying

the corresponding contributions of specific local Co environments (percentages

in figure).154,155,158 To understand the different contributions, we discuss them

individually:

• The resonance line with the lowest frequency has only a small contribution

to the overall spectrum and stems from Co nuclei in the vicinity to the Pt

and Ir layers of the film stack (cyan lines in Section 4.7.3). Since we observe

a single distinct line, these interfaces are well and smoothly ordered.155

• The resonance line at the highest frequency roughly corresponds to the fre-

quency reported in literature for hexagonally closed packed (hcp) Co with

the c-axis perpendicular to the magnetization direction (hcp⊥).155
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Figure 4.5: 59Co NMR spectra for (a) the film with Co thickness 10 nm and (b)
25 nm. Both spectra were fitted with a total of five Gaussian lineshapes, representing
the different environments of Co nuclei: the Co atoms at the interface to the Pt and Ir
layers, Co in an fcc environment, Co in a hcp environment, and two distinct stacking
faults sfs I and II. The percentages correspond to the relative area of each Gaussian line
to the overall spectrum.

• The line at 215 MHz originates from Co in a face centred cubic (fcc) stacking

structure, in line with previous reports on Co films.155

• The two remaining lines arise from stacking faults (sfs). Unfortunately, the

exact state of the measured stacking fault environment cannot be resolved

by zero-field NMR alone.159

From the relative areas of the different contributions, we find that the hcp crystal
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structure is hardly present in the 10 nm film, but at 25 nm a third of the film is in

a hcp environment. Similar to the hcp environment, we also find an increase in the

number of stacking faults with increasing Co thickness. For the fcc environment

we find the opposite; its relative presence decreases with increasing Co thickness.

All this suggests that the 10 nm film (below the threshold thickness tcr) is mainly

of fcc type structure, while with increasing film thickness, the influence of the

lattice mismatch from the substrate transforms the structure to hcp type stack-

ing via formation of stacking faults. Hence, the NMR results strongly support

the conclusion that the different magnetic anisotropy originates in the different

crystallographic structure of films above and below a critical thickness tcr.

4.7.4 TEM data

In this section we confirm, using cross-section Transmission Electron Microscopy

(TEM) that there is indeed an increase in the Co hcp phase fraction above

tcr ∼ 10 nm. Although strongly suggested by both the spin-wave and NMR

data, we can directly image this transition in 30 nm thick Co films using TEM.

We image a lamella of Si/SiO2(100nm)//Ta(4)/Pt(4)/Co(30)/Ir(3)/Pt(2)¶ using

a probe corrected JEOL ARM 200F Transmission Electron Microscope, equipped

with a 100 mm2 CenturioSDD EDX detector. It is operated at 200 kV with the im-

ages taken using a HAADF (High Angle Annular Dark Field) detector in Scanning

TEM (STEM) mode.

A typical image is shown in Fig. 4.6a, which shows a Co layer on top of a polycrys-

talline Pt(111) seeding layer. Because of the polycrystalline nature, not all grains

are aligned along the viewing direction. However, we can distinguish between two

crystallographic phases in Co. In Fig. 4.6b we indicate the hcp phase, which grows

in the <0001> direction as indicated by the diffraction spots in Fig. 4.6c.160 The

second phase is an fcc phase growing in the <111> direction as shown in Fig. 4.6d

and its reciprocal image in Fig. 4.6e.160

We mask the Fourier transform of Fig. 4.6a using the spots from Fig. 4.6c (except

¶The lamella was fabricated with a FEI Nova600i NanoLab DualBeam and is approximately
100 nm thick, 6µm long and capped with a C contrast layer
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Figure 4.6: (a) Cross section HAADF-STEM image (shown in inversed contrast) of
Si/SiO2(100nm)//Ta(4)/Pt(4)/Co(30)/Ir(3)/Pt(2). (b,d) Two specific areas already
shown in (a) indicated by arrows but on an enlarged scale. The corresponding reciprocal
images at these positions were calculated by FFT and are show in (c,e) demonstrating
that a part of the film is hcp ordered with a <0001> growth direction (c), and another
part of the film part is fcc ordered with a <111̄> growth direction (e).160 (f-g) Masked
and smoothed version of (a), where we show in (f) the hcp phase and in (g) the fcc
phase. (h) Relative intensities of both the hcp and fcc phase as a function of Co layer
thickness extracted from (f) and (g) by averaging out the lateral variations.

for the (011̄1) spots). After transforming this back, and smoothing the image

the result is Fig. 4.6f which indicates which part of the Co is in the hcp phase.

Doing something similar for the fcc phase, but now using the (111) and (200)

spots (see Fig. 4.6e), results in Fig. 4.6g. Averaging along the lateral direction

to get the intensities of the fcc and hcp phase as a function of Co layer thickness

gives Fig. 4.6h. We find that the fraction of fcc phase does indeed decrease with

increasing Co layer thickness. The hcp behaviour is more complex, where we find
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Figure 4.7: Relative intensities of the hcp and fcc phases as a function of Co layer
thickness averaged over several TEM images (similar to Fig. 4.6h).

an initial decrease and then an increase above 5 nm. The existence of hcp close to

the interface can be understood from the presence of horizontal stacking faults in

the cubic phase. These stacking faults are in fact single layer hexagonally stacked

layers. The presence of this type of stacking fault is a common phenomenon in

cubic close packed lattices.

Because of the limited number of grains present in a single image, we perform the

analysis shown in Fig. 4.6 for multiple images and average the resulting profiles

to get Fig. 4.7. Here, we find confirmation that indeed, there is a thickness tcr of

∼ 5−10 nm above which there is an increase in the hcp phase and a reduction of

the fcc phase. Specifically, the hcp phase fraction increases between 5 and 10 nm;

at about 10 nm, the influence of the substrate is negligible, and, hence, the hcp

phase stabilizes up from this thickness.137,139–141

The TEM data allow us to extract this qualitative picture of the evolution of

crystallographic phase fractions while a quantitative analysis is challenging. For

one, the limited number of grains that are aligned along the viewing direction make

it difficult to properly normalize an individual scan. Second, the close proximity of

the hcp and fcc diffraction spots complicates the masking, leading to errors in the

intensities. Thirdly, single layer stacking faults, as for example visible centrally

in Fig. 4.6d, make the Fourier filtered images less binary. The two stacking faults
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in Fig. 4.6d can be considered as single-layer hexagonally stacked layers in an fcc

crystal, and will appear as such in the filtered images. Lastly, we note that the

critical thickness tcr ∼ 10 nm agrees with the spin-wave results as well as the

NMR data, but is a factor ∼ 2 larger than those found in literature for Pt/Co and

Cu/Co systems. However, these details depend sensitively on the exact fabrication

conditions.137,139–141

4.7.5 Shift derivation

In this section, we will derive the resulting frequency non-reciprocity due to a

difference in surface anisotropies as well as the following profile of out-of-plane

(OOP, along the z direction) crystalline anisotropy:

K = Kv,0 + u(z − tcr)Kv,1, (4.2)

with z the position along the thickness t, tcr the critical thickness above which

Co transforms from fcc to hcp, Kv,0 the magneto-crystalline anisotropy of the fcc

phase, Kv,1 the difference between the magneto-crystalline anisotropy of hcp and

fcc phase, and u(x) the step function.

The approach will be similar to that described in Refs. 108,136, where we solve

the following linearised LLG equation for waves propagating in the x-direction

(wavevector k) with a magnetic field H0 applied in the y-direction

iωm = γµ0H0ŷ ×m− γµ0Msŷ × h, (4.3)

where m = (mx, 0,mz), h = (hx, 0, hz) are the dynamic components of the mag-

netization and effective field respectively. γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, µ0 the

permeability of vacuum and Ms the saturation magnetization. The total dynamic

field can also be written, where we now explicitly introduce the z-dependence that
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occurs through localization, as

h(z) =
2A

µ0M2
s

(
∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
m(z) +

∫ t

0

dz′Ḡk(z − z′)m(z′) +
2

µ0M2
s

ẑ×[
Ks,botδ(z)mz(0) +Ks,topδ(z − t)mz(t) +Kv,0mz(z) + u(z − tcr)Kv,1mz(z)

]
,

(4.4)

with A the exchange constant and Ḡk the magneto static Green’s function.136

The first term describes to the contribution to the effective field as a result from

the exchange interaction, the second from the dipolar interactions and the third

from the anisotropies, where we included the bulk volume term from Eq. (4.2)

and where Ks,bot/top is the interfacial anisotropy from the bottom/top interface

(Ks = Ks,bot + Ks,top and ∆Ks = Ks,bot −Ks,top)). If we now expand m onto the

first two standing spin wave modes and insert everything into Eq. (4.3) the result

is the following eigenvalue equation

iΩ


mx,0

mz,0

mx,1

mx,1

 =


0 Ω0,z −iQ 0

−Ω0,x 0 δ iQ

iQ 0 0 Ω1,z

δ −iQ −Ω1,x 0



mx,0

mz,0

mx,1

mx,1

 , (4.5)

where mi,j is the expansion coefficient of the magnetization component in the i

direction of the jth order standing spin wave mode, Ω = ω
γµ0Ms

and

Ω0,x = 1− P00 − ε0 − ε1 + h+ Λ2k2,

Ω0,z = h+ P00 + k2Λ2,

Ω1,x = 1− P11 − 2(ε0 + ε2) + h+ Λ2k2 +
Λ2π2

t2
,

Ω1,z = h+ P11 +

(
k2 +

π2

t2

)
Λ2,

with Λ =
√

2A
µ0M2

s
the exchange length, h = H0/Ms, the dipole factors P00 =

1− 1−e−|k|t
|k|t , P11 = (kt)2

π2+(kt)2

(
1− 2(kt)2

π2+(kt)2
1+e−|k|t

|k|t

)
and Q =

√
2kt

π2+(kt)2

(
1 + e−|k|t

)
. For a

more detailed explanation of what all these factors describe, and the physical inter-

pretation of this matrix, we refer the reader to Refs. 108,136. Lastly, we have the
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effective difference in anisotropy δ = 2
√

2
tµ0M2

s

(
∆Ks −

Kv,1t u(t−tcr)sin(πtcr
t

)

π

)
, and sum

anisotropies ε0 = 2
tµ0M2

s
(Ks,bot +Ks,top), ε1 = 2

tµ0M2
s

(Kv,0t+Kv,1(t− tcr)u(t− tcr))

and ε2 = 1
tµ0M2

s

(
Kv,0t+ Kv,1

t2π
u(t− tcr)

(
(−t+ tcr)2π + tsin(2πtcr

t
)
))

. With respect

to Ref. 108, note the sign difference of δ, which we believe to be a typographical

error. We can solve Eq. (4.5) by setting the total determinant to 0, which results

in the following equation

(Ω2
0 − Ω2)(Ω2

1 − Ω2) + 2QδΩ(Ω0,z − Ω1,z)− δ2Ω0,zΩ1,z = 0, (4.6)

with

Ω2
0,1 =

Ω2
00 + Ω2

11

2
−Q2 ∓ 1

2

√
(Ω2

11 − Ω2
00)

2 − 4Q2 (Ω2
00 + Ω2

11 − Ω0,zΩ1,x − Ω0,xΩ1,z)

which are the spin wave frequencies when δ = 0 and Ωii =
√

Ωi,xΩi,z. These

equations are once again slightly different with respect to Ref. 108. In Eq. (4.6)

we have isolated a term linear in Q, which is the only term that changes sign

when going from k to −k and is thus the only term that induce a frequency differ-

ence between counter-propagating waves. We can extract the frequency difference

between those counter-propagating waves by assuming the frequency difference

induced by a small δ leads to a minor modification to Ω0. For this, we substitute

into Eq. (4.6) Ω = Ω0 +δΩ and solve for δΩ to linear order in both δΩ and δ which

gives as a frequency difference ∆f between two counter-propagating waves (k < 0

- k > 0):

∆f =
γµ0Ms

2π
2Qδ

Ω0,z − Ω1,z

Ω2
0 − Ω2

1

. (4.7)

This equation is identical to the one provided in Ref. 108 in the limit of Kv → 0

but is now modified by the additional volume terms in δ that can also lead to a

shift. We combine this shift with the iDMI Ds induced frequency non-reciprocity90

∆f = −2γkDs

πtMs

+
γµ0Ms

2π
2Qδ

Ω0,z − Ω1,z

Ω2
0 − Ω2

1

(4.8)

for the complete frequency non-reciprocity.

Let us now briefly discuss the nature of the iDMI contribution here. We ex-

plicitly introduced the interfacial character of the anisotropy because it becomes
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propagating spin waves validated

important in the presence of spin-wave localization. Yet, for the iDMI we ig-

nored its interfacial nature and included it as a bulk averaged term (Ds/t).
90 For

the wavevectors and layer thicknesses investigated in this chapter this leads to

errors in the frequency non-reciprocity on the order of a few %.161 If the layers

become thicker or the wavevectors larger we need to carefully account for the

interfacial nature of the iDMI. This can be done by adding the iDMI as a bound-

ary condition in Eq. (4.4) and rederiving Eq. (4.8).161 A more rigorous approach

entails those described in Refs. 110,136,161 which build on the proper torque

boundary conditions in combination with a partial wave ansatz. Here, the LLG

equation is solved together with pinning boundary conditions given by the iDMI,

exchange interaction and anisotropy to produce exact results for the spin-wave

frequency non-reciprocity. These approaches become relevant when one goes be-

yond the perturbation approach described in this section; for the experiments in

this chapter the perturbation approach suffices and a more elaborate treatment is

not required.110,161



5
Spin-wave detection beyond the optical

diffraction limit

Spin waves are proposed as information carriers for next-generation computing

devices because of their low power consumption. Moreover, their wave-like nature

allows for novel computing paradigms. The conventional method to detect spin

waves is based on electrical induction, limiting the down scaling and efficiency

complicating eventual implementation. In this chapter we demonstrate optical de-

tection of spin waves beyond the diffraction limit using a metallic grating that

selectively absorbs laser light. Specifically, we demonstrate the detection of propa-

gating spin waves with wavelengths of 700 nm using a diffraction-limited laser spot

with a size of 10 µm in 20 nm thick Py strips. Additionally, we show that this grat-

ing is selective to the wavelength of the spin wave, providing wavevector-selective

spin-wave detection. This should open up new avenues towards the integration of

the burgeoning fields of photonics and magnonics, and aid in the optical detection

of spin waves in the short-wavelength exchange regime for fundamental research.∗

5.1 Introduction

Within magnetism, spin waves are ubiquitous in their presence and applications.

Spin waves are fundamental excitations in the magnetization of a material and

their behaviour is governed by fundamental magnetic interactions, such as the

anisotropy or exchange interaction. Based on this dependence, spin waves are

∗Manuscript in preparation: J. Lucassen, M. J. G. Peeters, et al.
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often used to probe these fundamental magnetic interactions.88,92,96,128 In recent

years it has been suggested that spin waves can also be used for novel computing

methods. Spin wave propagation occurs without charge transport which allows for

computations without Ohmic losses.97,98 Moreover, spin waves also make excellent

candidates for interference based logic devices and non-linear wave computing.97,98

For applications, short-wavelength (< 100 nm) spin waves are preferred to reduce

the device footprint and increase the group velocity.162 The conventional method

of exciting and detecting spin waves is based on micron sized microwave antennas

through Oersted fields and magnetic induction.97 Scaling these antennas down

such that short wavelength spin waves can be excited and detected (< 100 nm),

however, is extremely challenging because of the impedance mismatch.

On the excitation side, several alternatives have been proposed to excite short

wavelength spin waves,† such as spin-transfer torque based methods,163 grating-

like couplers,164,165 and using the resonance of antiferromagnetically coupled vor-

tex states.166 However, when it comes to the detection of short-wavelength spin

waves there are considerably fewer alternatives. The aforementioned grating

couplers can also be used to detect the spin waves. Spin-pumping167 and spin

caloritronics168 based techniques do allow for short wavelength detection, but they

are not wavelength-selective. Optical detection techniques suffer from the diffrac-

tion limit and x-ray based techniques have the required resolution but require

large scale facilities.166,169 In this chapter we therefore demonstrate a grating-

based method to circumvent the diffraction limit when using optical detection of

spin waves. It is very much related to the field of near-field optics (see Ref. 170

and references therein), but simpler to implement than the techniques commonly

used to reach super resolution for magneto-optical (MO) measurements.171

In Fig. 5.1a we illustrate the method that we demonstrate in this chapter. A metal-

lic grating is placed on top of a magnetic strip with a spin wave. The incident laser

light is partially reflected by this grating. However, the light that can transmit

and is subsequently reflected of the magnetic strip carries information on the equi-

librium direction of the magnetization through a rotation of its polarization as a

result of the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Any spin wave whose periodic-

†This is by no means a comprehensive list. A more complete overview can be found in Ref.
97.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Proposed detection scheme. A laser impinges on a magnetic strip
(grey) that contains a spin wave. As this strip is covered with a grating (gold), this
modifies the reflection of the incident laser light. The polarization of the incoming laser
light that reflects of the magnetic strip (left and right) changes due the magneto-optical
Kerr effect in the presence of a spin wave, whilst the polarization of the part that reflects
of the grating (middle) remains unaffected, indicated by the rotation of the polarization
in the Cartesian coordinate system. (b) SEM micrograph of the fabricated device with
km = 5 µm−1. We drive a microwave current j through the antenna (middle) to generate
spin waves with two different wavevectors km,s in the magnetic strip placed underneath.
These waves propagate outwards and to measure these spin waves a laser spot (red) is
placed on top of the grating (periodicity km) following the principle sketched in (a).

ity matches that of the grating can also be detected because the grating acts as a

Fourier filter for the magnetization components in the strip. Moreover, even when

the grating periodicity is smaller than the diffraction limit this technique should

still work. Work from the contact-lithography field predicts a near-field resolution

of at least λ/20, with λ the wavelength of the light.172 The advantages of this

approach are many. In contrast to microwave methods, which suffer from mea-

surement artefacts because of direct antenna-antenna coupling124,173 and where

spatial dependence studies require new devices to be fabricated, it has several

benefits. Direct antenna-antenna coupling is no longer an issue and we can do

studies as a function of position because it is easy to probe different areas by mov-

ing the laser spot around. As such, it should aid in investigations of fundamental

spin wave properties for small wavelength spin waves. From an application per-

spective, it is a new step towards the integration of the fields of (nano-) photonics

and spintronics.142 In the remainder of this chapter, we start by demonstrating

spin wave excitation through conventional meandered microwave antennas.115 We
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then move on to actual optical propagating spin wave transmission measurements

using the metallic grating. In the last part we focus on an understanding of the

measured spectra using a simple analytical model.

5.2 Experimental results

We fabricate devices such as the one shown in Fig. 5.1b. Here we show a meander-

ing spin wave antenna located in between two gratings. This device allows us to

excite spin waves with specific wavevectors belonging to the main periodicities of

the spin wave antenna (km and a small secondary periodicity ks = 0.36× km),115

and measure the spin waves by focusing a laser on the grating. The magnetic

strip (10µm wide) underneath the antenna and grating is fabricated using sput-

tering and an electron beam lithography (EBL) lift-off process. The sputtered

stack is //Ta(4)/Py(20)/Al(5) (thicknesses in parentheses in nm) and was sputter

deposited using Ar at 1 × 10−2 mbar on a Si substrate with a native oxide in a

system with a base pressure of 4 × 10−9 mbar. On top of the magnetic strip, we

deposited 40 nm of Al2O3 using atomic layer deposition. Finally, the antennas

and grating were created using e-beam evaporation of Ti(10)/Au(100) in a second

EBL lift-off process. Spin waves are measured in the Damon-Eshbach geometry,

with the magnetic field and wave vector perpendicular and in the plane. The

electrical characteristics of the spin wave excitation were measured using a vector

network analyser following a procedure described elsewhere.124 The optical de-

tection of spin waves was performed using a pulsed laser (80 MHz, pulse length

150 fs at a wavelength of 780 nm) with a diffraction limited spot size of ∼ 10 µm‡

measuring the Kerr rotation in combination with continuous wave excitation of

the spin waves such that measured magneto-optical (MO) signal is proportional

to the spin-wave amplitude at the given phase (the details on the experimental

setup can be found in Section 2.3.2). Different devices were measured with differ-

ing combinations of gratings and spin wave antennas resonant to spin waves with

wavevectors k = 5.0, 7.0, 9.0 µm−1, which have wavelengths smaller than our laser

spot size and which have long enough attenuation lengths to measure propagating

spin waves.

‡As noted in Section 2.3.2, we do not completely fill the objective lens (NA = 0.38) leading
to a relatively large diffraction limited spot size.
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(a)

(d)(c)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Self induction L for a km = 9 µm−1 antenna including a fit with
two (anti-)symmetric Lorentzians. We also indicate the resulting resonance fields of
the fits for both resonance modes (solid lines). (b) Fitted resonance fields Hres as a
function of frequency f for both resonances [see (a)]. (c) Two phases (0◦ and 90◦) of
the magneto-optical (MO) signal as a function of magnetic field H for a km = 9 µm−1

device measured at f = 10.24 GHz and with the laser spot positioned 12µm away
from the antenna. The solid lines indicate the resonance fields belonging to the main
(km) and secondary resonance of the spin-wave excitation (ks). (d) Both phases of the
MO signal as a function of magnetic field H for three different gratings optimized for
different wavevectors k with a spin-wave antenna generating km = 9 µm spin waves at
10.24 GHz, with the laser spot positioned 12µm away from the antenna. The vertical
solid lines indicate the resonance field of the spin wave for which the corresponding
grating is optimized (k = 0 µm−1 without a grating). Curves are offset for clarity.

To demonstrate spin wave excitation, we show the self-induction L of a km =

9 µm−1 antenna in Fig. 5.2a. In this spectrum two resonances are observed

at 60 mT and 100 mT, which correspond to the excitation of the spin waves

with wavelengths equal to the two main periodicities of the antenna (km,s =

9.0, 3.2 µm−1).115,124 The real and imaginary part of the spectrum are fitted simul-

taneously with symmetric and anti-symmetric Lorentzian line shapes to extract

the resonance fields (solid lines), which are plotted in Fig. 5.2b as a function of
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frequency f . These resonance fields are then fitted with the dispersion relation

for these spin waves (using MS = 0.83 MA m−1 174 and g = 2.11175)126,127 which

results in Meff = 0.76 ± 0.07 MA m−1 and thickness t = 16 ± 5 nm, in line with

what we expect for Py.175

With the verification of spin wave excitation complete, we move on to the optical

measurement of the spin waves. A typical measurement for a device tuned to

km = 9 µm−1 is displayed in Fig. 5.2c, which contains the spin-wave amplitude at

two different phases (0◦ and 90◦) with respect to the microwave excitation source.§

In this measurement there is a resonance at ∼ 55 mT, the resonance field of the

km = 9 µm−1 spin wave. Furthermore, there is a small resonance at ∼ 100 mT

which is the result of the large wavelength (ks) spin waves that are also excited. A

second feature in the spectrum is the amplitude difference between the resonances

at positive and negative fields, which is a well-known effect of spin-wave excitation

using electrical antennas. It is the result of a difference in spin-wave excitation

efficiency because of the magnetic field chirality that either matches or opposes the

chirality of the propagating spin wave at positive or negative magnetic fields.131

This is additional confirmation that the grating allows us to detect propagating

spin waves with wavelengths of ∼ 700 nm (km = 9 µm−1) using a 10 µm laser

spot.

We can also demonstrate the k-selectivity of the grating, which should act as a

Fourier filter and be sensitive to only those spin-wave wavelengths that match

the grating. This property is illustrated in Fig. 5.2d, which contains measure-

ments with a km = 9 µm−1 antenna and different gratings designed to detect

k = 9, 5 µm−1 spin waves and a device without a grating. As a function of the

grating k-value the resonance field of the measured spin wave resonance increases,

because the gratings are resonant to different spin waves. The predicted reso-

nance fields for the corresponding gratings are indicated in the figure with the

solid lines and line up perfectly with the measured resonances. Although the

antenna selectively excites spin waves with km = 9 µm−1 there is still a finite exci-

tation efficiency for spin waves with different k-vectors. These are measured with

gratings that are tuned to different wavelength spin waves and demonstrates the

§The actual phase difference between the spin-wave amplitude and microwave excitation is
offset by an unknown constant value φ0.
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Figure 5.3: Several measurements at 1 specific phase for a km = 9 µm−1 device
measured at f = 10.24 GHz at different positions, spaced 5µm apart, along the grating,
indicated by the sketch on the right. The measurements are vertically offset for clarity.

extreme k-selectively of the grating. Additionally, for the measurement without

a grating there is no resonance at the km resonance field. This proves that we do

indeed need the grating to detect spin waves with wavelengths smaller than the

diffraction limit.

As mentioned in the introduction, an additional benefit of this technique is the

possibility to do spatial dependency measurements of the spin waves. This is

demonstrated in Fig. 5.3, where several measurements are plotted with the laser

spot focused on different positions along the device. There are several interesting

aspects here. First, as we move away from the antenna, the propagating spin

waves attenuate and resonance amplitudes decrease on a typical length scale of

5− 10 µm, as expected from the spin wave attenuation length.103,176 Second, the

amplitude asymmetry between the spin waves at positive and negative magnetic

field reverses as we move to the other side of the antenna. This is completely in line

with the chirality of the excitation mechanism coupled to the type of spin waves
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that are excited.131 Last, if the laser spot is focused on or near the antenna, the

spectrum becomes more complex as extra resonances are present. It is the result of

a modified spatial filtering of the spin waves because the laser spot is (partially)

filtered by the spin wave antenna rather than the grating. In Section 5.6.1 we

show additional measurements for a km = 5 µm−1 device, which shows similar

behaviour.

To conclude, in this section we have shown experimentally that the grating tech-

nique allows us to measure propagating spin waves with a wavelength of 700 nm

using a spot size of 10 µm. This can be done both wavelength selective and as a

function of position.

5.3 Theoretical modelling

With the experimental demonstration complete, we now turn our eye towards a

fundamental understanding of the spectra. A simple interpretation of the MO

signal is given in Fig. 5.1a, which suggests the MO signal is determined by a

spatial averaging of the filtered laser-spot intensity multiplied by the complete

spectrum of excited spin waves. In Section 5.6.3 we describe how we can calculate

the excited spin waves, the filtering of the laser spot and the eventual MO signal

using a simple model based on the interpretation given in Fig. 5.1a. This model is

fitted to the measurement of Fig. 5.2c in Fig. 5.4a,¶ which was fitted for positive

fields only but also plotted at negative magnetic fields.

We find an overall agreement between the measurements and the calculations

in Fig. 5.4a. At positive fields, we find a sharp intense peak around the resonance

field (solid line) expected from the km = 9 µm−1 antenna. However, the agree-

ment with the small resonance around the ks peak (solid line at ∼ 95 mT) is not

as good. Although the model does produce a small resonance around this field,

the exact positioning, phase and amplitude do not line up with the experimen-

tally measured spectrum. At negative fields the agreement between measurement

¶We use a constrained fit, with the following fit parameters: α = 0.015, g = 2.1, Ms =
0.9 MA m−1, Meff = 0.7 MA m−1, full-width at half maximum of the laser spot equal to 12µm,
and laser spot distance from the center of 7 µm. Parameters that determine the spatial filtering
and excited spin waves were fixed and taken from the device geometry. Because of the constrained
nature of the fit, and large amount of fit parameters, we do not give uncertainties for the fit.
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(b)(a)

Figure 5.4: (a) Measurement from Fig. 5.2c plotted together with the theoretical
model, fitted for H > 0. The solid lines indicate the resonance fields belonging to
the km, ks and uniform FMR resonance (k0). The two phases are offset for clarity.
(b) Theoretical calculations for the MO signal as a function of magnetic field for a
km = 9 µm−1 antenna and gratings matched to different k-values (offset for clarity),
using the fit parameters from (a). From top to bottom, there are gratings are designed
for k = 9.0 and 5.0 µm−1 as well as a calculation without a grating. The parameters
used to calculate these curves are taken from the fit in (a) and the solid lines belong
to the resonance field of the k-value of the respective grating (k = 0 µm−1 without a
grating). The excitation efficiency displays the amount of spin waves excited at each
field and is determined from the calculated intensity of the microwave excitation field.

is more problematic. The model describes the functional behaviour quite accu-

rately but there is a significant mismatch in signal amplitude. We do expect a

large mismatch due to the chirality in the excitation field that either matches or

opposes the spin-wave chirality for positive or negative fields. However, the mea-

sured amplitude difference between positive and negative fields (∼ 4) is very large

compared to other electrical and optical measurements, as well as our theoretical

calculations (∼ 2).176,177

The model can also reproduce the k-selectivity of the grating qualitatively as

illustrated in Fig. 5.4b, where the calculated theoretical curves for several different

gratings parameters are plotted. As the grating k-value goes down, the main

resonance moves up to higher magnetic fields. Moreover, the intensity decreases

as only the top MO curve has a grating matched to the main excited spin wave.

Additionally, we find that the position of these resonances for the k = 5 and

k = 9 µm−1 grating match very closely to what is expected based on the dispersion
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relationship (solid lines) and what is observed experimentally (Fig. 5.2d). We

understand these spectra by realizing that the antenna excites a wide-range of

different-wavector spin waves, which we visualize as the excitation efficiency with

the grey shaded area in Fig. 5.4b. Even though the grating is not matched to the

spin-wave antenna, there is still a small amount of spin waves that are excited

which have wavelengths matched to the grating.

Yet, the spectrum for the case without a grating differs from the experimental

situation (Fig. 5.2d). In the experiments, there is a resonance at approximately the

uniform FMR mode. The calculations, however, show that this resonance should

not be excited by the spin-wave antenna. Something similar is also observed in

the measurements with a grating around −120 mT (k0), as shown in Fig. 5.4a. As

electrical spin-wave excitation should not occur at these magnetic fields, we cannot

explain the presence of these resonances. In Section 5.6.4 we provide additional

details on these peaks from which we conclude that it is not a spin-wave mode

that is excited by the laser. Moreover, the fact that the resonance is not present

with a grating present on the strip suggests that the absence of the grating itself

is essential in exciting this FMR-like resonance.

Although we do not know the origin of the uniform FMR like peak in the mea-

sured spectra, we do not believe it affects the main results of this chapter. The

k-selectivity of the grating, the exact location of the resonance fields and the fre-

quency dependence of the resonances (not shown) all suggest that the grating

can be used to detect spin waves with a wavelength smaller than the laser spot.

Finally, in Section 5.6.1 we also show calculations for a position sweep and com-

pare them with the experimental results, showing that the model is also able to

qualitatively explain this behaviour.

5.4 Discussion

Thus, overall, the theoretical model can qualitatively explain the data. Yet, as

detailed in the previous section, there are some features in the experiments that we

do not find in the theoretical curves. For one, the measured amplitude asymmetry

between positive and negative fields is much larger than expected based on the

excitation efficiency difference. Second, the ks resonance is not well-described by
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the calculations. This suggests that the simple approach we advocate here for

a qualitative understanding of the measured spectrum is incomplete. There are

some indications that this might be related to the complex optical behaviour of the

grating. As we demonstrate in Section 5.6.2 light polarized parallel to the grating

produces a finite MO signal, whilst for light polarized perpendicular to the grating

lines there is no MO contrast. Moreover, in Section 5.6.2 we also demonstrate

that the measured MO contrast depends on the k value of the grating, with a

maximum signal around k = 9 µm−1. Last, we also show that if we place the

grating directly on top of the strip, rather than on top of the insulating layer, the

measured signal decreases significantly, suggesting the extra optical path length

through the insulating layer leads to spreading out of the light which reduces the

k-sensitivity of the grating. To fully understand this behaviour, more detailed

theoretical and experimental work should be performed to investigate the true

influence of the grating. Near-field effects such as plasmonic resonances need

to be carefully considered to form a complete picture of the behaviour of the

grating.172,178 In this case specifically, the effect of the grating on the polarization

of the light needs to be addressed. Last, we have made no attempt to optimize

the thickness of the grating, although one can image that this can also impact its

behaviour.

Nonetheless, theoretical work from contact lithography suggests that the reso-

lution in the near-field can be as high as λ/20,172 limited only by the distance

between the grating and the magnetic strip, and required MO contrast to produce

a measurable signal. This demonstrates that this technique has enormous poten-

tial for the detection of spin waves with wavelengths as small as several tens of

nm. One can then imagine a wealth of applications for this method that range

from fundamental investigations into spin-wave behaviour to the practical inves-

tigations into magnonic devices. For example, we can investigate k-dependent

behaviour as a function of position using an optical technique with wavelengths

that are usually only accessible using x-ray based techniques.166,169 More on the

practical side, it allows us to, for example, measure the iDMI in films thinner than

reachable using all-electrical propagating spin wave spectroscopy (Chapter 4). As

ultrathin films are routinely measured with MOKE, we expect the layer thickness

to be less of an issue for the optical technique. Last, the inverse of the process
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demonstrated here should also be possible: using a grating to k-selectively excite

spin waves with an ultra-fast laser pulse.179,180 This brings nano-scale all-optical

propagating spin wave spectroscopy one step closer to realization.181

5.5 Conclusion

Concluding, in this chapter we have demonstrated an optical technique that can

measure propagating spin waves beyond the diffraction limit using a metallic grat-

ing. This technique works down to wavelengths of at least 700 nm (km = 9 µm−1)

using a diffraction-limited laser spot size of 10µm. Additionally, we could also

detect spin waves with extreme k-selectivity and investigate the propagation of

spin waves as a function of position. This opens up a route for the integration

of photonics and magnonics, and brings us one step closer to optical detection of

spin waves in the exchange-wave regime.

5.6 Supplemental

5.6.1 Additional measurements

In the main body of this chapter we presented measurements for a km = 9 µm−1

antenna at 10.24 GHz. In this supplementary we show an additional position sweep

for a km = 5 µm−1 device, including the results of the theoretical model.

The results of the measurements are displayed in Fig. 5.5a, where the main reso-

nance has shifted to higher fields (≈ 85 mT) in agreement with the larger wave-

length of the spin wave. Similar to the km = 9 µm−1 results, we observe that as

we move away from the antenna, the spin waves attenuate with length scale of

5− 10 µm. We additionally also find that the amplitude asymmetry between the

spin waves at positive and negative magnetic field reverses as we move to the other

side of the antenna. The theoretically calculated curves, using the fit-parameters

from the fit of Fig. 5.4, are plotted in Fig. 5.5b. There is an overall qualitative

agreement between the measurements and calculations, although small individual

details do vary between measurements and calculations.
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(b)(a)

Figure 5.5: Results of measurements (a) and simulations (b) at 1 specific phase for
a km = 5 µm−1 device at f = 10.24 GHz for different laser spot positions along the
grating (given by the y-position indicated in Fig. 5.1a, with y = 0 µm the middle of the
antenna). The curves are vertically offset for clarity.

5.6.2 Optical behaviour of grating

In this section we show three elements which indicate that the optical behaviour of

the grating is more complex than suggested in Fig. 5.1a. First, in Fig. 5.6a we show

that the exact position of the grating is relevant for the amplitude of the magneto-

optical (MO) signal. When the grating is placed below the insulating layer, the

signal is enhanced with respect to the situation where the grating is placed on

top of the insulating layer. This might be the result of the extra optical path

length through the insulating layer leading to additional diffraction and reducing

the k-sensitivity of the grating.172

Second, in Fig. 5.6b the dependence of the MO signal on the polarization of the

incoming light is displayed. When the polarization is parallel to the grating (90◦)

there is magnetic contrast, which has vanished upon rotating the polarization (0◦).

This behaviour is not what one would expect when considering the grating as a wire

polarizer.172,178 The transmission through the grating should then be maximum
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.6: (a) Both phases of the MO measurements when the grating is on top of
the insulating layer and when the grating is positioned below the insulating layer with
km = 9 µm−1 at 10.24 GHz. (b) MO optical trace for a situation with the incoming light
polarization at 0◦ (perpendicular to grating lines) or at 90◦ (parallel to grating lines) with
km = 9 µm−1 at 10.24 GHz. (c) Magnetic contrast as a function of grating periodicity
k. Step size of hysteresis loop measured on out-of-plane magnetized Pt/Co/Pt sample
measured through gratings normalized to the step-size measured without a grating.

for a polarization of 0◦. In contrast, the part of the reflected light with the induced

Kerr rotation from the spin waves will experience minimum transmission because

it has a rotated polarization. The opposite is true for incoming light with a

polarization of 90◦. In this case, the incoming light will be minimally transmitted,

but the transmission of reflected light with its Kerr rotation will be large. Because

of this, the reflected light with the rotated polarization due to the Kerr effect will

be equal for both cases and we would not expect a dependence on the polarization

of the incoming light.

Third, Fig. 5.6c shows that the MO contrast varies with the grating wavevector k

in a non-trivial manner with a maximum around k = 9 µm−1. For these measure-

ments, we placed gratings of different k-values on a full sheet Pt/Co/Pt stack. The

contrast was determined by extracting the step size from out-of-plane hysteresis

loops measured through the grating and then normalized to a step size measured

on an area without a grating. We do not know why the MO contrast depends on

k, but it is not in accordance with the simple picture sketched in Fig. 5.6a in which

it should not depend on k. These three different elements of the grating demon-

strated here suggest a more complete picture needs to be formed through detailed

simulations of the optical behaviour of the grating. We expect that near-field

effects such as plasmonics will play a large role.172,178
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5.6.3 Model details

The model we use to qualitatively understand the data combines two different

elements:

1. The excitation of the spin waves by the microwave antenna.

2. The selective blocking of the laser light by the grating and antenna.

If we combine these effects, the selectively blocked laser light reflects of the mag-

netic strip with the excited spin waves, leading to an average Kerr rotation pro-

portional to the product of the laser light and the magnetization of the spin waves.

We first calculate the excited spin waves, and to do this we realize that (in k-space)

mk = χkhk, (5.1)

with mk the (complex) amplitude of the spin wave with wavevector k in the

y-direction, hk the magnetic field and χk the Polder spin-wave susceptibility ten-

sor.182 To calculate the total spin wave spectrum mk, we simply calculate the Oer-

sted fields from the antenna, Fourier transform these, and plug them into Eq. (5.1).

There is an inherent assumption here as we do not solve Maxwell’s equations fully

to calculate mk. Instead, we assume that hk is determined by the current run-

ning through the antenna. This is not true because of the presence of the grating

and the magnetic strip, which modifies the magnetic field distribution, although

calculations demonstrate that it does not modify the situation drastically.115

The selective blocking of the laser light leads to a magneto-optical signal MO in

perpendicular incidence proportional to the out-of-plane magnetization mz aver-

aged over the laser spot L:

MO ∝
∫

dy mzL(y), (5.2)

where we explicitly introduced the spatial profile of the laser spot through its

dependence on y (see Fig. 5.1b). This laser spot L has a Gaussian profile modified

by the absorption of both the grating, and if its partly on top of the antenna, the

antenna as well. For this equation to be valid, several assumptions must be made:
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1. We assume that the thickness of the grating is much thicker than the ex-

tinction depth of the light such that the blocking mechanism sketched in

Fig. 5.1a is valid, and

2. we completely disregard any near-field effects and plasmonics.

The last assumption, although critical for us to be able to construct an easy model,

is probably an oversimplification as we have demonstrated in Section 5.6.2.

Combining both equations produces

MO ∝
∫

dy F−1(mk,z)L(y), (5.3)

with F−1 the inverse Fourier transform. This is what is calculated in this chapter,

where we use the relevant magnetic parameters in the susceptibility tensor χ, the

antenna (and device) parameters to calculate h, and put in the information about

the laser spot and the grating/antenna in L.

5.6.4 Uniform mode

In this section we give some details on the FMR-like (hereafter referred to as

uniform) resonance peak we find in both the measurements with a grating (the

k0 peak in Fig. 5.4a), and the large peak in the measurement without the grating

(Fig. 5.2d). As we indicate in Fig. 5.4b, the uniform FMR mode should not be

excited by the spin-wave antenna. This also corresponds with the data presented

in Fig. 5.2a where we see no resonances excited near the FMR-field. The presence

of these peaks is therefore surprising. Although we do not know what the origin

is of these resonances, we point out some peculiarities of the behaviour of these

resonances:

1. Because we are able to measure the uniform resonance with a 10µm laser

spot, and because its resonance field suggests it is a uniform mode, we con-

clude that this is a short-wavelength resonance. This means that we should

also be able to measure it with the grating, which is as selective for the k-

value for which it was designed, as for the uniform FMR mode. However, as
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we show in Fig. 5.4a, it is only very weakly present when there is a grating

on the strip. This means either of the following two statements is true:

(a) There is a huge difference in the detection efficiency between the situ-

ation with and without a grating. As we demonstrate in Section 5.6.2,

this is the case, but the dependency on k leads us to conclude that the

relative amplitude of the uniform mode would then be even larger.

(b) The absence of the grating itself is essential in the excitation/detection

of this resonance.

2. The uniform FMR mode is not laser-induced. Turning off the RF power

removed the resonance.

3. In the situation with a grating (Fig. 5.3), we find that below the antenna,

the amplitude of the uniform mode is higher for positive fields, and above

the antenna, higher at negative fields. This is in contrast to the amplitude

asymmetry for the km and ks mode (Fig. 5.3). In contrast, without a grating

the amplitude asymmetry for the uniform mode is similar to the km and ks

mode (not shown). This is surprising for three reasons:

(a) The presence of the small uniform peak far away from the excitation

antenna suggests it is a propagating wave, which should not exist at

these fields according to the dispersion relation.

(b) If it is indeed a uniform mode, there should be no difference in ampli-

tude between the bottom and top of the antenna.

(c) If the uniform mode for the situation with and without the grating is

excited by the same mechanism, why is the magnetic field amplitude

asymmetry reversed between both cases?
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6
Chirality in magnetic multilayers

This chapter will introduce the interactions that contribute to the magnetic chirality

in magnetic multilayers. The role of dipolar interactions that want to form CW

and CCW Néel walls along the thickness of the layer will be discussed extensively.

We then detail its competition with both the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya

and interlayer exchange interaction that favour a thickness independent domain

wall profile. In this Part we experimentally investigate the contributions of these

interactions by directly imaging the domain wall chirality using scanning electron

microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA). The last section therefore explains

the fundamentals of SEMPA.

6.1 The role of dipolar interactions

As already discussed in Chapter 1, the iDMI is usually not large enough to stabi-

lize skyrmions at room-temperature. For that reason, the typical approach taken

entails increasing the magnetic volume.5,6,12,13,15,26 In Fig. 6.1a this approach is

demonstrated, with N repeats of a ferromagnetic (FM) layer sandwiched in be-

tween two different heavy metals (HM) with different iDMIs Di. Increasing N

leads to an increase of the magnetic volume but leaves the surface-volume ratio

unaffected, thus retaining the large contributions from the iDMI.∗

There are essentially two reasons this approach is useful. For one, the large increase

in magnetic volume provides extra thermal stability. Second, dipolar interactions

∗Importantly, the interfacial anisotropy is also maintained.138

93
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic overview of typical sample stacks used to stabilize room-
temperature skyrmions. Multiple (N) repeats of a ferromagnet (FM) sandwiched in
between two different heavy metals (HM) that each provide an iDMI Di. (b) Domain
formation by dipolar fields. The energy gain from the dipolar fields upon the formation
of domains competes with the energy loss of the created domain walls (DW), leading to
an equilibrium domain width d.

help nucleate magnetic domains. To understand this argument, we display the pre-

ferred magnetic configuration in the presence of dipolar interactions in Fig. 6.1b.

In this figure, we have assumed that the individual repeats act as one uniformly

magnetized layer by depicting it as one macrospin.† The dipolar interactions pre-

fer anti-parallel alignment of domains.79,183,184 However, the creation of domains

introduces domain walls which cost energy. This competition leads to magnetic

domains of size d. If the dipolar fields are large, the result is a formation of small

d. The tendency of dipolar energies to form (small) domains also helps with the

stabilization of skyrmions.185 Note that the physics being exploited here is very

similar to the stabilization mechanisms of achiral magnetic bubbles with sizes

around 1µm studied extensively in the 1970s.79,80

Although this increased magnetic volume helps stabilize skyrmions, the introduc-

tion of dipolar interactions also has a profound effect on the magnetic chiral-

ity.79,80,186–189 In Fig. 6.2a we demonstrate the effect of dipolar interactions on the

domain wall profile. The dipolar interactions create Néel walls (more commonly

†At least for the out-of-plane magnetized domains this is a fair assumption because of the
interlayer dipolar coupling. However, as we will show later in this section, this is not true for
the domain walls.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Domain wall configuration along the sample thickness as a result of
the dipolar fields, with the formation of two Néel caps and a Bloch wall in the middle.
Adapted from Ref. 79. (b) Homochiral CCW Néel wall formation as a result of the
DMI. (c) Domain wall configuration when both the DMI and dipolar interactions are
present, with the Néel cap favoured by the DMI (bottom) larger than the other Néel
cap (top).

called caps) aligned along the stray fields at the bottom and top of the magnetic

film, and a Bloch wall in the middle. This only happens when the dipolar in-

teractions are strong enough (as we discuss later in the section, this is typically

for films thicker than 10 nm). Although this was known already in the 1970s,79,80

the competition with the iDMI which favours homochiral CW/CCW Néel walls

(Fig. 6.2b) is new. The result of this competition is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2c,

where the Bloch domain wall has moved up along the thickness of the film to cre-

ate more CCW Néel walls compared to Fig. 6.2a. This behaviour is the result of a

trade-off between dipolar fields, which prefers a Bloch domain wall in the middle

of the film, and the DMI which prefers CCW Néel walls everywhere and the exact

position of the Bloch wall is thus also determined by the relative strength of the

iDMI and dipolar interactions.

In addition to the iDMI and dipolar interaction, there is another important contri-

bution that could affect the magnetic chirality: an interlayer exchange interaction

Ainter. To demonstrate its effect, we show in Fig. 6.3a and b two repeats of a ferro-

magnetic layer on each side of a non-magnetic spacer, with both a ferromagnetic

(FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling. For now, we ignore the effects of a

dipolar interactions and we have reverted back from a macrospin approximation

used in the previous figures to a complete picture of the stack to indicate the

coupling and its effective fields across the non-magnetic spacers. In the case of a

FM coupling, we find that the magnetization in each layer is aligned. For AFM
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coupling the magnetization in the individual layers are aligned in the opposite

direction. The effective fields in red and orange indicate the effective fields gen-

erated from the bottom to the top, and bottom to top layer, respectively. We

see that the magnetization in the walls points along the direction of this effec-

tive field. This is no longer true when we consider a more complex situation in

Fig. 6.3c where both the iDMI and dipolar interactions are included leading to a

domain wall configuration with two Néel caps. As indicated in the dashed box at

the top of the film, the FM coupling wants to align the domain walls along the

same direction which is in direction competition with the dipolar interactions that

want to form Néel caps. If the interlayer FM coupling is large enough, all the spins

will be aligned in the direction favoured by the iDMI negating the effects of the

dipolar interactions.‡ In this Thesis, we focus only on the effect of FM coupling,

even though AFM coupling with its resulting complex domain (wall) formation is

also very interesting.190,191

In a situation without iDMI, the interlayer coupling Ainter prevents the formation of

Néel caps for layers thinner than the horizontal Bloch line width
√

2Ainter/πM2
s ∼

10 nm, which was the reason that dipolar interactions were often considered unim-

portant in thin film systems.79,80,186,187 Yet, Ainter can be drastically reduced in

systems such as those of Fig. 6.1a, where the exchange interaction along the ver-

tical direction is decreased because the layers are coupled through the relatively

thick HM layers. This means that the influence of the dipolar interactions al-

ready needs to be taken into consideration for small N (in some cases, already for

N = 2).

To summarize, there are three different interactions: the iDMI, dipolar, and in-

terlayer exchange interaction that compete to determine the (complex) magnetic

domain wall profile as a function of layer thickness. This competition has sev-

eral consequences. For one, it affects the delicate energy balance of a skyrmion,

potentially leading to different stability regions for skyrmion stabilization,52,189

and as we suggest in Chapter 9, it could also have an effect on the skyrmion size.

Second, a thickness-dependent chirality results in drastically modified interactions

with spin-orbit torques.51–53 This was simulated in Ref. 51 for a skyrmion, and

‡This is not completely true. As we show in Chapter 9, if the iDMI is small Bloch walls will
be formed instead.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Ferromagnetic coupling (FM) prefers the the magnetization of indi-
vidual magnetic layers to align in parallel fashion. (b) For antiferromagnetic coupling
(AFM) the magnetization in the layers align in an anti-parallel fashion. In red and
orange we indicate the effective fields generated on the domain walls in the presence of
interlayer coupling Ainter, with in red (orange) the effective field from the bottom (top)
to the top (bottom) layer. (c) The effective fields generated from the FM interlayer ex-
change interaction when both the dipolar and iDM interactions are present to generate
Néel caps. At the top of the film, indicated with the dashed box, the fields are aligned
anti-parallel to the magnetization direction (green).

we show a part of their results in Fig. 6.4. As the DMI decreases, the domain

wall profile changes from completely uniform (D), to the formation of preferential

Néel caps (C), to two equal Néel caps (B), to the formation of preferential Néel

caps with opposite chirality (A). This change in domain profile is accompanied by

a drastic change in skyrmion velocity, which is highest when the chirality is the

same across the thickness of the stack (large DMI). It can be easily explained by

realizing that the effect of spin-orbit torque are opposite when acting on CW or

CCW Néel skyrmions. In case B this tendency of the skyrmions in the bottom half

of the film to move in opposite direction with respect to skyrmions in the top half

of the film results in no net movement of the skyrmions. The velocity then grad-

ually increases (case A and C) as one chirality starts to dominate over the other

and approximately saturates when the chirality no longer changes (case D). With

the predicted effect of the dipolar interactions on both the static and dynamic

properties of skyrmions, it thus becomes important to experimentally investigate

the magnetic chirality in multilayer stacks typically used for room-temperature

skyrmion stabilization.
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Figure 6.4: Transverse skyrmion velocity v as a function of D under the influence of
spin-orbit torques. On both sides we depict schematically the expected domain wall
configuration for several DMI strengths D. As the domain walls, and by extension the
skyrmions, become more homochiral (increase of |D|), the velocity increases because of
a more efficient interaction with the torques. Data from Ref. 51.

6.1.1 State-of-the-art

Much of what has been discussed here is still theoretical in nature. During the work

performed in this Thesis, multiple reports, of both experimental and theoretical

nature, confirm and expand on some of what has been discussed in the previous

section.50–55,66,67 Especially theoretically, the competition between the DMI and

dipolar interactions has been made increasingly clear.50–54,67 However, very little

work has been performed in the direction of the interlayer exchange interaction.

Experimentally, there has also been progress with suggestions of the presence of

Néel caps based on indirect measurements of the stray fields using both Lorentz

transmission-electron-microscopy and nitrogen vacancy-centre microscopy.54,55,67

Direct imaging of the domain wall chirality using x-ray resonant magnetic scat-

tering similarly suggest the presence of Néel caps.51,66 However, unambiguous

experimental verification of the competition between the different interactions is

lacking because it is difficult to disentangle the different contributions. Ideally,

such a demonstration involves direct measurements of the domain wall chirality.

Although there are several techniques that can map the in-plane magnetization

direction of a domain wall directly, such as spin-polarized low-energy electron mi-

croscopy (SPLEEM),4 and x-ray based techniques,7,51,66,192 it is only SPLEEM

that does not require large scale facilities. So, instead, we focus on scanning elec-
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tron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA).193–197 This is a magnetic

imaging technique that does vectorial mapping of the in-plane magnetization di-

rection with a resolution around 30 nm,§ providing access to the magnetization

direction inside a domain wall. Moreover, our in-situ sample fabrication tech-

niques allow us to systematically tune both the interlayer coupling and DMI,

enabling the access to, and isolation of, the different regimes predicted in this

section. Additionally, although not part of this Thesis, with the available resolu-

tion, and the potential for time-resolved SEMPA,199,200 dynamic measurements of

magnetic skyrmions are not out of reach.

6.2 Scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis

As discussed in the previous section, in this Thesis we work with scanning elec-

tron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) to map the domain wall

chirality.193–197 It works in a similar manner to conventional scanning electron mi-

croscopy, but instead of simply counting the number of secondary electrons, this is

now done spin-selectively to generate magnetic contrast. The operating principle

is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.5. A primary scanning electron beam is rastered

across a magnetic surface, generating spin-polarized secondary electrons. These

electrons are then collected and diffracted of a W(001) surface.¶ This surface has

a high spin-orbit coupling, resulting in spin-dependent diffraction spots [usually

referred to as spin-polarized low-energy electron diffraction (SPLEED)]. By sim-

ply counting the number of electrons in each diffraction spot, we have a measure

for the local magnetization.

A typical set of measurements produced by SEMPA on a magnetic dot is provided

in Fig. 6.5b-e, which we will be discussed in more detail now. If we simply add

up all the electrons from the different diffraction spots, the result is Fig. 6.5b: a

normal SEM image of the dot. In Fig. 6.5c and d, we now set out the difference in

number of electrons between two opposite diffraction spots for two magnetization

directions, giving magnetization contrast in the horizontal (c) and vertical direc-

§This is the resolution we have achieved with our SEMPA system. There is a report that
demonstrates a resolution as high as 3 nm.198

¶Other methods to measure the spin-polarization of electrons do exist, such as Mott detec-
tors, low-energy diffuse scattering, and exchange scattering at a ferromagnetic interface.196,197,201
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Figure 6.5: (a) Overview of scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis
(SEMPA). A scanning electron beam is focused on a magnetic sample - in this example a
circular magnetic dot - and creates spin-polarized secondary electrons. These secondary
electrons are collected and focused onto a W(100) surface, after which they diffract spin-
dependently into their respective diffraction spots, where we simply count the number of
electrons with that spin polarization. (b-e) Example SEMPA measurement on a ∼ 30 nm
thick Co dot measured at the Eindhoven University of Technology. (b) SEM image,
where the electrons of all the diffraction spots are added up. (c) Relative magnetization
along the horizontal (x) direction mx, measured as the difference between two opposing
diffraction spots divided by the SEM image. (d) Similar to (c), but now for the two
perpendicular diffraction spots, giving the vertical (y) magnetization my. (e) Combined
image, showing the complete in-plane magnetization angle of M , with colours indicating
the direction given by the colour wheel. The magnetization inside the dot is in a flux-
closing vortex state.

tion (d). The images in Fig. 6.5b-d are all acquired simultaneously, because the

electrons in each diffraction spot are measured simultaneously. Combining both

images produces Fig. 6.5e, where we plot the magnetization angle in the dot with

the direction given by the colour wheel. The magnetization is in a flux-closure vor-

tex state to minimize the stray field energy, demonstrating the power of SEMPA

to vectorially map the complete in-plane magnetization of a sample. This should

then also allow us to measure the magnetization of the (much smaller) magnetic

domain walls to determine the magnetic chirality.

With the concept clear, we must discuss some of the fundamental requirements
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of using sample tilt to measure domain wall chirality using a
SEMPA sensitive to in-plane magnetization components only. Spin-polarized electrons
from a tilted sample are projected on the in-plane measurement axis. Because the sample
is tilted, the out-of-plane domains also contain a magnetization component along the
measurement (black arrows), which is what is measured. Also note the surface sensitivity
of SEMPA, where only spin-polarized electrons within the first 0.5 nm are measured.

of SEMPA. For one, a SEMPA needs to operate under UHV conditions to avoid

surface contaminations. Typically, only the first 0.5 nm is probed with SEMPA be-

cause of the short spin attenuation length, necessitating very clean interfaces.196,197

Second, because it is electron microscopy, the resolution is well beyond any optical

microscopy, and can be as low as 3 nm,198 making it an excellent tool for domain

wall imaging as these are approximately 10 nm in width.‖ Third, a conventional

SEMPA only images the in-plane magnetization direction.∗∗ It allows us to im-

age the in-plane magnetization component of (Néel) domain walls in out-of-plane

systems, but we are unable to ascertain whether the domain wall magnetization

points from an up domain to a down domain, or vice versa, because we are not

sensitive to the out-of-plane magnetization. We illustrate how to solve this in

Fig. 6.6, where we demonstrate how a sample tilt can be used to map the magne-

tization of the out-of-plane domains onto the in-plane magnetization measurement

axis. The measured magnetization on the measurement axis points to the right

and left, for an up and down domain, respectively. By tilting the sample we can

thus measure that the domain wall in the top 0.5 nm of the sample is of the CW

‖Because our experimental resolution is about 30 nm we use pixel sizes of 5 to 15 nm.
∗∗A more complex measurement geometry, or a spin-rotator can be used to map the full 3D

magnetization vector.196,197
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Néel type. In Chapter 7, we demonstrate that this works, and in Chapters 8 and 9

we make extensive use of this technique to measure the domain wall chirality.

Last, it is important to discuss some of the practical issues when performing

SEMPA measurements. Although is it very powerful, it is not an easy technique.

For example, even when operating the SEM column at high currents and low accel-

eration voltages (3 nA at 5 kV) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio,196,197 typical

measurements on a vortex state such as the one shown in Fig. 6.5 still take about

10 minutes. This translates to measurement times of about 30 minutes to an hour

for the domain-wall measurements in Chapters 7 to 9.†† On top of this, when doing

high-resolution domain-wall imaging sample drifts during long measurements need

to be carefully corrected for. Second, the application of magnetic fields to directly

create magnetic domains and domain walls is very difficult because it will affect

the electron optics.‡‡ We therefore require an as-deposited multidomain state to

do domain wall imaging. For this, we operate close to spin-reorientation transition

(Chapter 9) or with a lot of magnetic volume to proliferate magnetic domains (see

previous section and Chapters 7 and 8). Third, because it is electron microscopy,

conducting films are required. SEMPA is especially sensitive to charging, as the

operating window for spin-dependent diffraction at the W(001) surface is just a

few electron Volts.201 Fourth, because of the extreme surface sensitivity we need

to carefully mill away the oxidized surface layers or transport our samples in-situ

from the deposition chamber. Both methods have been used in this Thesis: the

investigation of Chapter 7 used the former, and the investigations of Chapters 8

and 9 followed the latter method.

6.3 Contents of Part II

The first chapter of this Part, Chapter 7, revolves around the technique of SEMPA

and how it can be applied to multilayered chiral spin textures relevant for skyrmion

stabilization. An Fe dusting technique is used to map the stray field distribution of

the magnetic system underneath, from which we can calculate the corresponding

OOP domain profile. By slightly tilting the sample, we then demonstrate that a

††Longer measurements are difficult because of the carbon contamination of the surface during
imaging.
‡‡Under very specific conditions, small magnetic fields can be applied.196
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SEMPA sensitive to the in-plane magnetization components can be also be used

to image the domain walls, as well as their chirality, in OOP systems.

In Chapter 8 we then systematically study the competition between the iDMI

and the dipolar interactions by imaging the domain wall chirality. By varying the

top magnetic layer thickness, we tune the chirality from being iDMI dominated

to being dipolarly dominated, with the corresponding changes in the domain wall

chirality. We interpret this using both an analytical model and micromagnetic

simulations, where we also sketch an important role for an interlayer exchange

interaction of the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) type.

In Chapter 9 we experimentally verify the role of the RKKY interaction on the

domain wall chirality. In a system with negligible iDMI the thickness of the spacer

layer is varied on a sub-nm scale, thereby very sensitively tuning the interlayer cou-

pling between the two layers. Without coupling, the dipolar interactions dominate

and we measure CW Néel walls. Upon the introduction of the RKKY interaction,

these Néel caps become energetically unfavourable, and Bloch walls are formed.

Using micromagnetic simulations, we additionally show that this method can sim-

ilarly be applied to systems with iDMI to avoid the formation of Néel caps (as we

suggested in Fig. 6.3).

In the outlook presented in Chapter 10 we further argue, using micromagnetic sim-

ulations, how the interactions that affect the magnetic chirality can be exploited

to enhance the skyrmion stability. Although the formation of Néel caps is often

considered detrimental for applications, we instead suggest that they can be used

to improve upon both the stability and applicability of skyrmions by introducing

an iDMI that changes sign across of the thickness of a multilayer system. We also

show the first experimental results, demonstrating variations in the effective DMI

of a factor 2 by manipulating the iDMI sign across our multilayer systems.
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Scanning electron microscopy with

polarization analysis for multilayered

chiral spin textures

We show that scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA)

that is sensitive to both in-plane magnetization components can be used to image

the out-of-plane magnetized multi-domain state in multilayered chiral spin textures.

By depositing a thin layer of Fe on top of the multilayer we image the underlying

out-of-plane domain state through the mapping of its stray fields in the Fe. We also

demonstrate that SEMPA can be used to image the domain wall chirality in these

systems after milling away the capping layer and imaging the topmost magnetic

layer directly.∗†

7.1 Introduction

Since the observation of room-temperature magnetic skyrmions in thin-film mul-

tilayer systems,5–7 much progress has been made in understanding the role of

the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI) in these systems. How-

ever, to further our understanding high resolution imaging techniques are needed

that are able to resolve the nanoscale spin texture. Until now a few methods

∗This chapter has been published in Applied Physics Letters: J. Lucassen et al., Appl.
Phys. Lett. 111, 132403 (2017).202

†We acknowledge N. S. Kiselev for pointing out that in thick OOP films horizontal Bloch
lines are formed.
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have been used to image the magnetic order in these systems. These are X-ray

magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron microscopy (XMCD-PEEM),7

magnetic transmission (soft) X-ray microscopy (MTXM),5,6 spin-polarized low-

energy electron microscopy (SPLEEM),4 magnetic force microscopy (MFM),26,61

Lorentz transmission electron microscopy (LTEM),203 and imaging with nitrogen

vacancy (NV)-centres in diamond.54 MFM, and NV-centres, however, provide no

direct information on the chirality of the domain walls and skyrmions in out-

of-plane (OOP) magnetized systems and LTEM and MTXM require transparent

samples.5,6,203

Scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA193–195) combines

a resolution down to 3 nm198 with the capability to map both in-plane (IP) mag-

netization components or one IP and the OOP component simultaneously.204,205

It has been demonstrated that SEMPA can be used to image the sense of rotation

of domain walls in the epitaxial single layer Pt/Co/vacuum system.206 SEMPA is

also an attractive option for studies of magnetization dynamics with the recent

advances in time-resolved SEMPA.199 However, in general, SEMPA experiments

face two challenges when trying to analyse multilayer systems. First, the high

surface sensitivity (penetration depths less than 1 nm), which requires a milling

step to remove the paramagnetic capping layer before measurement.196,197 Sec-

ondly, today’s commercially available SEMPA systems are sensitive only to the IP

magnetization components, which means that OOP domains can only be observed

directly with reduced signal-to-noise ratio by tilting the sample with respect to

the spin detector.207

In this chapter we describe a method in which an IP SEMPA system is used to

image OOP domains in capped systems relevant for skyrmion stabilization. By

depositing a thin film of IP Fe on top of the capped OOP multilayer structures,

we image the OOP domains because the Fe will be polarized in the direction of

the stray fields coming from the system underneath. We show that the amount of

evaporated Fe is not critical and that this method can be used to image through

both 3 and 11 nm Pt capping layers. We validate this method by comparing it to

MFM measurements on the same samples.

With SEMPA we are able to go one step further; it is also possible to image both
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the domains and domain walls by mapping both the IP domain wall magnetiza-

tion direction and OOP domains simultaneously. For the latter experiments the

capping layer is removed by ion beam milling, after which a thin layer of Co is de-

posited to enhance the SEMPA contrast. When imaging the sample is tilted which

gives both IP and OOP contrast. Using this approach, we show that an Ir/Co/Pt

multilayer repeat system has clockwise Néel walls at the top surface, which demon-

strates that SEMPA can be used to investigate nanoscale multilayered chiral spin

textures.

7.2 Methods

The systems which are investigated are Ir/Co/Pt multilayers with a varying num-

ber of repeats and thicknesses, as these are the typical material stacks in which

skyrmions have been found.6,26,61 We chose thicknesses and repeats for which an

as-grown OOP multi-domain state is present to ensure that no field sequences

are needed before a SEMPA measurement. The samples are DC magnetron

sputtered using Ar at 1× 10−2 mbar on a Si substrate with a native oxide in

a system with a base pressure of 3× 10−8 mbar. The sample compositions are

//Ta(4)/Pt(2)/X/Pt(2), with X for the individual samples given by:

Sample A [Pt(1)/Co(0.9)/Ir(1)]×15

Sample B [Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]×15 (with a 10 nm thick Pt capping layer)

Sample C [Pt(1)/Co(1.2)/Ir(1)]×25

Sample D [Pt(1)/Co(1.3)/Pt(1)]×25

Sample E [Ir(1)/Co(1.2)/Pt(1)]×25,

where the thicknesses in parentheses are given in nm. The SEMPA system at

the University of Hamburg is described elsewhere.201 Fe and Co overlayers are

evaporated directly in the SEMPA chamber using e-beam evaporation. All mea-

surements are performed in the virgin state and at room temperature, except for

sample A. It shows no domains in the virgin state and is demagnetized using an

oscillating exponentially decaying in-plane field prior to measurement. The mag-

netization and anisotropy of the samples are determined using a SQUID-VSM
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at room temperature. MFM measurements are performed under ambient condi-

tions using a NT-MDT Solver P47H with low-moment magnetic tips (NT-MDT

FMG01) using a two-pass technique by recording the phase shift.208

7.3 Iron dusting

The stray field imaging technique is based on the principle depicted in Fig. 7.1a.

By evaporating a thin layer of IP Fe on a capped OOP multilayer stack the IP

stray fields emanating from this OOP layer can be imaged by mapping the IP

Fe domains with SEMPA. This is different compared to the well-known technique

where a layer of exchange-coupled Fe is used to enhance the magnetic contrast209

because the dipolar coupling dominates here. As OOP domains in the up-direction

act as IP field sources, and down-domains as IP field sinks, the OOP domains

can be visualized by taking the spatial divergence of the Fe magnetization. The

distinction between source and drain also makes it possible to distinguish between

the underlying up and down domains.

To demonstrate this technique, in Fig. 7.1b we show vectorial IP SEMPA images

of sample B, where 3.0 nm of Fe has been evaporated in situ. The sources and

drains are found by calculating the divergence as shown in Fig. 7.1c, where the

characteristic worm-like domain structure of the underlying Co system becomes

visible.5–7,26,61 This verifies the principle described in Fig. 7.1a and demonstrates

that we are able to use Fe decoration to image OOP domains with an IP SEMPA

system through a Pt capping layer.

Although it seems highly unlikely that the magnetic domain structure of the Fe is

not related to the underlying Co, we further substantiate our claim by comparing

SEMPA with MFM imaging. A qualitative comparison is found in Fig. 7.1d,

where we show a MFM image of the same sample as Fig. 7.1c. From this it is

clear that the domain structure and size are approximately the same. A more

quantitative analysis is given in Fig. 7.2 where domain sizes from both SEMPA

and MFM measurements are directly compared for all samples investigated. The

domain sizes and uncertainties were determined from a quadratic fit to an angular

averaged 2D Fourier transform of images such as those depicted in Fig. 7.1c and

d (see Section 7.7.1). From several measurements of the domain size on different
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Figure 7.1: (a) Principle of the IP stray field imaging technique. The stray fields from
the OOP Co system align the evaporated IP Fe through the capping layer. (b) SEMPA
images of sample B with 3.0 nm of Fe evaporated on top. The left image shows the (in-
plane) up-down magnetization, and the right image shows the simultaneously recorded
right-left magnetization, where the arrows denote the relationship between the contrast
and the magnetization direction. (c) Spatial divergence of the Fe domain pattern from
(b) revealing the underlying OOP Co domains. The divergence was calculated after
Gaussian smoothing the SEMPA images. (d) MFM image of the same sample (different
area).

areas of the same sample, we still find significant variations of the domain size

(∼ 15% based upon the 3 nm Fe data of sample D, and the 4 nm Fe data of sample

C, D, and E). This indicates that the uncertainty in the analysis is larger than the

fit uncertainty, and we attribute this to a large spread in domain sizes that is not

properly sampled for the small scan sizes (25-100 µm2) taken.

Based on this analysis we draw two main conclusions. Concerning the SEMPA

data alone, we find that there is no discernible change of domain size as the Fe

thickness increases. Hence, we may conclude that the evaporated Fe does not

impact the magnetic system underneath for the range of thicknesses studied. To

further illustrate the fact that the Fe does not impact the system underneath,
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Figure 7.2: Domain sizes obtained from SEMPA measurements (points) for different
evaporated Fe thicknesses. The lines are the domain sizes obtained from MFM measure-
ments, where no Fe was evaporated, and the shaded area indicates the uncertainty of
the MFM measurements. The uncertainties given here are the fit uncertainties from the
analysis described in Section 7.7.1, but the spread in points at the same Fe thickness
suggests the actual uncertainties are larger (∼ 15 % of the domain size). The labels
indicate the corresponding sample. No MFM measurements were performed for sample
A.

we find that we can perfectly overlay two images of the exact same area with

a 1 nm difference of evaporated Fe between the two (see Section 7.7.2). Finally,

comparing the obtained domain sizes from both SEMPA and MFM we find that

they are approximately equal. Although, on average, the MFM domain sizes are

a bit larger than the SEMPA domain sizes, both methods agree with each other

within the ∼ 15 % uncertainty interval.

7.4 Domain-wall imaging

To image both the domains and domain walls we switch to a different technique.

At first, the Pt capping layer is removed using a neutralized Ar ion beam at an ac-

celeration voltage of 150 eV. The milling is stopped when faint magnetic contrast

is obtained. Because we find very little contrast when doing this (quite possibly

due to intermixing during growth and/or milling), we also evaporate a small dust-

ing layer of Co that is exchange coupled to the multilayer stack underneath to

increase the magnetic contrast in SEMPA. We then tilt the sample with respect
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Figure 7.3: (a) SEMPA images of the [Ir(1)/Co(1.2)/Pt(1)]×25 (sample E) system with
a dusting layer of Co on top. Left image shows the up-down magnetization, and the
right image shows the right-left magnetization, where the arrows denote the relationship
between the contrast and the magnetization direction. Due to the tilt angle, the bright
domains indicate an OOP up domain. (b) Composite image of the results shown in
(a). The magnetic domain walls are superimposed on the OOP domains (black/white).
The colour wheel indicates the direction of the magnetization in the walls, and the
inset is zoomed-in part of the image, where we also denote the magnetization direction
by arrows. (c) Histogram of the angle α between the domain wall normal n and the
magnetization direction m in the wall for all the pixels in the domain walls shown in (b).
The dotted lines indicate the type of wall that corresponds to that α, where B indicates
a Bloch wall, CW a clockwise Néel wall and CCW a counterclockwise Néel wall. The
inset gives the definitions of n, m, and α.

to the spin detector, such that the OOP domains appear in the IP magnetization

images.207

SEMPA images obtained with this method on sample E are shown in Fig. 7.3a.

The tilt angle during the measurement was 9◦ with respect to the spin detector and

we observe domain contrast in both IP magnetization images due to this sample

tilt.‡ In combination with this OOP domain contrast, we also expect to see IP

‡The sample is actually tilted in the IP up-down asymmetry axis, but due to a slight mis-
alignment of the spin spin detectors (11◦) and imperfect sample mounting conditions, we actually
observe the dominant OOP contrast in the left-right spin direction
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magnetization contrast due to the domain walls. This is indeed what is observed

in the right-left asymmetry image with a darker lining on the left side of the light

domains, and brighter lining on the right side of the light domains. These are the

magnetization components belonging to the domain walls. Also note that these

linings are not present at the top and bottom of the domains, which is a first

indication of Néel walls discussed in more detail in the next paragraph.

In Fig. 7.3b both the domain contrast and the magnetization direction in the walls

are combined. Here, black and white represent the OOP domain magnetization

while the IP magnetization components of the domain walls are shown in colour

according to the colour wheel. The magnetization in the walls is oriented parallel

to the domain wall normal (most clearly visible in the inset) and alternates in

direction between each successive domain wall which means that we have clockwise

(CW) Néel walls.16,83 A more quantitative analysis confirms this and is depicted

in Fig. 7.3c. Here we plot the histogram of the angle between the domain wall

normal and the magnetization direction in the wall for all the measurement pixels

in the wall indicated by the coloured ribbons (based on the analysis in Ref. 83).

It is indeed centred around 180◦, which implies we have CW Néel walls. The

standard deviation of this distribution is 40◦, and we estimate that there is at

least a 20◦ contribution to this standard derivation due to measurement (Poisson)

noise201 and errors in the determination of the domain wall normal n. Because

the measurements error are the dominant contribution to the histogram width, we

cannot conclude anything on the spread of domain wall angles α .

Under the assumption that these CW Néel walls are stabilized by the interfacial

DM interaction we obtain the sign of D as well as a minimum value for D. D

is negative because we have CW Néel walls.16,210 Using the effective medium ap-

proach described in Ref. 211 we calculate the threshold |D| for the formation of

complete Néel walls. Taking A = 1.6× 10−11 J m−1 84,212 and Keff = 0.36 MJ m−3

as well as MS = 0.87 MA m−1 obtained from SQUID-VSM measurements we

find |D| > 0.84 mJ m−2. The sign of D matches theoretical predictions58,59 for

Ir/Co/Pt stacks and corresponds to the sign in inverse Pt/Co/Ir stacks,60 for

which D > 0. The lower boundary for the size also matches literature values,

where they find |D| = 1.7 mJ m−2 for Pt/Co/Ir60 and |D| ∼ 0.9 mJ m−2 for

Ir/Co/Pt,6,26,61 where the values have been rescaled such that they match our Co
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thickness. It should also be possible to extract the actual strength of D by look-

ing at the domain sizes.5–7 However, as detailed in Section 7.7.3, we encountered

several problems when trying to apply this commonly used method to our results.

Although we assumed that the domain chirality is fixed by the iDMI, we want to

mention an effect that is also able to stabilize CW Néel walls at the top of the

film which is expected to have a significant contribution to the wall structures

observed in this chapter. For thick OOP layers without iDMI, with thicknesses

larger than the horizontal Bloch line width
√

2A/πM2
S ∼ 5.8 nm (where MS =

0.87 MA m−1 the saturation magnetization determined from SQUID-VSM and

A = 1.6 × 10−11 J m−1 84,212) dipolar interactions become important, such that

a horizontal Bloch line with Néel caps will be formed instead of pure Bloch or

Néel walls.79,80,186,187 These walls, driven by flux closure, have a hybrid structure,

with CW Néel like walls at the top of the film and CCW Néel like walls at the

bottom of the film, and a Bloch wall in the middle. Based on the analysis from

Ref. 213, we expect hybrid domain walls that lay in between a Bloch and a CW

Néel wall at the top interface, driven purely by dipolar interactions. This means

that dipolar interactions can in part explain the CW chirality of the walls observed

here, as only the topmost interface is sampled with SEMPA. We stress that the

preceding analysis ignores the multilayer structure with the non-magnetic spacers

that will reduce the effective exchange interaction,214 reducing the Bloch line width

and making this effect even more pronounced. Because this flux closure will affect

both the domain wall energy as well as the chirality, it is vital that we understand

the role dipolar interactions play in these multilayer systems.

7.5 Discussion

Lastly, we want to comment on some of the relevant details of the techniques

described here, starting with the stray field imaging. In addition to the lack of

dependence of the imaged domains on the Fe thickness, we also find that the

thickness of the non-magnetic capping layer is not critical. By depositing a thin

layer of Fe, we could image through an 11 nm Pt capping layer (sample B) as well as

through several 3 nm capping layers (samples A, C-E). The theoretical resolution

and applicability of this technique depends on several factors. First, the stray
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fields of the Fe need to be small enough such that the multilayer system remains

unaffected. Secondly, the stray fields from the Co need to be large enough to

overcome any anisotropy and exchange interaction in the Fe that hinders alignment

along the stray fields. In this limit, the resolution of this technique is determined

by the domain wall width in the Fe, as this is the ultimate length scale on which

the magnetization in the Fe can reverse its direction. Assuming head-to-head

transverse walls we find a resolution of ∼ 25 nm.215

We would also like to point out that this technique is not only applicable to

SEMPA, but can likewise be beneficial to other surface sensitive techniques such

as SPLEEM216 and XMCD-PEEM217 if one wants to image OOP domains in

capped systems. It is especially attractive for multilayer systems because there

is enough magnetic volume such that it is extremely unlikely that a thin layer

of Fe will influence the system underneath via stray fields. This makes the tech-

nique an extremely valuable addition to the tool-set of imaging magnetic domains

(and, potentially, skyrmions) in multilayer systems. For example, we envision the

application of this technique to time-resolved SEMPA investigations of skyrmion

dynamics. However, note that such an IP capping layer has led to more complex

IP domain structures for isolated bubbles.80

The second technique, where we image the magnetic domain walls directly, is more

elaborate. To get the correct domain wall magnetization directions from SEMPA

the exposed Co needs to be exchange coupled to the layers underneath. If this

is not the case, the chirality of the imaged domain wall will be determined by

the iDMI of the uncoupled exposed Co layer instead of the iDMI of the complete

stack. Yet, even though determining the chirality of the underlying stack can be

problematic, simple OOP domain imaging using the sample tilt can always be

used in multilayer structures due the dipolar and/or exchange coupling between

the different magnetic layers. We could also imagine this technique will be very

viable for in-situ investigations where the sputtering away of the capping layer is

not needed.206 Last, obtaining significant OOP domain contrast takes significantly

longer than the Fe decoration technique due to the small sample-tilt making this

technique less viable for time-resolved SEMPA or quick overview images.199,201,207
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7.6 Summary

In summary, we have shown that SEMPA is a valuable tool for the imaging of

multilayered chiral spin textures. We demonstrate a stray field imaging technique

using Fe decoration with which an IP SEMPA is used to image OOP domains.

Building on that, we also showed that SEMPA is able to image the domain walls

and their chirality by milling away the capping layer and tilting the sample. This

opens up a pathway to fundamental investigations of the domain (wall) structure

in chiral spin textures using SEMPA, as well as the option of time-resolved SEMPA

in skyrmionic systems.199

7.7 Supplemental

7.7.1 Fourier analysis

To determine the domain size of measurements such as those in Fig. 7.1c and d,

we follow a procedure that we will illustrate by taking you step by step through

the analysis of a MFM measurement on sample E.

1. Take the measurement as displayed in Fig. 7.4a.

2. Convert it to a binary image centred around 0 (this means an up-domain is

1/2 and a down-domain −1/2). The result of this is shown in Fig. 7.4b.

3. Apply a 2D-FFT to this binary image, the result of which is shown in Fig. 7.4c.

4. Do an angular average of this FFT, and find the maximum by a quadratic

polynomial fit to this angular average. The result of this angular average as

well as the fit is shown in Fig. 7.4d. The uncertainty in this fit is also the

uncertainty of the domain size given in the main text (for this measurement,

the domain size is 225± 6 nm).

We would also like to point out that even though areas of at least 5× 5 µm2 were

taken to get an accurate average domain size, we still find significant variations

(∼ 15% based upon the 3nm Fe data of sample D, and the 4nm Fe data of sample

C,D, and E as shown in Fig. 7.2) in average domain size between different areas
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(c) (d)

(a) (b)

2 μm

Figure 7.4: Fourier analysis of sample E measured by MFM. (a) MFM image. (b)
Binary image of (a). (c) Amplitude of the 2D-FFT of (b). The circle indicates the fitted
domain size extracted from (d). (d) Angular averaged 2D-FFT amplitude based on the
transform displayed in (c). The solid line indicates the quadratic polynomial fit, and the
dotted line indicates the fitted domain size (225± 6 nm). The position of this dotted
line corresponds to the radius of the circle in (c).

on the same sample. We attribute this to a large spread in domain sizes that is

not properly sampled for the small scan sizes taken here.

7.7.2 Perfect overlay

To show that the Fe has a negligible effect on the underlying domain structure,

we show that the obtained divergence between the two measurements on almost

the same spot on the sample does not vary between 4 and 5 nm of deposited Fe.

This analysis was done with sample E, and the result is displayed in Fig. 7.5.

On the left we show parts of the two measurements separately, where the domain

features match exactly between the two images. On the right we tried to make
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4 nm Fe

5 nm Fe

Figure 7.5: Two divergence images of sample E with 4 and 5 nm of Fe on top. On the
right, the images have been made semi-transparent and moved with respect to each other
to show that the overlapping part is exactly the same. On the left, the part indicated
by the dotted line on the right has been shown separately for the two thicknesses. The
labels indicate which image corresponds to which Fe thickness.

this even clearer by showing that we can indeed overlay the two images and that

the obtained domain structure is exactly the same. If these images were not

exactly the same, we would instead find a hazy composite image instead of the

clear domain image we find now.

7.7.3 Domain wall energy

In Table 7.1 we collected the SQUID-VSM data together with the domain period

analysis. MS was determined by averaging the magnetic moment measured in the

IP and OOP direction. Although this averaging can prove problematic, a detailed

theoretical analysis shows it leads to an overestimation of MS of at maximum 10 %

for the samples studied in this chapter (which we took as the uncertainty inMS).218

Keff was determined using the area method by calculating the area between the

averaged IP and OOP hysteresis loop, as described in Ref. 138. The average

domain size davg was calculated by averaging all the points for the corresponding
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samples from Fig. 7.2.

The values for MS are significantly lower than the bulk value, but this is not

unheard of for these type of Ir/Co/Pt multilayer structures.6 We believe this

deviation from the bulk should be attributed to intermixing.144 Variations between

samples A,B and C,D,E can be explained by a larger amount of intermixing for the

25 repeats (C,E) compared to the 15 repeats (A,B), leading to a lower MS. The

difference between C,E and D can then be attributed to growth-related differences

(moreover because D contains a little more magnetic material).

If we now try to understand the behaviour between the magnetic parameters

and domain sizes we find that Sample A and B have almost the same magnetic

parameters, but a major domain size difference. This can be related to the fact

that sample A was measured using the Fe decoration method after demagnetizing

the sample, while sample B was left in the as-deposited state. This suggests that

the as-deposited state is not the ground-state of the system, posing a problem for

the application of theoretical models which all assume the system to be in the

ground state.

Nonetheless, we have attempted to calculate the domain wall energy based upon

the model of Draaisma et al.183,184 for the samples in this chapter. Simply put,

this method is based on the competition between dipolar energy (which favours

small domains), and the domain wall energy (which favours big domains). The

extracted domain wall energy is then used to calculate the strength of D through

σ = σ0−π|D|, with σ0 = 4
√
AKeff the domain wall energy without DMI.16,210 We

find domain wall energies > 4
√
AKeff , unless we take A ≥ 3× 10−11 J m−1 which

seems unrealistically large; A = 1.6× 10−11 J m−1 seems more realistic.84,212 This

issue is made clear in Table 7.1 where we show 4
√
AKeff for two different values

of A. This means that either, |D| < 0, which is clearly nonsensical, or that the

model does not explain the system satisfactorily.

An improvement on this model is given by the effective medium approach described

in Ref. 211. Here, the variations of domain wall width with layer thickness and

the domain-wall interactions are also taken into account. The result of this model

yields the last column in Table 7.1, where we show the extracted DMI value |D∗|
using the effective medium approach. Here we note the more realistic values for
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|D∗|, but also the lack of systematic behaviour of |D∗|. |D∗| does not decrease with

increasing Co thickness, and the largest value for |D∗| is found in the nominally

symmetric (sample D) Pt/Co/Pt stack.

Because of all this, we stress that the calculated values for the DMI |D∗| quoted

here should not taken as actual values for |D|. Based on the significant difference

in domain size between sample A and B for almost the same magnetic parameters,

we believe that the samples in the as-deposited state are not in the ground state.

This means that the domain spacing models used here do not accurately describe

the measured system.61,190,219
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8
Tuning magnetic chirality by dipolar

interactions

The stabilization of chiral magnetic domain walls and skyrmions has been at-

tributed to the actively investigated interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction.

Recently, however, predictions were made that suggest dipolar interactions can also

stabilize chiral domain walls and skyrmions, but direct experimental evidence has

been lacking. Here we show that dipolar interactions can indeed stabilize chiral do-

main walls by directly imaging the magnetic domain walls using scanning electron

microscopy with polarization analysis in archetype Pt/CoB/Ir thin film multilay-

ers. We further demonstrate the competition between the interfacial Dzyaloshin-

skii–Moriya and dipolar interactions by imaging a reversal of the domain wall

chirality as a function of the magnetic layer thickness. Finally, we suggest that

this competition can be tailored by a Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida interaction.

Our work therefore reveals that dipolar interactions play a key role in the stabiliza-

tion of chiral spin textures. This insight will open up new routes towards balancing

interactions for the stabilization of chiral magnetism.∗

8.1 Introduction

The role of chirality is becoming more important for new applications in spintron-

ics, especially in ultrathin magnetic films.8–13 In magnetic racetrack applications

∗This chapter has been published in Physical Review Letters: J. Lucassen, M. J. Meijer et
al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 157201 (2019).220
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for example, the chirality directly determines how magnetic domain walls and

skyrmions interact with the spin-orbit torques.9,10,29,51–53 It is therefore impor-

tant to investigate the key contributing factors to this chirality. The underlying

interaction that is believed to stabilize the chirality is the interfacial Dzyaloshin-

skii–Moriya interaction (iDMI). As shown by a wealth of theoretical and experi-

mental reports this interaction requires the breaking of inversion symmetry and

originates from the interface between a heavy metal and a ferromagnet for the

thin film systems investigated in this chapter.11,16 The iDMI also helps to sta-

bilize skyrmions because it favours non-collinear spin configurations,14 which are

envisaged to be used in areas ranging from magnetic racetrack memory and logic

applications, to radio frequency devices and neuromorphic computing.12,13

Very recently, however, it was realized that iDMI is not the only interaction that

can stabilize a specific chirality.44,51–55 Actually, already 40 years ago it was shown

that the presence of dipolar fields leads to the formation of chiral Néel caps.79,80

Here, the stray fields originating from magnetic domains align the spins inside

the domain walls at the top of the film to form clockwise (CW) Néel walls and

at the bottom of the film to form counterclockwise (CCW) Néel walls, providing

an optimized flux closure state. Dipolar interactions can often be ignored for

thin-film systems used in domain-wall studies. This is no longer the case for

the multilayer repeat systems often used to stabilize room-temperature magnetic

skyrmions because of the increase in magnetic volume and reduced coupling across

the non-magnetic spacer layers.5,6,44,79,80

Recently, theoretical studies50–54 have shown that without iDMI indeed multi-

layered systems exhibit two Neel caps with opposite chirality. Including iDMI,

however, leads to a larger fraction of the layers being occupied by the Néel cap

of the chirality favoured by the iDMI. The other cap will be reduced in size and

occupy fewer layers. This happens until the DMI is so large that it is no longer en-

ergetically favourable to accommodate a Néel cap not favoured by the iDMI and a

homochiral domain wall is formed. The energetics and dynamics of both skyrmions

and domain walls are affected by this competition because it determines the net

chirality of the magnetic textures, which in turn influences the interaction with,

for example, spin-orbit torques.51–53 It is therefore vital to experimentally confirm

these predictions. Observations reported in Refs. 54 and 55 suggest the presence
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of Néel caps based on measurements of the magnetic stray fields. Another study

directly measures the domain-wall chirality across a range of systems and finds

one stack out of many where the domain-wall chirality appears to be determined

by the dipolar interactions.51 Hence, unambiguous experimental verification of the

predicted domain-wall behaviour has proven to be extremely challenging because

it is very difficult to image magnetic domain walls directly. Here, we present

systematic experiments confirming the proposed competition between the DMI,

characterized by the constant D, and dipolar interactions for the formation of

chiral magnetic domain walls.

We do this by directly imaging the magnetic domain-wall texture in the top CoB

layer of an archetype multilayered system of //Ta(4)/Pt(2)/[Pt(1)/Co80B20(0.7)/

Ir(1)]x6/Pt(1)/Co80B20(t) (thicknesses in parentheses in nm) system using an in-

situ scanning electron microscope with polarization analysis (SEMPA).196,197 By

wedging the top layer such that t varies continuously between 0.7 and 1.4 nm we

access a regime of low and high total D in a single layer due to the interfacial

nature of the iDMI, originating from the Pt/CoB interface, yet leave the dipolar

fields from the bottom repeats unaffected. We find that going from low (< 1.1 nm)

to high (> 1.1 nm) CoB thicknesses the domain-wall chirality reverses from CCW

Néel to CW Néel as the total DMI decreases with respect to the dipolar inter-

actions. We elucidate the physical interactions at play using a combination of a

simple analytical model and micromagnetic simulations. Additionally, we argue

that a small indirect (asymmetric221,222) exchange interaction, known as the Ru-

derman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) interaction, that couples magnetic layers

across a non-magnetic spacer can tailor the competition between the dipolar in-

teraction and the iDMI.†

8.2 Results

A SEMPA measurement on a CoB thickness of t = 1.2 nm is shown in the two

frames of Fig. 8.1a. The two images show the my and mx magnetization compo-

nents imaged simultaneously on the same area, where both images also contain

OOP (mz) contrast. There are two main features in the my image. First, a worm-

†See Sections 8.6.1, 8.6.3 and 8.6.4 for details on methods.
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like domain pattern given by the OOP domains. Second, a dark lining on top of

the light domains, and a bright lining on the bottom of the light domains, which

correspond to the domain walls. This lining is not present on the left/right of the

domains, which suggests these are Néel walls. In the mx measurement the linings

are on the left and right side of the OOP domains. We can combine both the

OOP and IP information from both images to form a composite image83,202 which

is shown in Fig. 8.1b.

Here, the OOP domains are shown in white and black, inferred from the contrast in

the my image. Superimposed, we show the domain walls where the direction of the

magnetization inside the domain walls is indicated in colour following the colour

wheel. By looking at several walls one finds that in most walls the magnetization

points from the up to the down domains. To quantify this further, we construct a

histogram of the domain-wall angle α between the domain-wall normal n and the

domain-wall magnetization m which is shown in Fig. 8.1c (inset gives definition of

α). This histogram is sharply peaked around α = −180◦ which indicates that CW

Néel walls dominate at this thickness. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of the histogram could be used to determine the spread in domain-wall angles.

However, we estimate that the dominating contribution to the FWHM of the

histogram is the result of Poisson noise in the electron counting201 and errors in

the determination of the domain-wall normal (see Section 8.6.5).202 We therefore

give no quantitative estimation of the spread in domain-wall angles, but we know

it to be much smaller than the histogram width.

In the other two histograms of Fig. 8.1 we show the domain wall distributions

obtained in a similar matter for t = 1.1 (Fig. 8.1d) and 1.0 nm (Fig. 8.1e). For

t = 1.0 nm the domain-wall chirality has reversed and the corresponding histogram

is now peaked around a CCW Néel wall orientation (α = 0◦). For t = 1.1 nm there

is a transition region with different types of domain walls. From the histogram we

conclude that there is slight preference for achiral Bloch walls based on the minimal

peaks shown at α = ±90◦.‡ This transition from homochiral CW Néel walls

at 1.2 nm to CCW Néel walls at 1.0 nm is the result of dipolar interactions that are

in direct competition with the iDMI. Below 1.1 nm the iDMI dominates (favouring

‡There is also a decreasing domain size with increasing CoB thickness which we ascribe to
an as-deposited state that is not the ground domain state.
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Figure 8.1: a) SEMPA measurements (scale bar at bottom) for t = 1.2 nm. From top
to bottom: 1. my + OOP contrast (mz), 2. mx + OOP contrast (mz). The arrows
indicate the direction of the magnetization contrast. b) Composite image constructed
from a). The OOP domains are indicated in black and white and the in-plane magnetic
domain wall is shown in colour, with the colour corresponding to the direction of the
magnetization in the wall as given by the colour wheel. c-e) Histograms of the domain-
wall angle α for t = 1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 nm respectively. These histograms are for all pixels in
the domain wall where α = 0,−180◦ indicates a counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise
(CW) Néel wall respectively. The definition of the domain-wall angle α between the
domain-wall normal n and the magnetization inside the domain wall m is given in the
inset of c).
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Figure 8.2: a) Basics of the model. A CoB layer on top of a multilayer (ML) stack
with CCW Néel walls indicated in green with the 3 effective IP magnetic fields acting
on the domain wall in this layer indicated by the arrows. b) Magnitude of the effective
fields (black, blue, red are dipolar, DMI and RKKY field respectively; left axis) in
the x-direction, including the domain-wall profile (green; right axis), as a function of
position. Plotted are the analytical results as well as the resulting dipolar field from
micromagnetic simulations for t = 1.2 nm, J = −0.02 mJ m−2, and D = 0.4 pJ m−1.
The position is normalized to the domain wall width in the top layer ∆, as discussed
in Section 8.6.4. c,d) Phase diagrams according to the analytical model for the domain-
wall chirality in the top CoB layer as a function of: c) D and t with J = 0 mJ m−2

and: d) J and t for D = 0.4 pJ m−1. In c), the black area indicates the experimental
thickness transition region ttr and DMI Dexp.

CCW Néel walls) whereas dipolar interactions dominate above 1.1 nm (preferring

CW Néel walls). Raw data belonging to the other two histograms as well as

additional measurements for different thicknesses on the same sample and similar

measurements on a nominally identical sample can be found in Section 8.6.2.
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8.3 Model and simulations

To substantiate the observations, in what follows we will use a simple analytical

model to explain our results. The fundamentals of this model, adapted from Ref.

51, are given in Fig. 8.2a, where we show a CoB layer with a CCW Néel wall on

top of a multilayer stack and the effective IP magnetic fields acting on the domain

wall in this top CoB layer. In the original model of Ref. 51 there are two in-plane

magnetic fields that determine if the CCW domain-wall chirality assumed in the

top CoB layer is the stable configuration. First, the dipolar field from the stack

underneath. Second, an effective field from the DMI of the top CoB layer itself.

We add to this model a third term; an RKKY interaction as Ir is a well-known

RKKY mediating layer223 whose coupling can persist through thin layers of Pt.224

This term is often overlooked but can be of significant importance as we demon-

strate later in this chapter. We assume that the underlying layers of thickness

0.7 nm contain CCW Néel walls induced by the DMI (D > 0), because the ex-

periments consistently shows CCW Néel walls below 1.1 nm (see Section 8.6.2).

To figure out if this assumed CCW Néel wall is the lowest-energy domain-wall

type, we use analytical expressions derived in Section 8.6.4, based on derivations

presented elsewhere, to calculate the dipolar and DMI fields.51,211 The details on

the calculations for the added RKKY field are also presented in Section 8.6.4.

These calculated magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 8.2b for an antiferromagnetic

(J < 0) RKKY interaction. Apart from the strength of D and J , which we

vary, all other input parameters are based on the experimental parameters of the

investigated system. The DMI field points in the +x direction (> 0), indicating a

preference for CCW Néel walls. However, the dipolar and RKKY field point from

the up domain towards the down domain and is thus directed in the opposite (−x)

direction favouring CW Néel walls. The sum of these magnetic fields integrated

across the domain-wall profile (also indicated in Fig. 8.2b) determines whether

the assumed CCW profile is favoured.51 In this example, the dipolar fields are

dominant (total integrated field points in the −x direction) and the resulting

domain-wall profile of the top CoB layer will be CW rather than the assumed

CCW wall.

Comparing the values of the integrated magnetic fields as a function of t and D
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for a situation without RKKY coupling yields the phase plot depicted in Fig. 8.2c,

where we plot the resulting domain-wall chirality of the top CoB layer as a func-

tion of both parameters. With increasing t the total DMI field reduces as 1/t

due to its interfacial nature, until it is so small that the dipolar interactions be-

come dominant and the top domain wall is of the CW Néel type. However, if

we include the RKKY interaction the situation is modified as we demonstrate

in Fig. 8.2d, where the domain-wall chirality is shown as a function of both t and

J for D = 0.4 pJ m−1. Apparently, the transition thickness from CW to CCW can

be shifted as a function of the RKKY interaction, where it shifts to thicker layers

for ferromagnetic (J > 0) coupling and to thinner layers for antiferromagnetic

(J < 0) coupling. As this effect occurs for reasonably small values of J 223,224 we

conclude that an independent quantification of both J and D is not possible when

both interactions are present.

We demonstrate in Section 8.6.6 that for our samples the RKKY coupling is

|J | < 0.001 mJ m−2. Following the phase diagram, we then find that its influence is

negligible and that we can use Fig. 8.2c to determine the DMI. As found above, the

transition thickness ttr between CW and CCW Néel walls is between 1.0 nm and

1.2 nm experimentally. Based on these elementary model calculations we therefore

conclude that the experimental DMI Dexp is +0.44± 0.05 pJ m−1 (indicated by the

black lines in the figure) for the top Pt/CoB interface.§ This value is slightly lower

than reported for Pt/Co, Pt/CoFeB and Pt/Co68B32 interfaces, which is around

+1.0 pJ m−1.60,225–227

Although our simple interpretation using this elementary model describes our ob-

servations quite well, two issues need to be carefully addressed. First, for these

calculations we assumed the domain-wall width to be constant as a function of

t and matched it to a micromagnetic simulation for the parameters of Fig. 8.2b.

Yet, we know this width to be thickness dependent through the effective anisotropy

Keff and complex interactions with the dipolar fields. Second, the model does not

suggest the presence of Bloch domain walls which is what we observe experimen-

tally at t = 1.1 nm. To tackle these issues we derived a more complete picture

by performing micromagnetic simulations where we simulate the complete system

and look at its influence on the chirality of the domain walls in the top CoB layer.

§Value is the mean and the error bar is half the width of the rectangle indicated in Fig. 8.2c
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Figure 8.3: a, b) Result of a micromagnetic simulation with D = 0.3 pJ m−1 for t =
1.2 nm (a) and t = 0.8 nm (b). The arrows indicate the magnetization direction of the
layer above. For the colours, see Fig. 8.1b. c) Phase diagram for the domain-wall angle
α (Fig. 8.1c) in the top CoB layer from micromagnetics as a function of D and t with
J = 0 mJ m−2. Also indicated is the transition line from CW to CCW from Fig. 8.2c
and the location of the simulations shown in a-b).

Using this approach, the variation in the domain-wall width and possible presence

of a Bloch wall is taken into account.

In Fig. 8.3a and b we show cross sections of the magnetic texture determined

using micromagnetic simulations, where the domain walls in the bottom repeats

are aligned along the CCW direction favoured by the iDMI (which was assumed

implicitly for the analytical calculations). However, in a) due to the increased

thickness (1.2 nm) of the top layer the total DMI of that layer is not strong enough

to overcome the dipolar interactions, resulting in a CW Néel wall for the top

CoB layer. In b) the top layer is thinner (0.8 nm) and now the total DMI is

dominant. Running these simulations for different D and t and extracting the

resulting top domain-wall angle α produces Fig. 8.3c. We find behaviour akin

to Fig. 8.2c, where the domain-wall chirality reverses between CCW (α = 0◦)

and CW (α = 180◦) as a function of D and t. Additionally, there is now a

transition region where we find Bloch domain walls (α = 90◦, dictated by the

initial conditions of the simulations), in agreement with our experimental findings

at 1.1 nm (see Fig. 8.1). As indicated by the white dots in Fig. 8.3c, where we

show the transition from CW to CCW from Fig. 8.2c, the behaviour matches
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quantitatively with the analytical calculations of Fig. 8.2c. As a function of t we

find slight deviations, which are attributed to a variation in domain-wall width

as we demonstrate in Section 8.6.4. In Section 8.6.8 we further demonstrate that

the experimentally determined domain-wall width also matches the domain-wall

width extracted from micromagnetic simulations and that it depends on the CoB

thickness t as expected. Similar simulations as a function of J and t can be found

in Section 8.6.7, where we also find excellent agreement between the analytical

calculations and the micromagnetic simulations.

8.4 Discussion

As we have shown, the investigated system can be interpreted using a very elemen-

tary model that includes all important physical parameters. As similar layer stacks

are extremely relevant because they host skyrmions at room temperature,5,6,12,44

we demonstrate a simple model system to investigate the contributions to the

chirality for these systems. We establish the role of dipolar interactions in this

chapter. Although the mechanism demonstrated here is quite general, the thick-

ness at which this crossover happens depends critically on the balance between

the stray fields and the iDMI. In other words, by varying the CoB composition

one could increase (decrease) Ms, and thus the stray fields, shifting the transi-

tion region to lower (higher) thicknesses. Furthermore, this system can also be

used for a thorough investigation into the role of the RKKY interaction for the

chirality in these systems. Moreover, these mechanisms can be used to tailor the

chirality in these stacks. For example, for magnetic racetrack applications where a

uniform chirality of domain walls and skyrmions is preferred we propose two ways

to facilitate this.51–53 We can vary the thickness of the magnetic layers across the

stack to alter the competition between the iDMI and dipolar interactions on a

layer-by-layer basis to modify the position of the transition between the two Néel

caps. Second, we can introduce a significant RKKY coupling by modifying the

thickness of both Pt and Ir on a sub-nm scale (see Section 8.6.6). By including

ferromagnetic RKKY interaction we can make the energy cost for the formation

of Néel caps prohibitively high, leading to a uniform chirality determined by the

iDMI. More generally speaking, the case of anti-ferromagnetic (J < 0) RKKY

interaction is potentially even more interesting, as even without iDMI the domain
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and domain-wall behaviour is very rich.190,191 Additionally, the method and model

system demonstrated here can be extended to further the understanding of the

role of chirality in metastable skyrmions towards data storage applications.52–54

8.5 Conclusion

Concluding, by varying the topmost magnetic layer thickness we can tune the

relative strength of the DMI with respect to the dipolar coupling which leads to

a reversal of the domain-wall chirality. This reversal of the domain wall chirality

was imaged directly using an in-situ SEMPA. We believe this to be the first direct

demonstration of this competition in the determination of domain-wall chirality.

8.6 Supplemental

8.6.1 Experimental details

The investigated system is as follows: //Ta(4)/Pt(2)/[Pt(1)/Co80B20(0.7)/Ir(1)]x6

/Pt(1)/Co80B20(t) (thicknesses in parentheses in nm) which was DC sputter de-

posited using an Ar pressure of 2× 10−3 mbar on a Si substrate with a native

oxide in a system with a base pressure of 2× 10−9 mbar. We use Pt and Ir be-

cause of their expected high and additive iDMI which favours CCW Néel walls

(D > 0),6,60,225–227 and we use CoB because it is easy to obtain an as-deposited

multidomain state necessary for domain wall imaging. We wedged the top layer

such that t varied continuously between 0.7 and 1.4 nm over a few mm sample

length to directly access a regime of low and high effective D in a single layer

due to the interfacial nature of the iDMI. After deposition, the sample was trans-

ported in-situ to our SEMPA chamber. SEMPA combines the ability to map

both in-plane (IP) magnetization components (mx and my) simultaneously with

an extreme surface sensitivity.196,197,202 We tilted the sample slightly¶ to create

out-of-plane (OOP, mz) contrast in both my and mx such that we image both the

domain walls and the OOP domains simultaneously, which allows us to extract

the chirality of the top CoB layer.‖ 202,206,207 For t ≥ 1.4 nm, the top CoB layer

¶The tilt is around 5◦, varying slightly depending on the CoB thickness.
‖The OOP component present in the mx image is not properly defined and depends sensi-

tively on the sample mounting conditions.
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turns IP and starts to align along the stray fields of the underlying layer.202 For

the micromagnetic simulations, we used MuMax3 (see Section 8.6.3)228 and the

details of the analytical calculations can be found in Section 8.6.4.

Lastly, the composite images and histograms were obtained from the raw data as

follows:

1. We located all the domain walls by carefully placing domains in the image

by hand. For several images, we verified that this gives the same results

as using a binarization algorithm. We had to resort to the manual method

because if the walls became very narrow, or if the measurements were a bit

noisy, this binarization no longer placed the domains correctly.

2. The domain wall positions and normals were calculated using edge detection

and then broadened to account for the finite width of the domain wall (how

much depended on the average domain wall width in the image). This is the

coloured domain wall strip shown in the composite images.

3. For all pixels in the domain walls, the difference between the domain wall

normal and the magnetization direction (i.e. the actual SEMPA measure-

ment) was calculated to construct the histograms.

8.6.2 Supporting measurements

In this section we show additional measurements supporting the results of this

chapter. First, we show the corresponding raw SEMPA data as well as the com-

posites images belonging to the other two histograms of Fig. 8.1. Second, we show

data at additional top CoB layer thicknesses on the same sample. We then demon-

strate that the measurements are reproducible by showing data on an additional

sample that shows the exact same behaviour of domain-wall reversal as a function

of top CoB layer thickness.

The rest of the raw data belonging to Fig. 8.1 is given in Fig. 8.4. Here we show

the raw SEMPA data as well as the composite image belong to t = 1.0 and 1.1 nm.

Note that for t = 1.0 nm we find CCW Néel walls and for t = 1.1 nm we find

different types of walls, although there seems to be a slight preference for Bloch
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Figure 8.4: SEMPA measurements and composite images on the same sample as
investigated in Fig. 8.1 for top CoB thicknesses t = 1.0 and 1.1 nm. In the composite
image of b) the dashed box indicates a Bloch line in the domain wall. See caption
of Fig. 8.1 for more details on what is shown here.

walls based on the histograms shown in Fig. 8.1. Additionally, we also find Bloch

lines inside the walls, where the magnetization direction in the wall suddenly

rotates by 180◦ (see dashed rectangle).

We plot the supporting measurements performed on the same sample in Fig. 8.5,

where data for thicknesses t of the top CoB layer of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.3 nm are shown.

For the first two thicknesses we find CCW Néel walls. For t = 1.3 nm the chirality

is reversed and the domain walls are of CW Néel nature. This is in line with the

expectations based on the interpretation presented in this chapter.

In Fig. 8.6 we plot an additional sequence of measurements on a nominally identical

prepared sample as investigated in the previous sections. Here the sample tilt

used to get OOP contrast was slightly larger compared to the other measurements

(between 5 − 10◦ was used compared to 5◦).202,207 We find similar behaviour:

CCW Néel walls at low thicknesses (< 1.1 nm), a transition point at 1.1 nm, and

CW Néel walls at larger thicknesses. This demonstrates the reproducibility of the
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Figure 8.5: SEMPA measurements on the same sample as investigated in Fig. 8.1, for
three different top CoB thicknesses t. From a) to c) t = 0.8, 0.9 and 1.3 nm. See caption
of Fig. 8.1 for more details on what is shown here.

measurements on the same stack.

8.6.3 Details on micromagnetic simulations

For the micromagnetic simulations, we used MuMax3.228 To produce Fig. 8.3

(and Fig. 8.10) the following settings were used to run the simulations. The cell

sizes are 1× 8× 0.1 nm (x, y, z) with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y

direction equal to 32 repeats. We explicitly introduced spacer layers and the simu-

lation box in the x and y direction was 256×32 nm. We used MS = 0.49 MA m−1

and KS = 0.21 mJ m−2 given by the result of the SQUID-VSM measurements

on a stack without the top CoB layer using the area method to determine the
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Figure 8.6: SEMPA measurements on a second nominally identical prepared sample
as investigated in Fig. 8.1. From a) to c) the thicknesses are 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 nm. See
caption of Fig. 8.1 for more details on what is shown here.

anisotropy.138 We took A = 12 pJ m−1. To our knowledge, there are no ex-

change constants reported for our CoB composition and layer thickness. We took

it slightly smaller than the exchange interaction of 1.6 pJ m−1 often assumed for

Co84,212 because of the reduced correlation number between magnetic atoms in

CoB. For each simulation, we initialized two domain walls of square shape with

width 5 nm in the x direction with orientation (mx,my,mz) = (1/
√

2, 1/
√

2, 0)

after which we minimized (using default settings) this state to find the equilib-

rium configuration. For the implementation of the RKKY interaction, we use

the method proposed in Ref. 229, where we add custom magnetic fields across

non-magnetic spacer layers to act as RKKY fields.

We have verified that the exact parameters used for the simulations did not signifi-
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cantly affect the outcome of the simulations. We changed the x-cell size to 0.25 nm

and saw no change in the phase diagram. Similarly, by changing the amount of

periodic repeats to 64 in each direction, the phase diagram was unaltered. We

further checked the stopping conditions for the minimizer (from δm = 10−6 to

10−7, numerical noise prevented us from going down any further) and the changes

were minimal. Increasing the simulation box in the x-direction to 512 nm did show

a small effect. Mostly for thicker top CoB layers t = 1.3, 1.4 nm where a shift in

transition DMI of about −0.05 pJ m−1 can be found, as well as a slightly wider

transition region at 1.4 nm. However, this also shows up in the analytical model

through its dependence on λ (see Section 8.6.4) and is the result of the stray fields

being domain size dependent.

8.6.4 Model calculations

In this section we adapt the model introduced in Ref. 51 to our situation. For

an overview and derivation of the equations presented here, we refer the reader to

the original work. We will only present the end results for the modified situation

here. Additionally, we will present phase diagrams to demonstrate the effect of a

varying domain-wall width of the top layer as a function of t.

Compared to the original model we now assume that the domain wall in the top

layer has a width ∆top and the domain walls in the bottom layers can have a

different width ∆bot that is equal across all these layers. We further change the

constraint that all layers have equal thicknesses. The top layer now has thickness t

and the bottom layers all have equal thickness q. We furthermore add an additional

field from the RKKY interaction that is not present in the original work.

Following a trivial alteration of the derivation we now modify the field from the

surface charges of the underlying layers to

Bdip,S = −µ0

∞∑
k=1,odd

4πMS∆bot

λ
csch

(
π2∆botk

λ

)
sinh

(
πkq

λ

)
cos

(
2πkx

λ

)

e−
πk(t−q)

λ
e−

2πkp
λ − e−

2πkpN
λ

1− e−
2πkp
λ

,

(8.1)
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with N the total amount of magnetic layers in the system (including the top one),

p the periodicity of the underlying stack (q + thickness of spacer layer) and λ the

domain periodicity. A similar analysis for the field from the volume charges of the

underlying layer gives

Bdip,V = −µ0

∞∑
k=1,odd

4πMS∆bot

λ
sech

(
π2∆botk

λ

)
sinh

(
πkq

λ

)
cos

(
2πkx

λ

)

e−
πk(t−q)

λ
e−

2πkp
λ − e−

2πkpN
λ

1− e−
2πkp
λ

,

(8.2)

and we can modify the demagnetizing field of the top layer itself to

Bdip,self = µ0

∞∑
k=1,odd

4πMS∆top

λ
sech

(
π2∆topk

λ

)
cos

(
2πkx

λ

)[
1− e−

2πkt
λ

2

λ

πkt
− 1

]
.

(8.3)

Lastly, we add to this model an additional RKKY field as

BRKKY =
J

MSt
sech

(
x

∆bot

)
, (8.4)

with J the RKKY coupling strength. Of course, in the determination of the DMI

field (see Ref. 51 for details on this field) we use the thickness dependence as

determined by t and when integrating these fields across the domain-wall profile

we use the profile of the top layer with width ∆top.

For the phase diagrams presented in this chapter, we match the domain-wall

width of the top layer ∆top to the top layer of the micromagnetic simulation

by fitting the in-plane component of the domain wall with a sech(x/∆) func-

tion. The micromagnetic parameters used for the simulations were t = 1.2 nm,

D = 0.6 pJ m−1 and J = 0 mJ m−2. We matched the domain-wall width of the

underlying layers ∆bot to the domain-wall width of that same simulation for the

bottom layer. This gives ∆top = 14.4 nm and ∆bottom = 9.1 nm. Furthermore,

we use λ = 256 nm to match the periodicity of the micromagnetic simulations.

Lastly, we used MS = 0.49 MA m−1 determined by SQUID-VSM measurements

on a stack without the top CoB layer.

In Fig. 8.2 we present the main phase diagrams that result from this model, where
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Figure 8.7: a) Transition thickness as a function of D (a) and J (b) for different top
domain-wall widths ∆top. The rest of the parameters are the same as Fig. 8.2c and d.

we have a transition from CW to CCW Néel walls as a function of D, J and

t, assuming the top domain-wall width is constant throughout the calculations.

However, we know from Section 8.6.8 that this assumption is invalid. So, for

clarity we show in Fig. 8.7a and b what happens to these phase diagrams when

we vary this top domain-wall width. We see that the transition thickness goes

up both as a function of D and J for smaller domain-wall widths. As the inte-

grated DMI field is independent of the domain-wall width, this is the result of

a reduced integrated effective field of the RKKY and dipolar fields due to this

smaller domain-wall width. This then explains the slight mismatch between the

micromagnetic simulations and the model as shown in Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.10, as

the dependence of ∆top on t is not taken into account.

Lastly, even though the agreement between the analytical calculations and simu-

lations is excellent (see Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.10), we signal two issues that may need

further attention. First, for small values of D (< 0.15 pJ m−1 at t = 1.0 nm), the

simulations show the formation of a Néel cap with CW Néel walls in the underlying

layers.51–55 This invalidates a critical assumption of the analytical model; namely

that the underlying repeats are always assumed to be CCW. Therefore, in this

situation we need a more complicated implementation of the RKKY interaction

and dipolar fields in the analytical model. Second, experimentally we find that

at 1.4 nm the top CoB layer turns in-plane. We do not find this behaviour in the

simulations and this is therefore still an open question.
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Figure 8.8: a) Composite SEMPA image for t = 1.2 nm (see Fig. 8.1b) with the
domain wall analyzed indicated with the red box. b-d) Histogram of the domain-wall
angle α (b), angle of the domain-wall normal n (c), and angle of magnetization m (d)
including fits with a Gaussian. The expected value is indicated in red (for c dictated
by approximate wall normal and for d assuming a Néel wall). For b) the histogram is
taken for all the pixels in all walls in a) and for c,d) the histogram is taken only for the
wall indicated in red in a).

8.6.5 Histogram width

In this section we demonstrate that the majority of the width in the histograms

is given by errors in the determination of the domain-wall normal n and the

magnetization direction m, rather than an actual spread in domain-wall angles α.

To give an estimate of both contributions to the width of the histogram, we look at

a relatively straight piece of domain wall, such as for example the wall indicated by

the red box in Fig. 8.8a for t = 1.2 nm. For this relatively straight piece of wall we

can determine the spread in domain-wall normal n (Fig. 8.8c) and magnetization

m (Fig. 8.8d). We fitted these histograms and extracted values for the full width
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Table 8.1: Values of the FWHM of the domain-wall angle α , angle of the domain-wall
normal n and angle of magnetization m for different top CoB thicknesses t.

t (nm) n (◦) m (◦) α (◦)

0.9 21.0± 0.9 52± 2 89± 2
1.0 43± 2 63± 5 111± 4
1.2 22.65± 0.02 40± 3 114± 3

half maximum (FWHM) which we give in Table 8.1. Also included in this table

is a value for the FWHM of the complete histogram for the angle α for all pixels

in the walls (see Fig. 8.1), which was also obtained using a fit (Fig. 8.8b). In the

table we further indicate values extracted in a similar way for 2 other thicknesses.

For this short and relatively straight piece of domain wall the distribution of

the domain-wall normal n and magnetization m should resemble a delta peak.

However, we find a broad histogram for both n and m in Fig. 8.8 for this short

domain wall because of errors in determining the domain-wall normal and Poisson

noise due electron counting201 in the determination of the magnetization direction

m. If we compare the FWHM for this distribution of n and m of to the FWHM

of α, as we do in Table 8.1, we then conclude the majority of the FWHM in α

is dictated by these errors. This means that the width of the histogram is no

indication of a spread in actual domain-wall angles in our samples.

8.6.6 Experimental RKKY coupling

In this section we prove that the RKKY coupling in our measured sample is small

and can be safely neglected when interpreting the data. However, we also show

that by slightly tuning the Pt and Ir layer thickness we can significantly enhance

the coupling to a point that we need to take it into account. See the discussion

in Section 8.2 for further details.

We measured the RKKY coupling in Ta(4)/Pt(3)/Co80B20/Ir(d)/Pt(r)/Co80B20/

Ir(1)/Pt(4) stacks using MOKE and by looking at the switching fields.224 We

first investigate the RKKY coupling as a function of Ir thickness d on a wedged

sample with r = 0.5 nm because we find that the coupling is negligible at a Pt
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Figure 8.9: a) Major and minor hysteresis loop for d = 0.5 nm and r = 0.5 nm
measured using MOKE. Also indicated are the switching fields H1 and H2 used to
determine the RKKY interaction. b) Coupling fieldHcoup (left axis) and RKKY strength
J (right axis) as a function of Ir thickness d for r = 0.5 nm including a fit. c) Coupling
field Hcoup (left axis) and RKKY strength J (right axis) as a function of Pt thickness r
at d = 0.48 nm including a fit with an exponential decay. For b) and c) the blue lines
indicate the thicknesses of the corresponding layers for the samples investigated using
SEMPA in this chapter.

thickness r of 1.0 nm. We will demonstrate the effect of an increased Pt thickness

r later in this section. A MOKE hysteresis loop on such a stack with d = 0.5 nm

is shown in Fig. 8.9a. The double switch in the major loop is indicative of an

antiferromagnetic coupling between the two CoB layers. To determine the RKKY

interaction, we take a minor loop measuring the first switch only (also shown) and

determine the two switching fields H1 and H2. The coupling field Hcoup is then

calculated as (H1 +H2)/2 and the RKKY interaction J as µ0HcoupMStCoB. Doing

this as a function of Ir thickness gives us Fig. 8.9b where we include a fit with the

predicted A sin(kd)/d2 dependence.230 Although there are no hard switches in our

minor loops that are typically used to extract J , we believe that our analysis yields

representative results as the first AF peak lies at ∼ 0.5 nm, in full agreement with

literature.190

At the experimental thickness of Ir (dexp) we are at a root of the RKKY cou-

pling, suggesting the RKKY coupling is negligible in the sample investigated

with SEMPA. Furthermore, the overall coupling in Fig. 8.9b is of the order of

0.02 mJ m−2. However, this is at a Pt thickness of 0.5 nm. We expect this cou-

pling to go down as a function of Pt thickness,224 and this is indeed what we

observe in Fig. 8.9c, where we plot the coupling as function of the Pt thickness

on sample where we wedged the Pt thickness r and kept Ir at d = 0.5 nm. The

coupling indeed decreases exponentially with a decay length around 0.2 nm and is
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Figure 8.10: Phase diagram for the domain-wall angle α (see Fig. 8.1) in the top CoB
layer from micromagnetics as a function of J and t with D = 0.4 pJ m−1. Also indicated
is the transition line from CW to CCW from Fig. 8.2d.

negligible at a Pt thickness of 1.0 nm. As this is the thickness for the samples in-

vestigated by SEMPA, this gives us another reason to neglect the RKKY coupling

in our interpretation.

However, we also see here that a ferromagnetic RKKY coupling with a value of

0.01 mJ m−2 would require a Pt thickness of around 0.5 nm and an Ir thickness of

0.75 nm. With these parameters, the RKKY coupling should have a significant

contribution to the domain-wall chirality and shift the transition thickness ttr to

higher values.

8.6.7 Simulations RKKY coupling

In Fig. 8.1c we compare the micromagnetic simulations to the analytical model

as a function of D and t. We can also compare the analytical calculations as

a function of the RKKY interaction, shown in Fig. 8.2d, to the micromagnetic

simulations.

This comparison is shown in Fig. 8.10, where we plot the domain-wall angle α

of the domain wall in the top CoB layer from the micromagnetic simulations as

a function of J and t, together with the transition line from CW to CCW Néel

walls indicated with the white dots. The domain-wall chirality reverses between

CCW (α = 0◦) and CW (α = 180◦) as a function of J and t, which matches the
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analytical calculations. Additionally, similar to the difference between simulations

and calculations as a function of D, also here we find a region with Bloch domain

walls (α = 90◦). The slight discrepancy between simulations and calculations can

be explained by the variation in the domain-wall width as a function of top CoB

thickness, as we demonstrated in Section 8.6.3.

8.6.8 Domain-wall width

In this section we extract the domain-wall width from the SEMPA measurements

and compare them to the domain-wall widths determined from the micromagnetic

simulations. We demonstrate that the domain-wall widths are in agreement with

each other, and that the simulations demonstrate that the domain-wall width does

indeed vary as a function of top CoB thickness t.

Because the electron beam spot size is much larger than the domain-wall width,

we need to be careful when estimating the domain-wall width ∆top. Following Ref.

206, we fit the domain-wall profile with a Gaussian distribution. An example of

this is shown in Fig. 8.11 for t = 0.9 nm, where in a we show the three different

domain walls investigated, and in b the profiles with a Gaussian fit. These fits allow
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us to estimate ∆top when we have a value for the intrinsic SEMPA asymmetry A.

We estimate this A by determining the OOP contrast in the my scan (average of

all domains). This is then converted to a situation of pure IP contrast by dividing

it by sin(φ) with φ the tilt angle with respect to the SEMPA detector (which is a

few degrees). For the micromagnetic domain walls, we extract ∆top by fitting the

average OOP magnetization to the following function: tanh(x/∆top).

The resulting domain-wall widths ∆top for all t are plotted in Fig. 8.12, where

we also plot the experimental ∆top for two different sample tilt angles θ (more

on this in the next paragraph). The micromagnetic simulations provide domain-

wall widths that increase with the top CoB thickness. However, with the error

bars present on the experimental data we cannot conclude from this alone that

the domain-wall width increases with t for all thicknesses investigated. However,

we find that the average domain-wall width of the SEMPA measurements and

MuMax3 simulations are in excellent agreement.

The tilt angle θ should correspond to a tilt of our sample-stage with respect to

the SEM column when the OOP contrast should be zero (i.e. φ = 0). As this

angle depends very much on the exact sample mounting conditions (we estimate

θ = 65◦), it is difficult to know this exactly. However, as it affects φ we need to

take this into account because φ has a significant effect on the domain-wall width
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∆. From Fig. 8.12 we conclude that the experimental data at θ = 68◦ matches

the micromagnetic simulations well.





9
Magnetic chirality controlled by the

interlayer exchange interaction

Chiral magnetism, wherein there is a preferred sense of rotation of the magnetiza-

tion, determines the chiral nature of magnetic textures such as skyrmions, domain

walls or spin spirals. Current research focuses on identifying and controlling the

interactions that define the magnetic chirality in thin film multilayers. The in-

fluence of the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (iDMI) and, recently,

the dipolar interactions have previously been reported. Here, we experimentally

demonstrate that an indirect interlayer exchange interaction can be used as an ad-

ditional tool to effectively manipulate the magnetic chirality. We image the chiral-

ity of magnetic domain walls in a coupled bilayer system using scanning electron

microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA). Upon increasing the interlayer

exchange coupling, we induce a transition of the magnetic chirality from clock-

wise rotating Néel walls to degenerate Bloch-Néel domain walls and we confirm

our findings with micromagnetic simulations. In multilayered systems relevant for

skyrmion research a uniform magnetic chirality across the magnetic layers is often

desired. Additional simulations show that this can be achieved for reduced iDMI

values (up to 30%) when exploiting the interlayer exchange interaction. This work

opens up new ways to control and tailor the magnetic chirality by the interlayer

exchange interaction.∗†

∗This chapter has been submitted to Physical Review Letters: M. J. Meijer, J. Lucassen,
et al.

†Note that the definition of the domain wall normal and α are rotated by 180◦ compared to
definition found Chapters 7 and 8.

147
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9.1 Introduction

Magnetic chirality corresponds to a preferred sense of rotation of the magnetization

and understanding this chirality has become of great importance for new spintronic

applications.12–14 These applications rely on the chiral nature of magnetic textures,

like skyrmions or domain walls. In future magnetic memory devices, for instance

the racetrack memory,29 a controlled displacement of skyrmions or domain walls

is of utmost importance for a reliable operation and a key requisite for this is

a uniform magnetic chirality of the magnetic textures.5,9,10,17,30 Current research

focuses on identifying and controlling the interactions that define the magnetic

chirality. Understanding the underlying mechanisms will allow one to tailor the

magnetic chirality44 for spintronic applications.

The most promising interaction that allows for the control of the magnetic chirality

is the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (iDMI), which has been studied

extensively in the past years in magnetic thin films.60,62,63,225 This interaction is

an anti-symmetric exchange interaction and originates from a broken symmetry at

the interface of a ferromagnet and heavy metal.8,11,16 The strength and sign of the

iDMI depends on the specific material combination at an interface and the iDMI

energetically favours either a clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) rotation

of the magnetization. This allows for the stabilization of magnetic textures, like

skyrmions, Néel domain walls or spin spirals, with a uniform magnetic chirality.8,13

Very recently, it was recognized that dipolar fields also influence the magnetic chi-

rality.51–55,220 Although the effects of the dipolar interaction were already known

for a long time,79,80,187–189 their impact on magnetic thin-film systems hosting an

iDMI was only recently observed when stacking several magnetic thin-films on

top of each other. These magnetic multilayers are commonly used to stabilize

skyrmions at room temperature5,6 and the increased magnetic volume leads to

stronger dipolar fields. As a result, the dipolar field emitted from out-of-plane

magnetized domains can influence the in-plane magnetization, which results in

a non-uniform magnetic chirality across the magnetic multilayers. Various mod-

els51–53 and first experiments54 show that this behaviour can be generalized and

has a profound impact on many magnetic textures such as skyrmions and derived

entities. For most spintronic applications the stabilization of a uniform magnetic
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chirality across a multilayered system is desired,51,52 which can be achieved by

implementing a strong iDMI to overcome the dipolar interaction. Generating a

strong iDMI is not always achievable, however, and severely constrains the design

of the multilayered system.

In this chapter, we demonstrate an alternative approach to control the magnetic

chirality utilizing the effect of an indirect interlayer exchange

interaction,4,190,230–232 namely the conventional Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–

Yosida (RKKY)‡ interaction.223,230,233 First, we determine the influence of the fer-

romagnetic RKKY interaction on the magnetic chirality by imaging the domain

wall magnetization in a bilayer system with negligible iDMI using scanning elec-

tron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA).196,197,201,206 In the absence

of the RKKY interaction the dipolar fields cause a non-uniform magnetic chirality

in the bilayer system, and this results in the formation of CW Néel walls in the top

magnetic layer and CCW Néel walls in the bottom magnetic layer as is schemati-

cally depicted in Fig. 9.1a. Upon increasing the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling, the

magnetization in the domain walls asymptotically rotates towards achiral Bloch

walls. In the second part we investigate a multilayered system including iDMI

typically used for skyrmion research with the help of micromagnetic simulations.

We explicitly show that the necessary iDMI values to obtain a uniform magnetic

chirality can be reduced by 30% in the presence of a strong ferromagnetic RKKY

interaction. Utilizing the RKKY interaction therefore opens up new ways to tune

and control the chirality of magnetic textures on a layer-by-layer basis.

9.2 Simulations

Before we show our dedicated sample design and illustrate the obtained experi-

mental results, we would like to first address the basic physical principles of how

the dipolar fields and in particular the ferromagnetic RKKY influence the mag-

netic chirality in the absence of an iDMI. We concentrate on an elementary model

consisting of two magnetic CoNi layers RKKY-coupled via an Ir spacer layer as

depicted in Fig. 5.1a, which mimics the experimental situation. Both layers ex-

hibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and the up and down domains (white

‡The recently discovered asymmetric exchange component of the RKKY interaction is not
present in this work.221,222
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Figure 9.1: a) Elementary model of two magnetic CoNi layers separated by an Ir
spacer layer in the absence of an iDMI (side view). The up and down domains are
indicated by the white and black areas respectively, and they generate dipolar fields
(gray dashed lines). The in-plane magnetization direction of the domain wall aligns with
the dipolar field (along the arrow), resulting in CW/CCW Néel walls in the top/bottom
magnetic layer. A ferromagnetic RKKY interaction (blue dashed line) rotates the in-
plane magnetization towards Bloch walls (blue arrows). b) Micromagnetic simulation
results for J = 0 mJ m−2 and the two degenerate cases for J = 1 mJ m−2. The in-plane
magnetization direction is indicated by the arrow and the same colour indications as in
a) are used. c) Angle αtop as a function of RKKY coupling strength J obtained from
micromagnetic simulations. αtop defines the angle between the in-plane magnetization
direction and the horizontal of the top magnetic layer (see inset). The insets show a top
view of the magnetization direction for J = 0 mJ m−2 (left inset) and J = 0.4 mJ m−2

(right insets for the degenerate cases).

and black areas, respectively) of the magnetic bilayer generate dipolar fields as

indicated by the grey dashed line. The in-plane magnetization direction inside

the domain walls aligns with the dipolar fields as depicted by the arrows in the

green and pink area and this leads to the formation of a CW Néel wall in the

top magnetic layer and a CCW Néel wall in the bottom magnetic layer. By cou-

pling the magnetic layers ferromagnetically (dashed blue line) this anti-parallel

alignment of the magnetization in the domain wall can be counteracted, resulting

in the stabilization of degenerate Bloch walls pointing either into the paper (as

indicated by the blue arrows) or out of the paper (not shown).

We confirm the validity of this intuitive picture using MuMax3 micromagnetic

simulations,228,229 with the simulation conditions specified in Section 9.6.1. On

the left side of Fig. 9.1b the result in the absence of a ferromagnetic RKKY

coupling (J = 0 mJ m−2) is depicted and the formation of a CW/CCW Néel wall
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in the top/bottom magnetic layer is found, respectively, as expected from the

dipolar interaction. Introducing a ferromagnetic RKKY coupling (J = 1 mJ m−2)

leads to the formation of two energetically degenerate Bloch walls, as depicted

on the right side of Fig. 9.1b, where the in-plane magnetization direction of both

magnetic layers points either into the paper (blue area) or out of the paper (yellow

area). We therefore find that a uniform magnetization profile across the magnetic

layers in a bilayer system can be achieved due to the presence of a ferromagnetic

RKKY interaction. A preferred chirality is not present, however, since two kinds

of Bloch domain walls can be stabilized. In Fig. 9.1c we study the transition

between Néel and Bloch walls as a function of J in more detail. Here, we focus on

the domain wall formation in the top magnetic layer and the angle αtop describes

the in-plane magnetization direction of the domain wall as depicted schematically

in the top right inset. We find that αtop = 0◦ for J = 0 mJ m−2 (see left inset)

and αtop asymptotically approaches the formation of Bloch walls (αtop = ±90◦)

for large J . For intermediate values of J degenerate Bloch-Néel domain walls are

formed and this is schematically depicted in the insets on the right side for a value

of J = 0.4 mJ m−2. The micromagnetic results indicate that the ferromagnetic

RKKY interaction influences the magnetic chirality and that the strength of the

interaction determines the in-plane magnetization direction of the domain walls.

9.3 Experimental results

In the following we experimentally measure this influence by imaging the do-

main wall chirality in a bilayer system with SEMPA for different RKKY coupling

strengths. Here, we map the magnetization profile of the top magnetic layer due

to the high surface sensitivity of SEMPA. From literature it is known that Ir me-

diates a strong RKKY interaction that alternates between an antiferromagnetic

(AF, J < 0) and ferromagnetic (FM, J > 0) coupling as a function of thick-

ness t with a damped sinusoidal behaviour.223,230,231,233 We therefore grew a sam-

ple with the following composition: //Ta(3)/Pt(3)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2Co(0.2)

/Ir(t)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2 (thicknesses in parentheses in nm), where the Ir thick-

ness is wedged from t = 0.5− 1.5 nm, providing access to both the ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic coupling regime of the RKKY interaction (see Section 9.6.2

for more details on the sample preparation).
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Figure 9.2: a,b) SEMPA images of the top magnetic layer at an Ir thickness of t =
0.68 nm. Image a) shows my + out-of-plane contrast (mz) and image b) mx + out-
of-plane contrast (mz) for the same area. The in-plane magnetic contrast direction is
indicated by the arrow in the bottom right corner. c) Composite image constructed
from the SEMPA images in a) and b), with the in-plane magnetization indicated by the
colour wheel and the out-of-plane contrast by the white and black areas (up and down
magnetization, respectively). d) Composite image at an Ir thickness of t = 0.85 nm.
The same scale bar is used for all images. e,f) Histograms of the angle α for all pixels
in the domain walls of image c) and d), respectively. α is defined as the difference
between the domain wall normal n and magnetization in the domain wall m (see inset
of e), and c) for the colour indications). The solid line is a (double) Gaussian fit with
the maximum(s) at α∗. g) Maximum(s) α∗ of the Gaussian fits of the histograms as
a function of Ir thickness t. In the purple-shaded area two maximums are found and
the insets schematically show the corresponding magnetization texture in this region.
The colour indications from c) are used. h) RKKY coupling strength J as a function
of Ir spacer layer thickness t. The MOKE data is extracted from hysteresis loops (see
Section 9.6.4 for details) and the SEMPA data in g) is translated to a value of J with
the help of Fig. 9.1c. Both data sets are fitted with the theoretical RKKY function from
Ref. 230 (solid black curve).

In Fig. 9.2a and b SEMPA images of the top magnetic layer are depicted at an Ir

thickness of t = 0.68 nm. The images were measured simultaneously and show the

same area. Figure 5.2a displays the my magnetization contrast and Fig. 9.2b the

mx magnetization contrast, as indicated by the arrows in the bottom right corner.

In both images a slight out-of-plane contrast is also visible (see Section 9.6.2

for details), where the lighter areas correspond to up domains and the darker

areas to down domains. The domains are framed by dark or light bands, which
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correspond to the in-plane component of the magnetization in the domain wall.

The combined information of the SEMPA images is depicted in the composite

image of Fig. 9.2c using a procedure described elsewhere.220 Here, the out-of-plane

contrast is indicated by the white and dark areas (up and down, respectively), and

the in-plane magnetization direction in the domain wall is indicated by the colour

wheel. The colouring in the domain wall indicates that the magnetization always

points from an up domain towards a down domain and reveals the presence of CW

Néel walls. We can investigate this more thoroughly by defining an angle α, which

is the difference between the domain wall normal n and the magnetization direction

m, as depicted in the inset of Fig. 9.2e. Assigning this angle α to every pixel in

the domain wall results in the histogram shown in Fig. 9.2e. Around α = 0◦ a

peak in the histogram is observed that corresponds to the formation of CW Néel

walls. The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian curve that models the underlying

statistics of the individual pixels220 and allows one to extract the peak position

α∗. For an Ir thickness of t = 0.85 nm the same procedure results in the composite

image shown in Fig. 9.2d and the corresponding histogram is depicted in Fig. 9.2f.

In the histogram two distinct peaks are observed and their position is extracted

with a double Gaussian fit giving α∗ = −70◦ ± 5◦ and α∗ = 61◦ ± 5◦. The two

types of domain walls that are stabilized in Fig. 9.2d,f are neither CW Néel walls

(α∗ = 0◦) nor Bloch walls (α∗ = ±90◦), but show rather an intermediate Bloch-

Néel texture as is schematically depicted in the insets of Fig. 9.1c. Additional

measurements for different Ir thicknesses can be found in Section 9.6.3.

The extracted α∗ is plotted as a function of Ir thickness t in Fig. 9.2g. CW Néel

walls are formed for t < 0.75 nm and t > 1.0 nm and the two degenerate Bloch-

Néel walls are present for intermediate Ir thicknesses in the purple-shaded area.

Within this shaded area an increase in |α∗| is observed for increasing t, until a

maximum is reached at t = 0.85 nm, whereafter |α∗| decreases again. According to

the findings presented in Fig. 9.1c, the CW Néel walls are stabilized by the dipolar

interaction. The formation of the degenerate Bloch-Néel walls in the purple-shaded

area can then be explained by the interplay between the dipolar interaction and

ferromagnetic RKKY interaction. Since |α∗| scales with J , we find the expected

increase and decrease of the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling as a function of the Ir

thickness.
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To further substantiate that the interlayer exchange interaction is the dominant

mechanism that stabilizes the degenerate Bloch-Néel walls, we study the expected

oscillatory behaviour of the RKKY interaction in more detail. Therefore, we com-

bine the information on the coupling strength in both the ferromagnetic and anti-

ferromagnetic region as a function of the Ir layer thickness t and this is plotted in

Fig. 9.2h. The data in the ferromagnetic region is plotted in red and obtained via

the SEMPA measurements discussed previously, where the angle α∗ from Fig. 9.2g

is converted to a coupling strength J using the micromagnetic simulations pre-

sented in Fig. 9.1c. Information on the coupling strength in the antiferromagnetic

RKKY region can be obtained from the switching fields in the antiferromagnetic

hysteresis loops measured by the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE), as is ex-

plained in more detail in Section 9.6.4. In Fig. 9.2h the coupling values in the

antiferromagnetic region are plotted in green. When we combine both data sets

we clearly observe the oscillatory behaviour of the RKKY coupling J as a function

of the Ir thickness t and the data is fitted with the theoretically predicted RKKY

behaviour (solid black curve).230 The theory describes the periodic behaviour well

and a maximum ferromagnetic coupling of approximately 0.4 mJ m−2 is obtained

at t = 0.85 nm. Both the extracted period of the oscillation as well as the RKKY

coupling strength are in agreement with values found in literature.223,233,234

9.4 Uniform chirality with iDMI

So far, we have seen experimentally and from micromagnetic simulations that in

the absence of an iDMI the RKKY interaction influences the magnetic chirality

induced by the dipolar interaction. Moreover, the simulations of Fig. 5.1b indicate

that the difference between the in-plane magnetization directions of the domain

walls across the bilayer system is reduced due to the ferromagnetic RKKY cou-

pling. For a strong coupling almost identical magnetic textures are stabilized in

the top and bottom magnetic layer. A uniform magnetic chirality can not be

obtained by the ferromagnetic RKKY interaction alone, however, due to the de-

generacy of the Bloch-(Néel) walls. Adding an iDMI can lift this degeneracy and

a uniform chirality across the magnetic layers can be achieved.

In the following we examine the necessary conditions to obtain a uniform magnetic
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Figure 9.3: a) Micromagnetic simulations of a multilayer stack containing 6 magnetic
layers with D = 0.5 mJ m−2. The up and down domains are indicated by the white
and black areas respectively, and the colours in the domain walls show the in-plane
magnetization direction according to the colour wheel of Fig. 5.2c. The arrows in the
grey spacer layer indicate the magnetization direction inside the magnetic layer above.
In the left image J = 0 mJ m−2 and in the right image J = 1 mJ m−2. b) Phase diagram
of the angle ∆α as a function of J and D. ∆α is defined as the difference between α in
the bottom and top magnetic layer. For ∆α = 0◦ there is a uniform chirality throughout
the multilayer stack. The black line indicates the transition between a non-uniform and
a uniform magnetization.

chirality across the magnetic multilayers, when the dipolar interaction, RKKY in-

teraction and iDMI are present. We study this with micromagnetic simulations in

a multilayered system typically hosting chiral magnetic textures like skyrmions.

The investigated multilayered stack consists of 6 repeats with alternating mag-

netic and spacer layers of 1 nm (details of the simulations and the dependence on

saturation magnetization MS and effective anisotropy Keff values can be found

in Sections 9.6.1 and 9.6.5). In Fig. 9.3a the magnetic textures obtained for two

RKKY strengths are depicted with a DMI of D = 0.5 mJ m−2. In the left im-

age J = 0 mJ m−2 and a non-uniform magnetization texture is observed across

the magnetic layers. The bottom layers form CCW Néel walls, favoured by the

positive D, but the iDMI is not strong enough to counteract the dipolar interac-

tion. This results in the formation of a Bloch wall and CW Néel in the top two

layers. We define the uniformity of the chirality in the multilayered system by

subtracting the α values from the bottom and top magnetic layer and this results

in ∆α = 180◦ for the case of J = 0 mJ m−2. In the right image of Fig. 9.3a

J = 1 mJ m−2 and an approximately uniform chirality in all the magnetic layers is
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achieved with ∆α = 7◦. In Fig. 9.3b ∆α is plotted for a range of D and J values.

Two regions are indicated where the chirality is either non-uniform (∆α 6= 0◦)

or uniform (∆α = 0◦). Without an RKKY interaction (J = 0 mJ m−2) an DMI

value of at least D = 0.9 mJ m−2 is needed to stabilize a uniform chirality and this

corresponds to the critical iDMI value of the system. Interestingly, this critical

DMI value can be reduced by approximately 30% when an RKKY interaction of

J = 1 mJ m−2 is present, as can be seen from the transition line in Fig. 9.3b.

In practice these D and J values can be achieved in magnetic multilayers by op-

timizing the thicknesses and materials of the magnetic and non-magnetic spacer

layer,60,223 which makes it possible to stabilize magnetic textures with a uniform

chirality in a wider variety of multilayered systems than previously assumed.

Finally, an additional effect of the interlayer exchange coupling on the magnetic

texture becomes apparent when we compare the images of Fig. 9.2c and d. The

average domain size grows as the ferromagnetic RKKY interaction increases and

this is elaborated in more detail in Section 9.6.6. Although the influence of the

iDMI is not considered yet, the findings suggest that the RKKY interaction might

be used to control the size of magnetic domains and possibly even skyrmions.

9.5 Conclusion

To conclude, we have demonstrated that an interlayer exchange interaction in-

fluences the magnetic chirality. In a system where dipolar fields are present, the

influence of the RKKY interaction manifests itself as a rotation of the magneti-

zation in the top domain wall from a CW Néel to a degenerate Bloch-Néel wall.

We confirm these findings by micromagnetic simulations. Furthermore, micromag-

netic simulations predict that the RKKY interaction reduces the iDMI required to

obtain a uniform magnetic chirality across a typical multilayer system for skyrmion

research. Making use of the well-known interlayer exchange interaction opens up

new ways to tune and control the magnetic chirality in multilayered systems for

spintronic applications.
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9.6 Supplemental

9.6.1 Details of micromagnetic simulations

For the micromagnetic simulations we used MuMax3.228 To produce Fig. 9.1b

and c the following settings for the simulations were used. The cell sizes were

1×8×0.1 nm (x, y, z) with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y direction

equal to 32 repeats. We explicitly introduce a 1 nm thick spacer layer to account for

the Ir and the simulation box in the x and y direction was 256×32 nm. The satura-

tion magnetization MS = 1.13 MA m−1 and the anisotropy K = 1.07 MJ m−3 were

obtained by SQUID-VSM measurements on a //Ta(3)/Pt(3)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2

/Co(0.2)/Ir(0.95)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2/Ta(3) sample using the area method to de-

termine the anisotropy.138 We took an exchange stiffness A = 12 pJ m−1, which

is a slightly lower value then typically used for thin-film Co, due to the added

Ni in the magnetic layer.84,212,235–237 For each simulation, we initialized two do-

main walls of square shape with width 5 nm in the x direction with orientation

(mx,my,mz) = (1/
√

2,−1/
√

2, 0) after which we minimized (using default set-

tings) this state to find the equilibrium configuration (each wall belonging to a

different Bloch state). For the implementation of the RKKY interaction, we use

the method proposed in Ref. 229, where we add custom magnetic fields across

non-magnetic spacer layers to act as RKKY fields. We have also verified that a

spacer layer of 0.5 and 1.5 nm did not affect the behavior appreciably.

For Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.7, the used cell sizes are 1×8×1 nm (x, y, z) with periodic

boundary conditions in the x and y direction equal to 32 repeats. We simulate

6 magnetic layers (A = 12 pJ m−1) with a thickness of 1 nm separated by 1 nm

thick spacers. Once again, for each simulation, we initialized two domain walls of

square shape with width 5 nm in the x direction with orientation (mx,my,mz) =

(1/
√

2,−1/
√

2, 0) after which we minimized (using default settings) this state to

find the equilibrium configuration. We swept the DMI D and interlayer coupling

J (implemented as defined above) for different combinations of MS and Keff to

produce the phase diagrams as shown in Fig. 9.7 and Fig. 9.3.

Lastly, for Fig. 9.8b, where we show the domain periodicity as a function of J , we

simulated two 2 nm thick magnetic layers (with A = 9 pJ m−1, cell size in the z
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direction equal to 1 nm and the rest as defined in the first paragraph) separated

by a 1 nm thick spacer. We then varied the size of the simulation box in the x

direction and determined for which periodicity there was a minimum in the energy

density.

9.6.2 Sample preparation and details on the SEMPA setup

The sample that is investigated consists of two magnetic CoNi layers coupled via an

Ir spacer layer, with the following composition: //Ta(3)/Pt(3)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2

Co(0.2)/Ir(t)/[Co(0.6)/Ni(0.35)]x2 (thicknesses in parentheses in nm). We wedged

the Ir layer t between t = 0.5−1.5 nm to vary the strength of the RKKY coupling.

The sample was grown on a Si substrate with a native oxide layer by DC sputter

deposition. The base pressure of the system is 4× 10−9 mbar and the Ar pressure

during deposition was 1× 10−2 mbar. We optimized the thickness composition of

Co and Ni such that the sample shows a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, but

is close to the spin-reorientation transition. This ensures that the as-deposited

sample is in a multi-domain state and can be imaged directly as we transfer the

sample in-situ to the SEMPA setup.

With SEMPA we can map the complete in-plane magnetization vector.196,197,201

Additionally, we can distinguish up and down domains by tilting the sample stage,

which results in a projection of the out-of-plane magnetization on the in-plane

measurement axis.202,206,207 The out-of-plane contrast in the my image is well-

defined and adjustable by rotation of the sample stage. The out-of-plane contrast

in mx depends strongly on the sample mounting. From the SEMPA measurements

a composite image as depicted in Fig. 9.2c and d can be obtained and the method

is described in Ref. 220. This reference additionally shows that the widths of the

histograms in Fig. 9.2e and f is mainly the result of Poisson noise in the electron

counting201 and errors in the extraction of the domain wall normal. Note that in

Ref. 220 the domain wall normal is rotated by 180◦ compared to definition found

in this work.
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Figure 9.4: a) SEMPA images of the top magnetic layer at an Ir spacer thickness of
t = 0.85 nm. The first two images show my + out-of-plane contrast (mz) and mx +
out-of-plane contrast (mz) for the same area. The in-plane magnetic contrast direction
is indicated by the arrow underneath the images. In the third image the composite
image is depicted, where the in-plane magnetization is indicated by the colour wheel
and the out-of-plane contrast by the white and black areas (up and down magnetization,
respectively). The fourth image is the histogram of α for all pixels in the domain wall of
the composite image. A double Gaussian fit (solid line) with maximums α∗ are depicted.
b) Same series of images as in a) for an Ir spacer thickness of t = 0.95 nm and in c) for
t = 1.1 nm. The solid line is a Gaussian fit. The scale bar on the bottom right holds
for all images.

9.6.3 Supporting measurements

In this section we present additional SEMPA measurements to support the findings

of Section 9.3. The SEMPA measurements resulting in the composite image and

the histogram of Fig. 9.2d and can be found in Fig. 9.4a. The first image shows

the magnetization contrast in my and the second image mx, as indicated by the
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Figure 9.5: The maximum(s) α∗ of the (double) Gaussian fits of the histograms as a
function of the Ir thickness t on a nominally identical sample to the one presented in
Section 9.3.

arrows underneath the image. A slight out-of-plane contrast (mz) is observed in

both images. The third image is the composite image as depicted in Fig. 9.2d. For

every pixel in the domain wall an angle α is assigned (see Section 9.3 for details)

and this results in the histogram on the right, which is the same histogram as

depicted in Fig. 9.2f. The solid line is a double Gaussian fit. In Fig. 9.4b and

c the same series of measurements and analysis is shown for an Ir spacer layer

thickness of t = 0.95 nm and t = 1.1 nm, respectively.

A second series of measurements is conducted on a nominally identical sample as

studied in Section 9.3 to confirm the reproducibility. In Fig. 9.5 the results of α∗

(maximum(s) of the (double) Gaussian fits of the histograms) as a function of the

Ir spacer layer t are presented. The same trend as in Fig. 9.2g is observed, where

degenerate Bloch-Néel walls are formed for t = 0.75− 1.0 nm and where CW Néel

walls are measured for thinner and thicker Ir layers. A maximum angle |α∗| is

reached at t = 0.85 nm which coincides with the findings of Section 9.3.
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Figure 9.6: a) Major and minor hysteresis loop of the antiferromagnetically coupled
magnetic bilayer at t = 1.27 nm measured by MOKE. The switching fields H1 and H2

are denoted. b) Major and minor hysteresis loop for an Ir thickness of t = 0.63 nm. The
insets in a) and b) schematically show the magnetization configuration of the magnetic
bilayer.

9.6.4 Antiferromagnetic RKKY interaction

In this section we determine the coupling strength J of the antiferromagnetic

RKKY interaction from hysteresis loops. In Fig. 9.6a a major and minor hys-

teresis loop, measured via the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE), are shown

for an Ir thickness of t = 1.27 nm, corresponding to the second antiferromagnetic

region. Three magnetization states are visible in the major loop and they are

schematically depicted in the insets. In the field range from −30 to 30 mT the

magnetic layers are coupled antiferromagnetically, but for a large enough positive

(negative) applied field the Zeeman energy exceeds the antiferromagnetic coupling

J and this results in a parallel magnetization alignment along the field direction.

The antiferromagnetic coupling strength of the bilayer can be determined from

the switching fields H1 and H2 in the minor loop with the following formula:238

J = 1/2µ0(H1 + H2)MSd, where MS is the saturation magnetization of a Co-Ni

layer, and d the thickness of that layer.

In Fig. 9.6b we show a typical hysteresis loop measured by MOKE in the first

antiferromagnetic region (t = 0.63 nm). Two switches are observed in the major

loop, indicating that the magnetic layers are antiferromagnetically coupled and the

insets show the magnetization alignment. Sharp switches as measured in Fig. 9.6a

are absent however. We therefore assign the switching fields H1 and H2 at the
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Figure 9.7: Transition lines separating the non-uniform and uniform magnetization
across the magnetic multilayer for different values of MS and Keff . The black curve is
the transition line depicted in Fig. 9.3b.

field where M = −0.5MS in the minor loop. The coupling strength J is calculated

from these switching fields as mentioned above.

9.6.5 Dependence of the uniform chirality on MS and Keff

Here we discuss the dependence of the results presented in Fig. 9.3b on different

values of the saturation magnetization MS and the effective anisotropy Keff . In

Fig. 9.3b the micromagnetic simulations are shown for MS = 0.8 MA m−1 and

Keff = 0.6 MJ m−3 and the transition line from Fig. 9.3b is plotted in black in

Fig. 9.7. This dashed line separates the non-uniform magnetization region (left

side) from the uniform magnetic chirality region (right side).

Increasing MS will shift the transition line towards higher D values (red line),

which is equivalent to adding more magnetic volume to the system and thereby

increasing the effects of the dipolar field. In that case a larger D is needed to

obtain a uniform magnetic chirality.

To observe the effect of Keff we compare the red and green curve and from Fig. 9.7
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a) b)

Figure 9.8: a) Average domain size of the out-of-plane domains from the composite
image as a function of the Ir spacer layer thickness. b) Domain size as a function of
J . The thicknesses t of the measurements in a) are converted to a coupling strength J
using a similar fit as shown in Fig. 9.2h.

and find that increasing Keff results in a shift of the transition line towards lower

D values. This dependence is also found in Ref. 211 in the absence of an RKKY

interaction. Apart from the shift in D the functional dependence of the transition

line only shows minor changes for different values of MS and Keff .

9.6.6 Dependence of the domain size on J

In this section we discuss the experimentally and theoretically obtained domain

sizes as a function of the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling. Comparing the SEMPA

images from Fig. 9.2c and d and Fig. 5.1, we find that the average out-of-plane

domain size for the as-deposited samples varies strongly with different Ir thick-

nesses. In Fig. 9.8a we plotted the extracted average domain size for different

thicknesses of the Ir spacer layer t. The domain sizes are extracted using a spatial

FFT analysis on the domains of the composite images (all images are 4× 4 µm2).

As can be seen from Fig. 9.8a, the domain size increases as a function of t, until

a maximum is reached between t = 0.8 and t = 0.9 nm. Afterwards a decrease in

the domain size is observed and similar domain sizes are obtained for t = 0.65 nm
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and t > 1.1 nm. The behaviour seems to coincide with the oscillatory behaviour

of the ferromagnetic RKKY coupling as discussed in Section 9.3. In Fig. 9.8b the

domain sizes from Fig. 9.8a are plotted in green as a function of J . Here, we used

A = 9 pJ m−1 and obtained a similar fit as shown in Fig. 9.2h to convert the Ir

thickness t to a value for the coupling strength J . Additionally, we plotted in red

the domain sizes extracted from micromagnetic simulations as a function of J . We

had to use A = 9 pJ m−1 to obtain similar domain sizes in the simulations and

experiments for J = 0 mJ m−2, but the iDMI from the (bottom) Pt/Co interface

might have a similar effect.60

In both cases an increase of the domain size as a function of J is observed. More-

over, we find from the simulations that the domain size saturates for larger J

values, which coincides with the saturation of αtop as depicted in Fig. 9.1c. These

findings indicate that the ferromagnetic RKKY interaction influences the magne-

tization inside the domain wall and thereby increases the domain wall energy. The

domain size is determined by a competition between the domain wall energy and

dipolar energy and since the latter remains constant, the domains grow in size.183

As soon as (nearly) Bloch walls are formed, the domain wall energy and thus the

domain size stabilizes.

In literature various domain wall models are used to determine magnetic param-

eters, like the iDMI, from demagnetized domain patterns.183,190,211,239. The data

in Fig. 9.8b suggests that changes in the domain wall energy (and thereby the

domain pattern) can be caused by any interaction acting on the magnetization in

the domain wall. All these contributions should therefore be considered to be able

to accurately extract magnetic parameters from domain patterns.
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Exploiting dipolar interactions to

enhance skyrmion stability

The stabilization of chiral magnetic skyrmions in thin films is often attributed to

the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI). Very recently however,

it has been reported that the chirality induced by the iDMI can be affected by dipolar

interactions. These want to form Néel caps with a clockwise chirality at the top of

the film and a counter clockwise chirality at the bottom. In this chapter we show

that this tendency to form Néel caps can be exploited to enhance the skyrmion

stability by introducing an iDMI that changes sign across our the thickness of the

film. Micromagnetic simulations demonstrate that this can increase the effective

DMI in a multilayer system by at least a factor of 3, whilst simultaneously greatly

reducing the energy of a skyrmion. We also present the first experimental results:

by measuring equilibrium domain widths we quantify the effective DMI in Pt/Co/Ir

multilayer systems typically used for skyrmion stabilization. After taking into

account growth-induced variations in the iDMI, we demonstrate variations in the

effective DMI by a factor of 2 upon changing the sign order of the iDMI. Our results

pave a way towards more stable skyrmions at room-temperature by exploiting the

formation of Néel caps.∗

10.1 Introduction

Magnetic skyrmions are whirling chiral spin textures that can be as small as a

few nm.12–15 Because of their topological protection, they are extremely stable

magnetic quasiparticles that might find their use in many applications such as

∗Manuscript in preparation: J. Lucassen, M. J. Meijer, M. C. H. de Jong et al.
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magnetic racetrack memory.12–15,29,33 Skyrmions are typically stabilized by the in-

terfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (iDMI), which originates from a global

inversion symmetry breaking in combination with spin-orbit coupling.22,23 Al-

though skyrmions exist in many different systems,1–3,5–7,15 there is a great in-

terest in skyrmions stabilized in ultra-thin ferromagnets. Stabilization is achieved

through the iDMI from a symmetry-breaking interface between an ultra-thin fer-

romagnet and a heavy metal.11,24,25 In these ultrathin systems, the magnetic prop-

erties can be changed by varying the interfaces and magnetic layer thickness such

that they can be designed to have properties for specific applications.

Unfortunately, the iDMI is often not large enough to stabilize magnetic skyrmions

at room temperature and dipolar interactions have to be introduced.5–7,26 As we

discussed theoretically in Chapter 6, however, the dipolar interactions can compete

with the iDMI to determine the magnetic chirality in these multilayer systems. We

confirmed this in Chapter 8, where it was shown that if the iDMI is small enough,

the dipolar interactions do indeed take over and form Néel caps. This is considered

detrimental for applications because most of the functionality relies on the uniform

chirality of a skyrmion across the thickness of the multilayer system.† Therefore,

a way has to be found to reduce the influence of these dipolar interactions on

the magnetic chirality.50–53 In Chapter 9 we have already suggested one way;

introducing a ferromagnetic interlayer exchange interaction to avoid the formation

of Néel caps.

Due to the importance of dipolar interactions for skyrmion stabilization, it is

difficult to reduce their influence. Luckily, experimentally it has been shown that

these dipolar interactions can be actively exploited, as even without iDMI the

formation of Néel caps can stabilize so-called dipolar skyrmions.44,240 Inspired by

this, we suggest here to combine the formation of Néel caps with a layer dependent

iDMI to greatly enhance the skyrmion stability as is shown in Fig. 10.1a for

a magnetic domain wall. The dipolar fields introduce Néel caps as described

previously. For a uniform iDMI this leads to a competition with the iDMI across

half the stack as shown in Chapter 6. Therefore, we suggest here to reverse the

†As the chirality of the skyrmions varies between individual repeats of the multilayer system,
one could argue that these are not true skyrmions with a two-dimensional chiral spin configura-
tion.12–15 Yet, we will still refer to these structures as skyrmions.
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sign of the iDMI halfway through the system, such that in both halves of the stack

the iDMI field points in the same direction as the dipolar fields thereby decreasing

the domain wall and skyrmion energy. In the first part of this chapter, we will

investigate this principle using micromagnetic simulations and demonstrate that

in some cases it provides an increase in the effective DMI of at least a factor 3.

We present the first experimental results on the effect of modifying the iDMI in a

multilayer Pt/Co/Ir system. Upon changing the iDMI configuration, we find only

a marginal increase in the effective DMI which we attribute to growth-induced

variations of the iDMI between Pt/Co/Ir and Ir/Co/Pt. However, by carefully

accounting for these variations we find a factor 2 increase in the effective DMI by

changing the sign order of the iDMI, thus proving that Néel caps can be exploited

to significantly increase the skyrmion stability.

10.2 Micromagnetic simulations

Using MuMax3 based micromagnetic simulations228 the behaviour of confined

magnetic skyrmions in a circular dot (inset Fig. 10.1b) is investigated using a

[NM(2)/FM(1)]xN system, with N repeats of a 1 nm thick ferromagnetic layer

(FM) sandwiched in between 1 nm thick non-magnetic (NM) spacer layers. The

parameters used are typical for Pt/Co/Ir systems, with a saturation magnetiza-

tion Ms = 1 MA m−1, out-of-plane anisotropy K = 0.8 MJ m−3, and exchange

interaction A = 10 pJ m−1. We investigate the energy and radii of skyrmions

across a range of DMI values D, where the iDMI configuration is also varied to

demonstrate the advantages of using a layer-dependent iDMI in combination with

Néel caps. This is done using a dot with a diameter of 256 nm and cell sizes of

1 nm in all directions, minimizing both initial uniform and skyrmion states.

In Fig. 10.1b the energy of the skyrmion state with respect to the uniform ground

state is plotted as a function of D for 3 different iDMI configurations which are

indicated in Fig. 10.1d: i) A uniform configuration, where the iDMI is equal

across all layers. ii) An enhanced iDMI configuration, where the DMI aligns

along the internal dipolar fields everywhere in the stack, and iii) a reduced iDMI

configuration where the iDMI is always aligned anti-parallel to the dipolar fields.

The enhanced and reduced iDMI configurations lead to the formation of a thickness
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Figure 10.1: (a) Schematic overview of the physical interactions exploited to increase
skyrmion stability. The dipolar fields (black) create two Néel caps in the domain wall.
Halfway through the layer, the sign of DMI D is reversed such that the effective fields
of the dipolar interactions are everywhere aligned with the effective field of the DMI
(red). (b) Skyrmion energy relative to the ground state as a function of D for the three
different iDMI configurations in (c). The only time a datapoint is included is when both
the uniform and skyrmion state are (meta)stable states. Last, the DMI values Du,e,r

indicate the values for which the skyrmion energy becomes negative. Inset: simulation
geometry with a skyrmion in a confined dot, where the red dotted line indicates the
profile of a domain wall such as shown in (a). (c) Stack configurations for the three
different iDMI configurations with N = 4, where we show the resulting cross-section of
a skyrmion profile in white for the bottom and top layer for N = 4 and D = 1.3 mJ m−2.

dependent chirality by the introduction of Néel caps. For all iDMI configurations,

the skyrmion energy decreases with increasing DMI as expected. In addition, the

enhanced iDMI configuration leads to a significantly reduced skyrmion energy, and

the reduced configuration to an increase in the skyrmion energy, completely in line

with the simple picture sketched in Fig. 10.1. Specifically, as indicated in the figure

with the DMI gain, the DMI required to obtain a skyrmion whose energy is lower
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(b)(a)

DMI gain

DMI loss

rc

Figure 10.2: Skyrmion radii for three different iDMI configurations with N = 4 deter-
mined from the position where the magnetization along the out-of-plane axis changes
sign. (a) Radius a a function of D. (b) Radius as a function of applied magnetic field
H oriented anti-parallel to the skyrmion core for D = 1.2 mJ m−2. The dotted line
indicates the smallest possible radius rc ≈ 4 nm for a stable skyrmion.

than the uniform state (Du) decreases by about a factor of 3 upon introducing

the enhanced configuration (De). This is a massive increase, considering that an

effect like additive iDMI increases the iDMI by no more than a factor of 2.6,26,63

Introducing these different iDMI configurations also has a profound effect on the

skyrmion radius as shown in Fig. 10.2a. In agreement with the results found in

literature, an increase in D leads to an increase in the skyrmion radius.6,49 This can

be understood by thinking of a skyrmion as an out-of-plane (OOP) magnetized

core enclosed by a domain wall.49,241 As D increases, the domain wall energy

decreases which means that circumference of the skyrmion can expand to enhance

the dipolar coupling of the inner core to the outer OOP magnetized ring. The

same argument explains the behaviour for the three different iDMI configurations;

the skyrmion becomes bigger (smaller) when introducing the enhanced (reduced)

iDMI configuration because the domain wall energy decreases (increases).

There is also a significant effect on the field stability of a skyrmion; to illustrate this

the skyrmion radius is plotted as a function of a magnetic field applied anti-parallel

to the skyrmion core in Fig. 10.2b. For all configurations, the radius decreases

with applied magnetic field to accommodate the Zeeman energy. Yet, for the

enhanced configuration skyrmions are stable up to higher fields. Additionally, we

find from these simulations that the smallest possible radius rc for a skyrmion does
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not vary noticeably with the iDMI configuration, and remains constant at ≈ 4 nm

for the investigated system. It must be noted, however, that at these length

scales we are close to the exchange length (≈ 4 nm) and cell sizes used (1 nm).

Combined with the continuum approximation used in micromagnetic simulations,

care must be therefore taken when interpreting these results below a radius of

∼ 10 nm.228,242,243

We will now try to understand the effect of the different iDMI configurations in

a more general way. Combined, the behavior depicted in Fig. 10.1b and Fig. 10.2

suggests some form of universality. All the curves show qualitatively the same

behaviour as a function of the DMI, apart from the shifted D values indicated

by the arrows of DMI gain and loss. This can be understood by considering the

effect of the dipolar fields: as suggested by Lemesh et al.,52 the dipolar fields can

be included as an effective DMI because both components introduce an effective

in-plane magnetic field in the domain wall.‡ For example, we can introduce an

effective DMI Deff = D+DMI gain (see Fig. 10.1b) for the enhanced configuration.

In other words, the enhanced configuration with a DMI D behaves as a system

with an effective DMI Deff because of the additive effects of the DMI and dipolar

interactions. In this specific case, Deff is ≈ 0.8 mJ m−2 (Du − De) larger than

D. Something similar can be defined for the reduced iDMI configuration, with

Deff = D + DMI loss. A consequence of this is shown in Fig. 10.3a, where the

skyrmion energy is plotted as a function of radius for the three different iDMI

configurations. For the different iDMI configurations, the data points collapse

on the same curve. Thus, although for each configuration the DMI D needed to

obtain a particular energy/radius is different, the fundamental behaviour of the

skyrmion remains unaffected and can be described by an effective DMI Deff .

Next, we investigate the dependence of the described DMI gain and loss on the

number of repeats N . In Fig. 10.3b, the critical DMI values Du,e,r at zero skyrmion

energy as a function of number of repeatsN are given. The DMI difference between

Du and De increases going from N = 2 to 4, and then decreases again because of

the complex dependence on the different contributing parameters. When starting

from a uniform iDMI configuration, the gain (loss) in effective DMI upon introduc-

‡This is true as long as the domain wall profiles do not change significantly upon the intro-
duction of the different iDMI configurations.
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Deff DMI gain
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Figure 10.3: (a) Skyrmion energy as a function of skyrmion radius for N = 4 and for
the three different iDMI configurations. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing
Deff . (b) Critical DMI values (see Fig. 10.1b) where the skyrmion energy becomes
negative for the three different iDMI configurations as a function of number of repeats
N .

ing an enhanced (reduced) iDMI configuration will scale with the effective dipolar

fields when the initial skyrmion profile is homochiral and dominated by the iDMI

because the domain wall magnetization is now aligned along the dipolar fields.

On the other hand, if for the uniform configuration the dipolar interactions are

dominant and stabilizes two Néel caps, the gain in Deff scales with D. Because the

different regimes can be accessed by varying N and D, the result is the complex

dependence on N that is demonstrated in Fig. 10.3b.

In this interpretation, the asymmetry between the DMI gain for the enhanced

configuration, and DMI loss for the reduced configuration is surprising because

the gain/loss in effective in-plane fields should be equal. However, there is an

additional contribution from the stray fields of the domain walls themselves that

prefers to align the walls in the Néel cap configuration.44,240,244 For the reduced

iDMI configuration, this provides an energy gain offsetting the large energy loss

of the other two contributions.

Note that even for 2 repeats, similar to the dipolar skyrmion configuration of

Hrabec et al.,44 there is already a significant energy gain upon the introduction an

enhanced iDMI configuration, suggesting that this technique is beneficial already

for systems with a relatively low magnetic volume. Finally, we show in Sec-

tion 10.6.1 the results of the simulations for the N = 2, 6 systems that behave

similar to the N = 4 system shown here. In Section 10.6.2 we further illustrate
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that the confinement effect of the dot does not qualitatively affect the behaviour of

the different DMI configurations discussed here, and in Section 10.6.3 we demon-

strate that the introduction of Néel caps can in some cases lead to non-circular

skyrmions.

10.3 Experimental results

In the previous section, the unique ability of a layer-dependent iDMI configura-

tion to enhance the skyrmion stability was shown. This section presents the first

experimental evidence that suggest the effective DMI can be tailored by modifying

the iDMI on a layer-by-layer basis. To demonstrate this, we shift our attention

to domain walls as their energy will also be affected by the different iDMI con-

figurations. As the domain width in magnetic multilayers is determined by the

competition between the domain wall energy and dipolar interactions between

the domains, the domain width can be used to extract the DMI in multilayer sys-

tems.5–7,51,52,183,184,211 Here, we use the accurate stripe domain model by Lemesh et

al. to determine the effective DMI Deff .211

We prepared the following four systems to investigate the effect of the different

iDMI configurations (thicknesses in parentheses in nm):

• Uniform I: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x4/Ta(4),

• Uniform II: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

−D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Ir(1)/Co(1)/Pt(1)]x4/Ta(4),

• Enhanced: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x2

−D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Ir(1)/Co(1)/Pt(1)]x2/Ta(4),

• Reduced: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

−D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Ir(1)/Co(1)/Pt(1)]x2

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x2/Ta(4),

which were DC sputter deposited using an Ar pressure of 2× 10−3 mbar on a

Si substrate with a native oxide in a system with a base pressure of 4× 10−9

mbar. Pt and Ir were chosen because of their opposite iDMI signs such that

they favour CCW Néel walls for a Pt/Co/Ir stacking (+D, D > 0) and CW

Néel walls for an Ir/Co/Pt stacking (−D, D < 0).6,60,225–227 All samples were
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enhanced(c) reduced(d)

(a) (b)uniform I uniform II

2 μm

Figure 10.4: MFM images of a demagnetized domain state for (a) the uniform I stack,
(b) the uniform II stack, (c) the enhanced stack, and (d) the reduced stack. All scan
areas are equal, with the scale bar at the bottom right. For an analysis of the domain
widths, see Table 10.1.

demagnetized using an oscillating decaying magnetic field applied at an 80 to

85◦ angle with respect to the film normal, starting from 5 T decreasing in 0.5

% increments with a cut-off at 0.5 mT. The resulting domain patterns for the

individual samples are given in Fig. 10.4 and were recorded using magnetic force

microscopy (MFM) measurements under ambient conditions with custom-coated

low-moment tips using a two-pass technique by recording the phase shift.208

There is a significant reduction in domain width for the enhanced iDMI configura-

tion (Fig. 10.4c) relative to both uniform configurations (a and b) concurrent with

a decrease in domain wall energy. For the reduced configuration (d) the domain

width remains relatively equal to the uniform configurations. A quantitative anal-

ysis (using the Fourier method described in Section 7.7.1) of the domain widths is

given in Table 10.1. We first look at the uniform configurations, where Ms and K

vary significantly between the two different configurations. This is probably the

result of a different growth as a result of the stacking order of the layers leading
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to slightly modified interfaces as well as variations in any potential dead layers.

As a result, Deff is also different for the two configurations and varies by a factor

2.

This complicates the analysis for the enhanced and reduced iDMI configuration.

Upon introducing the enhanced iDMI configuration, we would expect an increase

of Deff with respect to both the uniform I and II configuration. Similarly, a de-

crease in Deff is expected upon the introduction of the reduced iDMI configuration.

However, because of the large variation in Deff for the uniform configurations, that

is not what we observe in Table 10.1. There is, however, a large difference in the

effective DMI Deff between the enhanced and reduced iDMI configurations. As

suggested earlier, this possibly results from the modified iDMI ordering in combi-

nation with the dipolar interactions that want to form Néel caps.

We can try to substantiate this statement further by taking into account growth-

induced variations in a quantitative way. To do this, we realize that a single repeat

of Pt/Co/Ir has a different D than a single repeat of Ir/Co/Pt, as indicated by

the different Deff values for the two different uniform configurations. Therefore, to

conclude if there is an increase in the effective DMI for the enhanced and reduced

configurations we need to calculate the actualD values for these configurations (see

Fig. 10.1b). For the enhanced and reduced configurations, half the stack contains

Pt/Co/Ir repeats and the other half Ir/Co/Pt repeats. We can therefore take the

average DMI of the two uniform configurations |Davg| = 1.0 ± 0.1 pJ m−1, which

contain either Pt/Co/Ir or Ir/Co/Pt repeats, as the actual D for the enhanced and

reduced configuration. This value is also included in Table 10.1.§ The conclusion

is then that Deff for the enhanced configuration is enhanced by about 50 % with

respect to Davg, and Deff is decreased for the reduced configuration by about 20 %.

The absolute increase (0.5 pJ m−1) and decrease (−0.1 pJ m−1) agree reasonably

well with the values predicted in Fig. 10.3b of 0.7 pJ m−1 and −0.2 pJ m−1, respec-

tively. Note that this averaging approach needs to be carefully validated using

§The average Ms = 1.12 ± 0.06 MA m−1 and average K = 1.31 ± 0.09 MJ m−3 values
of the two uniform configurations are also equal to the values for the enhanced and reduced
configuration (Me,r = 1.10, 1.14 MA m−1 and Ke,r = 1.31, 1.31 MJ m−3). This further suggests
that interpreting the reduced and enhanced configurations as individual Pt(Ir)/Co/Ir(Pt) repeats
which have the magnetic parameters from the corresponding uniform configurations is a valid
approach.
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Table 10.1: Analysis of the domain widths d for the three different stacks extracted
from Fig. 10.4. The saturation magnetization Ms and anisotropy K are extracted from
squid-VSM measurements using the area method.138 From these values the effective DMI
|Deff | was calculated using the accurate stripe domain model with A = 10 pJ m−1.211

|Davg| is the average |D| in the stack, calculated as the mean of the two uniform config-
urations.

d (nm) Ms (MA m−1) K (MJ m−3) |Deff | (mJ m−2) |Davg| (mJ m−2)

Uniform I (9.5± 0.4)× 102 0.93± 0.03 1.02± 0.04 1.3± 0.1 -
Uniform II (5.3± 0.1)× 102 1.30± 0.05 1.60± 0.08 0.6± 0.2 -
Enhanced (3.8± 0.1)× 102 1.10± 0.04 1.31± 0.06 1.5± 0.1 1.0± 0.1
Reduced (6.7± 0.5)× 102 1.14± 0.04 1.31± 0.06 0.9± 0.2 1.0± 0.1

micromagnetic simulation, because any effects of the variation in both Ms and K

along the stack thickness could play a role as well. Variations in Ms can alter

the contribution of the stray fields, and the coupling between the stray fields and

the domain wall is affected by K through modifications of the domain-wall width.

In Section 10.6.4 we present a similar analysis on a N = 8 system, with almost

identical variations in the effective DMI as the N = 4 system.

To conclude, by considering the effects of stacking order on the iDMI we conclude

that changing the sign of the iDMI halfway through a multilayer system is an

effective way to modify the effective DMI. Yet, the relatively modest increase

in effective DMI of the enhanced configuration (1.5± 0.1 mJ m−2) with respect

to the uniform I configuration (1.3± 0.1 mJ m−2) is not of any practical benefit.

The growth-induced variations between Pt/Co/Ir and Ir/Co/Pt are too large.

Therefore, for this technique to be of any practical benefit a material stack needs

to be found that has a large iDMI that does not change significantly upon stack

inversion.

10.4 Discussion

We would now like to comment on several aspects of exploiting the Néel caps

to enhance the skyrmion stability. First, through investigations of the skyrmion

energy we concluded that the skyrmions would be more stable. The stability of

a skyrmion, however, is not only determined by its energy but also by the energy

barrier separating the skyrmion from other states.33,185,245–248 Technically speak-

ing, we have therefore only shown that the effective DMI is increased. For true
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stability calculations, more advanced calculations that take into account the en-

ergy barrier and attempt frequencies are therefore required. Second, ferrimagnets

are currently being explored because their reduced Ms leads to more stable and

smaller skyrmions.185,249 In the more conventional ferromagnetic systems, intro-

ducing the proposed iDMI configuration can also lead to similar benefits because

of an increased effective DMI.

Third, the introduction of an enhanced iDMI configuration does not affect the

skyrmion dynamics. Although the resulting vanishing total chirality suggests that

spin-orbit torques can no longer be used to drive skyrmion dynamics, this is not

true for the proposed experimental stacks of Pt/Co/Ir and Ir/Co/Pt.51–53,250 It

is not only the chirality, but also the local spin-orbit torques from the individual

Pt and Ir layers, that are reversed halfway through the stack.251 In this case, the

spin-orbit torques acting on the skyrmion are the same for both halves of the

stacks, ensuring skyrmions can once again be driven efficiently using an electrical

current. It is therefore interesting to explore the skyrmion dynamics in the case

of an enhanced iDMI configuration in more detail.252

Last, typical configurations of a magnetic stack used for skyrmion stabilization

contain N identical repeats to enhance the skyrmion stability. As we show here,

this need not be the most optimal configuration. More ideas can be suggested to

make further use of dipolar interactions and magnetic parameters that vary on a

layer-by-layer basis. For example, by modifying the anisotropy, one might be able

to increase the domain wall width at the top and bottom of the film to enhance the

coupling with the dipolar fields. Or, one could think about changing the sign of the

iDMI, and thus the point at which the chirality reverses, at a different location

within the stack to, for example, reduce the skyrmion Hall angle.53 Perhaps it

is even possible to stabilize more complex three-dimensional spin textures such

as the magnetic hopfion or skyrmion bobber by modifying individual magnetic

parameters on a layer-by-layer basis.253–255

10.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, using micromagnetic simulations we have shown that skyrmion

stability in multilayer systems can be significantly enhanced by exploiting the
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presence of Néel caps. This can be done by modifying the sign of iDMI halfway

through a multilayer system, leading to increases in the effective DMI up to a

factor 3. We have also shown the first experimental results in this direction,

where we find variations in the effective DMI of a factor 2 by altering the layer-

dependent iDMI. These results open the way for alternative methods of skyrmion

stabilization by tailoring the magnetic interaction on a layer-by-layer basis.

10.6 Supplemental

10.6.1 Different repeats

In this section we show the results of the simulations for other number of repeats

N , for which we plotted in Fig. 10.3b only the critical DMI values. The results for

N = 2 are plotted in Fig. 10.5a-c and the results for N = 6 are shown in Fig. 10.5d-

f. Overall, the qualitative behaviour does not change with varying N . From

Fig. 10.5a and d we find that the DMI values are reduced with increasing N

due to increasing influence of the dipolar interactions; for that same reason we

have bigger skyrmions for larger N (b and e). The curves for the different iDMI

configurations are still shifted with respect to each other, such that it is no surprise

that the universal behaviour shown in Fig. 10.3a is also valid for otherN (Fig. 10.5c

and f), which means that the interpretation of an effective D is also applicable for

these systems.

10.6.2 Smaller diameter dot

In order to investigate the influence of confinement on the behaviour discussed

in Section 10.2, we present results for systems with a 128 nm diameter dot in this

section. For an N = 4 system the skyrmion energy is plotted as a function of D

in Fig. 10.6a, and the skyrmion radius in Fig. 10.6b. Compared to the 256 nm

dot of Section 10.2, we find that the stability region for skyrmions has shifted to

larger D, and the skyrmion radius has decreased. These changes can be attributed

to confinement effects within the dot which affect the skyrmions when their radii

approach the dot radius.49
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(a)

N = 2

(d)

N = 6

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 10.5: Behaviour of the different iDMI configurations for (a-c) N = 2 and (d-e)
N = 6. (a,d) Skyrmion energy relative to the ground state as a function of D. (b,e)
Skyrmion radii for three different iDMI configurations determined from the position
where the magnetization along the OOP axis changes sign. (c,f) Skyrmion energy as a
function of skyrmion radius.

Similar to the larger dots, the physical mechanism can once again be interpreted

as leading to an effective DMI through the DMI gain and loss. The universal

behaviour of Fig. 10.3a is therefore also present for smaller dots, as we show

in Fig. 10.6c. Last, in Fig. 10.6d we set out the critical DMI values as a function

of number of repeats N , which shows the same qualitative behaviour as Fig. 10.3.

So, to conclude, although there is a qualitative difference due to the confinement

effects within the dot, the qualitative behaviour as well as the benefits of an

enhanced iDMI configuration remain unaffected.

10.6.3 Non-circular shape

We note an additional peculiar factor of the formation of Néel caps here that we

believe has not been mentioned before in literature. When the effective fields from

both the dipolar interaction as well as the DMI are approximately equal; i.e. when

a Néel cap is about to be introduced, the shape of the skyrmion is no longer circular
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10.6: Simulations for a dot with a 128 nm diameter. (a-c) Results for N = 4.
(a) Skyrmion energy relative to the ground state as a function of D. (b) Skyrmion
radii for three different iDMI configrautions determined from the position where the
magnetization along the OOP axis changes sign. (c) Skyrmion energy as a function of
skyrmion radius. (d) Critical DMI values [see (a)] where the skyrmion energy becomes
negative for the three different iDMI configurations as a function of number of repeats
N .

and varies across the different repeats of the multilayer system to accommodate

both the DMI and dipolar interactions. We illustrate this in Fig. 10.7, where

we find that the skyrmion shape is elliptical and that the skyrmion in the top

layer has rotated its long axis with respect to the skyrmions in the bottom layers.

Although the effect is minimal, it is worth keeping in mind when using analytical

models based on axial symmetric skyrmion shapes to explore their properties.53
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Figure 10.7: Skyrmion non-circularity for an N = 4 system, with a uniform iDMI
configuration and D = 1.1 pJ m−1. The individual layers are numbered from bottom to
top, the profiles for the individiual layers are determined by locating the position where
magnetization along the OOP axis changes sign, and the dashed line is the profile of a
true circular skyrmion.

10.6.4 8 repeats

In this section we demonstrate that the experimental increase and decrease in

effective DMI observed in Section 10.3 for N = 4 systems can also be found for

N = 8 systems. To check this, we fabricated the following stacks:

• Uniform: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x8/Ta(4),

• Enhanced: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x4

−D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Ir(1)/Co(1)/Pt(1)]x4/Ta(4),

• Reduced: Ta(4)/Pt(2)/

−D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Ir(1)/Co(1)/Pt(1)]x4

+D︷ ︸︸ ︷
[Pt(1)/Co(1)/Ir(1)]x4/Ta(4),

with similar deposition parameters as the N = 4 samples. In Fig. 10.8 we present

the MFM scans, and in Table 10.2 the quantitative analysis following the same

procedure as presented in Section 10.3. Again we find that the uniform and

enhanced configuration have an approximately equal effective DMI that is the
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uniform enhanced reduced(c)(b)(a)

2 μm

Figure 10.8: MFM images of a demagnetized domain state for (a) the uniform stack,
(b) the enhanced stack, (c) and the reduced stack. All scan areas are equal, with the
scale bar at the bottom right. For an analysis of the domain widths, see Table 10.2.

Table 10.2: Analysis of the domain widths d for the three different stacks extracted
from Fig. 10.8. The saturation magnetization Ms and anisotropy K are extracted from
squid-VSM measurements using the area method.138 From these values the effective DMI
|Deff | was calculated using the extended stripe domain model with A = 10 pJ m−1.211

d (nm) Ms (MA m−1) K (MJ m−3) |Deff | (mJ m−2)

Uniform 243± 5 0.84± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 1.44± 0.09
Enhanced 147± 7 1.04± 0.04 1.14± 0.05 1.5± 0.1
Reduced (2.5± 0.1)× 102 1.10± 0.04 1.27± 0.06 0.8± 0.2

same as that of the N = 4 stack, thus suggesting that growth-induced changes

play a major role here as well. Similar to Section 10.3 we find a large difference in

the effective DMI between the enhanced and reduced stack with similar values of

Ms and Keff , completely in line with the predictions and the results of the N = 4

system. However, simulations suggest that variations in effective DMI for the N =

8 system should be larger than the N = 4 system. The difference in effective DMI

for the N = 8 system between the reduced and enhanced configuration is predicted

to be approximately 1.4 mJ m−2, and 0.9 mJ m−2 for N = 4. Experimentally, the

variation for the N = 4 system of about 0.6 mJ m−2 agree with the prediction,

but the variation for N = 8 of 0.7 mJ m−2 is too low. It is, however, difficult to

exactly quantify the effective DMI variations when growth variations along the

stack thickness can also play a role and we do not have results for the N = 8

reversed uniform (II) configuration.
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Conclusions and outlook

In this Thesis, we presented our work on two different subject areas related to chi-

ral magnetism in thin magnetic films: i. the quantification of the iDMI using spin

waves, and ii. the different contributing parameters to the magnetic chirality in

multilayer systems. This chapter is divided into two sections. Each section is re-

lated to a Part, wherein we summarize the obtained results and present suggestions

for both specific and more general future research directions.

11.1 Part I

The aim of Part I was the utilization of propagating spin waves to measure the

iDMI. Experimentally, this was achieved through the use of PSWS: an all-electrical

technique that uses meandering micron-sized microwave spin-wave antennas to ex-

cite and detect propagating spin waves. In Chapter 3 we discussed the technique

of PSWS in great detail, where we demonstrate the importance of magnetic strip

width and introduce a new antenna design with a more uniform spin-wave ex-

citation. This new design was used to quantify the iDMI in Chapter 4. We

demonstrate that spin waves can indeed be used to quantify the iDMI in thicker

films (> 2 nm) than are conventionally used in literature. In this case, how-

ever, anisotropy effects need to be very carefully included, where we demonstrate

for the first time the importance of a bulk anisotropy term. The last chapter,

Chapter 5, revolves around a hybrid optical detection method for spin waves with

wavelengths smaller than the diffraction limit. We demonstrated that by using a

metallic grating spin waves with a wavelength of 700 nm could be detected using

a diffraction-limited laser spot of 10µm.

183
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V0 V1 V2

jejs jsjs HM

(a) Excitation Detection

Local heating

Vi

(b)

decay length

spin
pumping

ISHE

Figure 11.1: (a) Illustration of all-optical propagating spin wave spectroscopy. An
excitation laser pulse, in combination with the grating is used to locally heat the magnet.
This spatially periodic perturbation will excite spin waves with that wavelength. The
detection of the spin waves is done using a second laser-pulse, following the principles
described in Chapter 5. For the exact meaning of all elements in the figure, see Fig. 5.2.
(b) All-electrical DC detection of spin waves. Bottom: a precessing magnetization
pumps a DC spin current js into the underlying Heavy Metal (HM). Via the Inverse
Spin Hall Effect (ISHE) this is converted into a DC charge current je. Electrical contacts
can be used to probe the resulting voltage Vi as a function of position. Top: expected
dependence of the voltage Vi along the strip which varies on a length-scale given by the
spin-wave decay length.

The demonstrated ability of PSWS to quantify the iDMI, and the hybrid optical

detection method of spin waves opens up avenues to investigate new systems and

contributing factors to the iDMI. For example, as already discussed in the preced-

ing chapters, it should now be possible to measure the effect of an electric field on

the iDMI, as well as dynamical current induced iDMI modifications.63,69–73,92,106

Additionally, we suggest to investigate more exotic materials such as the recently

reported 2D ferromagnets which can stabilize skyrmions,74–76 and other 2D mate-

rials such as graphene.77,78

On the technique side, the sensitivity of the techniques should also be further im-

proved. We have already demonstrated the use of an optical grating for spin-wave

detection which help with the detection of spin waves in thinner films. However,

down scaling this technique even further to reduce the wavelength of the spin

waves that can be detected involves some practical limitations. For example, the

spatial overlap of the laser spot with the excitation antenna will become a bigger

problem due to a reduced spin-wave attenuation length. Fortunately, a completely

all-optical technique can also be imagined, which we dub all-optical propagating

spin wave spectroscopy and which we demonstrate in Fig. 11.1a. Here, rather than
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using an electrical meandering antenna to excite spin waves with a specific wave-

length, we instead use an excitation laser-pulse in combination with a grating to

excite the spin waves. The local spatially periodic heating should lead to a modu-

lation of the magnetic parameters that could couple to the spin waves.179,180 With

the grating, this is done wavelength selectively, although broadband excitation

and wavelength selective detection is also interesting to, for example, reconstruct

the spin-wave dispersion.181 Compared to the hybrid technique, it should now be

possible to more easily go to smaller wavelengths.

Additionally, even though we have investigated optical spin-wave detection as

an alternative to the electrical microwave detection, even better options might

exist. For example, electrical spin-wave detection through spin-pumping and the

Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE), which we schematically illustrate in Fig. 11.1b, is

another viable alternative.101,102,256,257 Spin-pumping generates DC spin-currents

in the presence of a precessing magnetization,258 which can be converted to an

electrical current via the ISHE.251 As this generated spin-current originates from

the interface, the signal should be independent of the magnetic layer thickness

and should thus allow us to measure spin waves in very thin films. Additionally,

it is a DC measurement such that microwave artefacts such as those described

in Chapter 3 should not be present.

Last, although not the focus of this Thesis, the optical technique might be applied

to investigate some of proposed magnonic devices for information processing.97,98

It’s wavelength sensitivity, and ease with which spatial dependent studies can be

done could provide new insights into how these devices operate, especially when

low damping materials with large spin wave decay lengths such as YIG are used.

11.2 Part II

Part I focused on the iDMI because it is the major contributing factor to the

magnetic chirality in thin film systems. In Part II we focus on additional mech-

anisms that govern the magnetic chirality in multilayer systems typically used

for skyrmion stabilization, such as dipolar and interlayer exchange interactions.

In Chapter 7 we show how a scanning electron microscope with polarization anal-

ysis (SEMPA) can be used to image the chirality of magnetic domain walls. We
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then systematically study the competition between the iDMI and dipolar interac-

tions in Chapter 8. By tuning magnetic layer thicknesses we can selectively vary

the DMI strength such that domain wall changes from CCW Néel dominated by

the iDMI to CW Néel governed by the dipolar interactions. Hereafter, in Chap-

ter 9 we demonstrate the role of the RKKY interactions in the determination of

the wall chirality. By varying the interlayer coupling strength we go from CW Néel

walls to achiral degenerate Bloch walls. In the last chapter of this Part, Chap-

ter 10, we show through a combination of micromagnetic simulations and domain

wall energy measurements that the effective DMI in multilayer systems can be

enhanced by exploiting the formation of Néel caps. This is done by introducing

an iDMI that changes sign across a multilayer stack. This will be of practical

benefit because it can lead to stable skyrmions at lower iDMI values.

We have shown in this Part that trying to enhance the iDMI through material

optimization might not be the most efficient route to optimize multilayer systems

for skyrmion stability and applications. There is still a large unexplored area of

the more conventional interactions that could be used to enhance and optimize the

magnetic chirality in general, and magnetic skyrmions in particular. For example,

we have shown experimentally the competition between both the iDMI and dipolar

interactions, and between dipolar interactions and the RKKY when it comes to

determining the magnetic domain wall chirality. Yet, the advantages of utilizing all

three interactions to stabilize a uniform chirality has only been predicted through

micromagnetic simulations and should be verified experimentally.

Experimentally, SEMPA is a technique with many benefits when investigating the

magnetic chirality. However, especially for the multilayer system of interest in this

Thesis, the interpretation of the measurements is not always easy. We probe only

the topmost repeat of any multilayer system, such that what happens in the rest

of the stack has to be inferred from micromagnetic simulations. It is, for example,

not possible to experimentally measure the exact location of the transition between

the two Néel caps of opposite chirality. For this other techniques are more suit-

able, such as Lorentz transmission-electron-microscopy, nitrogen vacancy-centre

microscopy, or x-ray resonant magnetic scattering, all providing more experimen-

tal insight into the complex magnetic chirality that varies across the individual

repeats of a multilayer system.54,55,66,67 However, even these techniques all still
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Figure 11.2: The internal dipolar fields inside a synthetic antiferromagnet for two
different iDMI configurations, where the middle layers are coupled antiferromagnetically
(AF) with each other. (a) The iDMI is the same everywhere. In the bottom two layers
this costs dipolar energy as the iDMI field is not aligned with the dipolar fields. (b) By
reversing the iDMI of the bottom layer, we gain dipolar energy similar to the situation
described in Chapter 6.

rely in some way on micromagnetic simulations to verify their interpretation, as

a direct three-dimensional vectorial magnetic imaging technique with a resolution

on the order of a nm (thickness of an individual repeat) is not yet available.

So far, we have only investigated the effect of a ferromagnetic interlayer exchange

interaction. However, it is known that an antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling can lead

to more exotic and interesting domain (wall) configurations.190,191 Moreover, in

systems with an AF coupling skyrmions are predicted to have negligible skyrmion

Hall angles259 and are less susceptible to external fields. Although the lack of a net

magnetic moment suggest dipolar interactions play no role in synthetic antiferro-

magnetic structures, we speculate that this is not true and that also here they can

be exploited to enhance skyrmion stability. For example, take a typical multilayer

system that is AF coupled halfway through the stack as shown in Fig. 11.2a. In

the top half of this system, the iDMI field inside the domain wall is pointed in the

same direction as the dipolar fields. At the bottom they are pointed in opposite

directions, leading to a competition for the domain wall chirality. However, sim-

ilar to the ferromagnetic case, in Fig. 11.2b we demonstrate that by introducing

a layer dependent iDMI in the bottom repeats we might be able to reduce this

competition and increase the skyrmion stability,

Additionally, and as we have already discussed in some detail in Chapter 10, we

believe that in general, introducing layer dependent magnetic parameters such as
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the iDMI and the anisotropy opens up many new avenues for stabilization of more

complex three-dimensional spin textures, especially when combined when inter-

layer asymmetric exchange interactions such as the interlayer DMI (as opposed to

the intralayer DMI investigated in this Thesis).221,222,253–255

To conclude, in the two Parts of this Thesis we presented both a fundamental

investigation into the iDMI, as well as a rigorous study of the origins of magnetic

chirality in multilayer stacks relevant for skyrmion stabilization. Both elements

can be combined to tailor the effective DMI and optimize the chirality of mag-

netic skyrmions for a specific purpose. Experimentally, we have demonstrated that

SEMPA is an excellent tool to investigate the resulting (chiral) skyrmion spin

textures. Specifically, although we believe that the interactions that affect the

chirality of domain walls similarly affect skyrmions, this remains to be experimen-

tally verified.54 SEMPA lends itself perfectly for such a study. Additionally, with

the significant interest in skyrmion motion, the possibility of doing time-resolved

SEMPA studies into skyrmion dynamics is also interesting because this has, up

until now, only been possible with beam-line based techniques.31,32,199,200,260–262



Summary

Exploring chiral magnetism with spin waves and
domain walls

Recent advances in thin film magnetism have demonstrated the importance of chi-

ral interactions. They are critical for a fundamental understanding of many new

advances in nano-magnetism; for example, the stabilization mechanisms govern-

ing many newly discovered nano-scale spin textures can only be understood when

considering chiral interactions. Chirality is also critical for much of the function-

ality such as the efficient current-driven manipulation of magnetic solitons which

include domain walls or the more exotic topologically protected spin textures like

the magnetic skyrmion. This efficient current-driven manipulation, as well as

many other properties, make chiral spin textures interesting for a wide variety of

fields that include memory and logic applications, on-chip microwave devices, and

perhaps most exciting, as building blocks in hardware-based implementations of

neuromorphic and stochastic computing.

A major stabilizing force for chiral magnetism is the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya inter-

action (DMI). It exists in many flavours, where we focus on the DMI stabilized

at symmetry-breaking interfaces between a ferromagnet and heavy metal. This

interfacial DMI (iDMI) promotes chiral non-collinear configurations of the mag-

netization with a specific sense of rotation. Part I of this thesis is focused on

the fundamental investigation of iDMI. Part II focuses on the effect of the iDMI

on magnetic domain walls, particularly as it competes with other interactions to

determine the magnetic chirality.

In part I, we investigate the quantification of the iDMI using propagating spin

waves. Quantifying the iDMI remains a major challenge as many measurement

189
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methods rely on the effect of symmetry-breaking magnetic fields on the domain-

wall texture. These methods, however, require knowledge of magnetic parameters

that are difficult to quantify. Spin-wave based methods do not suffer from this

drawback. We therefore focus on all-electrical propagating spin wave spectroscopy

(PSWS), as it promises to be more sensitive and more widely applicable than the

commonly used Brillouin Light Scattering technique.

The first chapter demonstrates several important elements when trying to apply

PSWS to measure propagating spin waves. The critical role of the magnetic strip

width for device optimization is presented. Additionally, a new spin-wave antenna

design is introduced that will help in the determination of the iDMI because it

excites spin waves with only one wavevector. In the second chapter we use this new

antenna design to measure the spin-wave frequency non-reciprocity as a function of

magnetic layer thickness. This thickness dependence allows us to disentangle the

effect of several anisotropy based interactions from the iDMI, making it possible

to quantify the iDMI in Pt/Co/Ir, Pt/Co/Pt and Ir/Co/Pt systems. Here, a

new contribution to the non-reciprocity as a result of a bulk magnetocrystalline

anisotropy was introduced to account for the large non-reciprocities measured in

thicker films. The last chapter focuses on a hybrid measurement technique, where

electrical spin-wave excitation is combined with optical spin-wave detection to

increase the sensitivity of PSWS. As optical techniques are diffraction limited, a

grating method is used such that spin-waves with wavelengths of 700 nm can be

detected using a diffraction-limited 10µm laser spot. This beyond the diffraction-

limit spin-wave detection will open a path to investigate propagating spin-waves

in an even wider variety of systems.

Part II considers the different interactions that can contribute to the magnetic chi-

rality in multilayer stacks relevant for room-temperature skyrmion stabilization.

These interactions are studied through the relatively unknown, yet powerful, tech-

nique of scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), which

allows us to measure the chirality of magnetic domain walls. We focus in partic-

ular on the effect of classical dipolar interactions on the magnetic chirality, which

are expected to compete with the iDMI in multilayer stacks where the magnetic

volume is increased.
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In the first chapter of part II we establish that SEMPA can be used to image the

out-of-plane magnetized multi-domain state in multilayered chiral spin textures.

A Fe dusting layer is used that acts as a field-mapping layer for the stray fields of

the underlying domain structure. After that, we illustrate how SEMPA can also,

by tilting the sample slightly, be used to image the chirality of magnetic domain

walls. In the second chapter the focus is on the effect of the dipolar interactions,

where the competition between the DMI and dipolar interactions to determine

the domain wall chirality is explicitly demonstrated. By systematically tuning the

strength of the DMI, the domain walls go from a clock-wise chirality dominated by

the dipolar interactions to a counter-clockwise chirality dominated by the iDMI.

The third chapter demonstrates that an indirect achiral ferromagnetic inter-layer

exchange interaction can also influence the magnetic chirality. By varying the

strength of this interaction, the domain walls change from clockwise Néel walls

governed by the dipolar interactions to achiral degenerate Bloch walls when the

interlayer exchange interaction is turned on. We end this part by showing that

dipolar interactions can be exploited to drastically increase skyrmion stability by

introducing a change in the sign of the iDMI across a multilayer system.
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